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This book contributes to our understanding of the origins of spatial language
by carrying out language game experiments with artificial agents instantiated
as humanoid robots. It tests the theory of language evolution by linguistic se-
lection, which states that language emerges through a cultural process based on
the recruitment of various cognitive capacities in the service of language. Agents
generate possible paradigmatic choices in their language systems and explore dif-
ferent language strategies. Which ones survive and dominate depends on linguis-
tic selection criteria, such as expressive adequacy with respect to the ecological
challenges and conditions in the environment, minimization of cognitive effort,
and communicative success.
To anchor this case study in empirical phenomena, the book reconstructs the
syntax and semantics of German spatial language, in particular German locative
phrases. Syntactic processing is organized using Fluid Construction Grammar
(FCG), a computational formalism for representing linguistic knowledge. For the
semantics the book focusses in particular on proximal, projective and absolute
spatial categories as well as perspective, perspective reversal and frame of ref-
erence. The semantic investigations use the perspective of Embodied Cognitive
Semantics. The spatial semantics is grounded in the sensory-motor experiences
of the robot and made compositional by using the Incremental Recruitment Lan-
guage (IRL) developed for this purpose. The complete reconstructed system al-
lows humanoid robots to communicate successfully and efficiently using the Ger-
man locative system and provides a performance base line. The reconstruction
shows that the computational formalisms, i.e. FCG and IRL, are sufficient for
tackling complex natural language phenomena. Moreover, the reconstruction
efforts reveal the tight interaction of syntax and semantics in German locative
phrases.
The second part of the book concentrates on the evolution of spatial language.
First the focus is on the formation and acquisition of spatial language by propos-
ing strategies in the form of invention, adoption, and alignment operators. The
book shows the adequacy of these strategies in acquisition experiments in which
some agents act as learners and others as tutors. It shows next in language for-
Preface
mation experiments that these strategies are sufficient to allow a population to
self-organize a spatial language system from scratch. The book continues by
studying the origins and competition of language strategies. Different concep-
tual strategies are considered and studied systematically, particularly in relation
to the properties of the environment, for example, whether a global landmark
is available. Different linguistic strategies are studied as well, for instance, the
problem of choosing a particular reference object on the scene can be solved by
the invention of markers, which allows many different reference objects, or by
converging to a standard single reference object, such as a global landmark.
The book demonstrates that the theory of language evolution by linguistic se-
lection leads to operational experiments in which artificial agents self-organize
semantically rich and syntactically complex language. Moreover, many issues
in cognitive science, ranging from perception and conceptualization to language
processing, had to be dealt with to instantiate this theory, so that this book con-
tributes not only to the study of language evolution but to the investigation of
the cognitive bases of spatial language as well.
This book would not have been possible without the hard work of the people at
Sony Computer Science Laboratory Paris and the A.I. Lab at the Vrije Universiteit
Brussels. Many of them have left traces in software and ideas that provide the
background against which a book like this one becomes possible. Most notably I
would like to thank the current and past members of the AI lab in Brussels and
Sony CSL Paris who I have met and who have made contributions to the various
software systems that underly the experiments described in this book: Katrien
Beuls, Joris Bleys, Joachim De Beule, Wouter van den Broeck, Remi van Trijp and
Pieter Wellens.
Martin Loetzsch and Simon Pauw had big impact on many issues discussed
in this book. I am indebted to all of them for long discussions that have tremen-
dously shapedmyway of thinking and for their collaboration on different aspects
of spatial language, conceptualization and embodiment.
Last but not least, I would like to thank Luc Steels who has had tremendous
impact on the intellectual ideas put forth in this book, provided the necessary
environment to conduct this research, and who continues to be an inspirational
and visionary figure for future work.
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1 Introduction
Spatial language is a vast topic. This book focusses on locative phrases, which
are phrases that single out objects in the physical environment with the commu-
nicative intention to draw attention to these objects. The following shows an

















‘The block to the right of the box from your perspective’
Phrases like this can be seen as highly complex tools that help dialog partners
to establish spatial reference. The utterance conveys to the hearer a number of
instructions such as (1) apply the spatial relation right, (2) use a particular land-
mark and (3) take the perspective of the interlocutor. These instructions, when
applied properly, allow an interlocutor to identify the object in question. The
syntactic structure, i.e. the words and the grammatical relations of the utterance,
encode which concepts and categories should be used and how the instructions
work together. For instance, the fact that the hearer’s perspective on the scene
should be taken is conveyed by the phrase von … aus (‘from … your perspective’).
Languages vary widely in how they solve the problem of spatial reference – in-
cluding both how they conceptualize space and how they talk about it (Levinson
& Wilkins 2006; Levinson 2003). Spatial position of objects can be expressed us-
ing a variety of syntactic means including case, adpositions, particles, and verbs.
But, maybe more importantly, there is a breathtaking variety in how people con-
ceptualize space, which spatial relations they know, what counts as a landmark,
how perspective is used, etc. Just to give a few simple examples, Spanish has
three basic proximal distinctions, while German has two. In Barcelona people
make active use of the topology of the surrounding landscape, referring regularly
to the seaside and mountainside when giving navigation instructions. In other
languages ‘uphill’ and ‘downhill’ are used to refer to proximal objects (Levinson
2003).
1 Introduction
These examples show that spatial language is a highly developed tool for estab-
lishing reference in a spatial environment. How did spatial language become this
way? There is an emerging view now that the most plausible answer to this ques-
tion is that spatial language is a complex adaptive system (see Steels 2000a for
the general idea of language as a complex adaptive system), that is constructed
and changed by its users for the same purpose it is used for today, namely to
describe spatial scenes, establish reference to objects in the environment, give
instructions for navigation, etc. This process is, of course, not the same process
of construction that a group of engineers use when they are building a bridge.
In such classic engineering problems, a team of people with a more or less com-
plete view of the problem designs a top-down solution. By contrast, nobody has
a global view on the state of a language. Rather, language lives in the individuals
of the language community. Every individual has its own views on the state of
the language, i.e. what words and grammatical relations are available.
When we combine the evidence from the complexity of particular spatial lan-
guages, such as German locative phrases, and the variation that can be seen
across languages, it seems reasonable to consider results from a science that
routinely deals with complexity and variation – biology. Biological species are
highly complex solutions to particular environmental and social challenges. The
solutions found by each species exhibit a high degree of variation. This simple
observation has forced biology to come up with precise models and predictions
to explain the origins of species. It comes as no surprise, then, that theories of
language, particularly language evolution and language change, have adopted
concepts from biology related to variation, complexity and the emergence of or-
der in biological systems.
This book defends the selectionist theory of language evolution, which
exploits biological concepts to explain how language is shaped by the commu-
nicative needs and environmental conditions that a community or population
faces. The theory hypothesizes that agents create variation within their language
and select working solutions based on how successful they are in communication
(communicative success), how complex they are in processing (cognitive ef-
fort) and other factors.
Studying language change from the perspective of communicative intentions
requires a great deal of insight into how humans or artificial systems can real-
ize their specific communicative intentions in social interactions in the physical
world. Such holistic explanations necessitate a whole systems approach (Steels
2001), in which great care is taken to ensure that perception, conceptualization
and linguistic processing systems are integrated to an extent that interaction be-
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tween agents is possible. Only when all of this machinery is in place can one
attempt to examine questions of language change.
In particular, a whole systems approach requires an operational theory of lan-
guage. How are utterances processed? How is space conceptualized? How is lin-
guistic knowledge represented? How does language interact with the perception
of the physical reality? A whole systems approach requires concrete answers to
each of these important questions. The resulting burden placed on operational
models is of course far greater than for high-level explanations or logical rea-
soning about these processes. But concrete, mechanistic accounts allow much
greater insights into the phenomena studied. In the best case, a successful model
of language evolution in a whole systems approach validates many aspects of
the theory of language and language change at the same time.
This book contributes to the understanding of spatial language in two ways.
First, it provides a detailed operational reconstruction of German locative phrases
using a whole systems approach. Second, it explores the evolution of spatial lan-
guage within the same computational framework. The two parts together argue
for (1) the validity of the approach to language, and (2) the validity and explana-
tory power of the selectionist theory of language evolution.
1.1 Locative spatial language
If one wants to make an interesting claim about how language evolves, one needs
a solid idea what language actually is, how linguistic knowledge is represented,
and how to organize linguistic processing. These questions are best answered by
reconstructing a complex natural language phenomenon such as German loca-
tive phrases. Such phrases are used for establishing reference to static objects
and identifying them by denoting their spatial position (Miller & Johnson-Laird
1976). They can be distinguished from other parts of spatial language that are
dealing with motion or navigation (Eschenbach 2004).
German locative phrases can be analyzed in terms of components or systems
which together form a locative phrase. (1) consists of three parts: a spatial re-
lation, which is combined with a landmark and a perspective.
Spatial Relations The defining quality of locative spatial phrases are that they
contain locative spatial relations such as rechts (‘right’), vorne (‘front’), nah
(‘near’), nördlich (‘north on’ and so forth). These relations are called loca-
tive because they encode static spatial relationships and do not refer to
change of position in time. In (1), rechts (‘right’) is the locative spatial rela-
3
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tion. In this book we study three classes of spatial relations. Proximal rela-
tions are based on distance estimations. Examples of proximal relations in
German are nah (‘near’) and fern (‘far’). The second class is called projective
relations and includes direction-based spatial relations such as links (‘left’)
and vor (‘front’). The last class considered are absolute relations such as
nördlich (‘north’) and östlich (‘east’). These are also direction-based, but
the direction is related to a geocentric reference system such as the mag-
netic poles of the earth.
Landmarks A spatial relation is at least a binary and always relates to something.
This something is typically called landmark. In (1), the landmark is ex-
pressed in the determined noun phrase der Kiste (‘the box’) immediately
following the spatial relation.
Perspective For certain spatial relations perspective is important. (1) features a
perspective that is marked via the phrase von … aus (‘from … viewpoint’).
The marker expresses that the viewpoint on the scene is the hearer.
1.2 A theory of language evolution
Theories of language evolution have to explain the evolution of language by defin-
ing the role and contribution of four different factors on language: biology, cog-
nition, social cognition, and culture (Steels 2009; 2011c).
Biology To study language evolution from the biological perspective is to ask
questions about the relationship of biology, in particular genetics and ecol-
ogy, with linguistic behavior. The question can be roughly split into two
parts. First, what is the biological influence on the general capacity for
language in the human population? Second, one can ask for the influence
of biology on the particular language spoken by individuals. The first is a
general question for the processing capabilities that need to be present for
language. This includes that humans require sufficient memory and pow-
erful neural circuitry for processing language, but also production organs
for speech and auditory capacities. The second question is how much the
biological basis determines the particular language individuals speak. In
other words, how much the lexicon and/or the grammar of a language are
influenced by genetic conditions.
Cognition Biology has provided us with neural circuitry that enables distinct
cognitive capabilities. The cognitive perspective on language asks: what
4
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are the basic cognitive processing mechanisms underlying production and
parsing of language, interpretation, conceptualization, but also categoriza-
tion, perception etc.? Language depends on a number of capabilities that
may or may not be prior to language, such as temporal clustering of events,
spatial navigation, perception-action systems (Rizzolatti & Arbib 1998; Ar-
bib 2002; Steels & Spranger 2012; 2008), memory and so on and so forth.
For instance, some have linked the evolution of language to an increase in
capacity for storing cognitive categories and their interrelations (Schoene-
mann 1999). Another strand of cognitive influences on language evolution
are general cognitive operators such as analogy and learning operators, for
instance sequential learning (Christiansen et al. 2001).
Social Cognition Inevitably, language is a social phenomenon that occurs when
humans interact. Social cognition researchers, for instance, are interested
in the social mechanisms that are needed for children to acquire language,
but also in the social mechanisms that are prerequisite for the emergence of
language. Proposals include things such as “theory of mind” (Dunbar 1998)
which is the capacity to understand another individual’s state of mind,
“joint attention” (Carpenter et al. 1998) which is the ability to track inter-
locutor gaze and mutual attentiveness to the same object, “social learning
skills” such as imitation learning (Tomasello 1992) and the ability and the
urge to “share intentions” (Tomasello et al. 2005). Many of these mecha-
nisms are deeply rooted in biology. For instance, Dunbar (2003) and Wor-
den (1998) argue that theory of mind is a necessary preadaptation for lan-
guage and that it has evolved via natural selection.
Culture Language is a cultural phenomenon that is undergoing steady change
on the cultural level. New words, speech sounds, morphemes, semantic
and syntactic structures arise all the time in language (Steels 2011c). This
manifests in the incredible amount of cross-cultural variation on all levels
of linguistic processing (Evans & Levinson 2009), for example, phonemes
(Maddieson 1984; Oudeyer 2005), spatial semantics (Levinson 2003), and
syntax (Levinson & Wilkins 2006). This evidence points to strong cultural
negotiation processes in which continuous invention is channeled to pro-
duce complex useful communication systems. Many of such processes or-
chestrating change and diversification have been identified. Grammatical-
ization, for instance, tries to explain the shift from lexical items to gram-
matical items (Hopper & Traugott 2003). Others have pointed to genera-
tional change as the trigger for development in language (Smith, Kirby &
5
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Brighton 2003). The question from the perspective of cultural evolution is
what are the mechanisms that bring about change in language and what
are the principles with which agents conventionalize language up to the
point that interlocutors have a chance of understanding each other.
I emphasize the cultural point of view in this book. That is, my primary con-
cern is with change in language on the cultural level independent of changes in
the human biology. Language change occurs on a smaller time scale than, for
instance, the adaptation of a new biological organ, let alone a new species. There
is absolutely no doubt that languages evolve fast. One just has to look through a
text by Shakespeare or Goethe to see that a fewhundred years can have impact on
vocabulary and grammatical structure. It took Vulgar Latin a mere 1500 years to
evolve into about a dozen different languages such as French, Italian, Portuguese
or Catalan (e.g., see Pope 1952 for French). If we observe languages today, we can
easily see that new words are invented all the time. In academic and technolog-
ical contexts, for instance, new concepts arise all the time. Roughly 30 years
ago vocabulary such as email or website did not even exist. What drives change
in language, in what circumstances does it take place and what are necessary
requirements for language change to occur? These are questions that cultural
evolution theories of language have to address.
1.2.1 Language systems and language strategies
Cultural theories of language evolution have to take a close look at individual
trajectories of language change (Steels 2011c). For instance, how did the Rus-
sian aspectual system emerge or why does English have a system of determiners
and Russian not? How do spatial language systems develop over time? In other
words, cultural theories of language evolution must provide models for the emer-
gence and evolution of concrete language systems (Steels 2011c). Language sys-
tems package a particular semantic system (e.g. a set of spatial categories) and
a particular way of expressing these distinctions (e.g. a corresponding set of lex-
ical items). The absolute German system, for instance, consists of four absolute
spatial categories and the corresponding strings, e.g. nördlich (‘north’), südlich
(‘south’). These spatial categories are the basic building blocks of absolute spa-
tial conceptualization in German. They can be compositionally combined with
landmarks to build complex spatial phrases. Interestingly, the German locative
systems effectively consist of different conceptualization strategies that have dis-
tinct but converging evolutionary trajectories. For instance, the absolute system
is connected to the invention of the compass, whereas projective systems often
6
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at least in part can be traced back to body parts (Traugott & Heine 1991). Never-
theless, many locative spatial relations are used in the same syntactic context.
Spatial language systems such as the proximal or projective system are char-
acterized by a degree of cohesion and systematicity that points to an underlying
principle that organizes acquisition, emergence and coordination. We call the
mechanisms organizing a particular language system the language strategy
(Steels 2011c). Language strategies have a linguistic and a conceptual part. For
example, on the conceptual side absolute spatial categories share that they are
part of the same conceptualization strategy which uses absolute directions to the
magnetic poles of the earth. Syntactically all spatial relations share that they are
expressed in a similar way namely lexically and that they can be expressed as
adjective, adverb and preposition.
1.2.2 Selectionist theory of language evolution
In this book I follow the selectionist theory of language evolution (Steels 2011c),
which applies the dominant theoretical construct in biology natural selection
and uses it to explain language change on the level of language systems and
language strategies. Additionally, the concepts of self-organization, recruit-










Figure 1.1: The fitness of utterances for communication affects both the language
system and the language strategy. The effect of the success of a single
utterance on the language strategy is smaller which leads to slower
change on the level of the strategy. (Figure adapted from Steels 2011c)
Selection Selectionism rests on two principles: generation of possible variants
and selection of variation based on fitness. The most important factor in
determining the fitness of a particular language strategy, but also of a
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particular language system, is communicative success. A communicative
interaction between two interlocutors is successful if the communicative
intention of the speaker is reached. For instance, if the speaker wanted
to draw attention to some object, the communication is successful if the
hearer pays attention to that object. Communicative success drives selec-
tion on the levels of the language system, but also on the level of language
strategies (see Figure 1.1).
Variation occurs in the systems for two reasons. First, agents are actively
trying to solve problems in communication (Steels 2000a). Agents intro-
duce new categories, new words and grammar when they detect problems
that they cannot solve using the current language they know. Second, lan-
guage is an inferential communication system (Sperber & Wilson 1986)
which means that the information provided in an utterance is often incom-
plete and ambiguous. Interpreting phrases is an active process inwhich the
hearer is fusing information from the context, from the dialogue and his
knowledge about the language to arrive at the best possible interpretation.
In this process of course hearers might interpret the utterance differently
then intended. This is the second source of variation.
Self-organization Steels (2011c) assumes that selection is not enough to explain
language change and proposes another driving force in the evolution of lan-
guage: self-organization – a concept used to account for complex phenom-
ena in physical and biological systems. In short, self-organization is a way
to explain how global structure arises out of local interaction of subunits
(Camazine et al. 2003). An example from biology for self-organization is
swarm behavior in a school of fish. Each individual fish locally controls its
behavior based on the estimation of the position and direction of its imme-
diate neighbors. On the global level this leads to consistent swarm behav-
ior. Self-organization is typically seen as a complementary mechanism to
selection, although there is some discussion on how to reconcile the two
mechanisms. Kauffman (1993), for instance, proposes the following idea.
Local components and the interaction rules are determined by selection,
whereas the global emergent behavior is explained using self-organization.
Applied to the swarm behavior this means that the anatomy of fish as well
as the perceptual feedback loop are a product of natural selection. The
global emergent swarm behavior is the product of self-organization.
Similar to swarm behavior, agents in a population evolving a language
have to achieve global coherence in the language they use. Each agent
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has its own private representations of the language that they speak and
they can adjust their own representations based on local interactions with
peers. How, from local interactions, agents can agree on a globally shared
communication system is the problem of alignment. Psychologists have
found that interlocutors align on all levels of linguistic processing even
over the course of a few interactions, i.e., dialogue (Garrod &Doherty 1994;
Pickering & Garrod 2004). Similar mechanisms applied over a long time
span are required for driving populations to self-organize a sufficiently
shared communication system (Steels & Kaplan 2002).
Recruitment The last problem for an account of how languages change in the se-
lectionist theory of language evolution is the problem of language strategy
generation. The hypothesis is that language strategies are recruited by as-
sembling basic cognitive operations (Steels 2007). For instance, an absolute
spatial conceptualization strategy involving distinctions such as “north”
and “south” consists of basic categorization mechanisms and the ability to
track ones own direction. The two abilities are assembled into the strategy
which encompasses the different absolute spatial distinctions. The process
is called recruitment because the cognitivemechanismswhich are assem-
bled could, in principle, have evolved or could be learned independently
from language.
Co-evolution One of the tenants of the theory of linguistic selection is that syntax
and semantics co-evolve. The idea is that recruitment of conceptualization
strategies and the invention of new semantic distinctions and spatial rela-
tions trigger evolution of the syntax of a language (Steels 1997; 1998). For
instance, presumably when the absolute system in German emerged based
on a new way of construing reality, this at the same time triggered the in-
vention of new words.
1.2.3 Evolutionary explanations
In every science one has to define what counts as an explanation. This book
is guided by what counts as an evolutionary explanation in biology, ethology
and psychology (Tinbergen 1963; Dunbar 1998). In order to explain a complex
trait from the evolutionary perspective one has to provide explanations on four
different levels: function, mechanism, ontogeny and phylogeny.
Function An explanation for a particular behavior has to showwhat the behavior
is good for, i.e. what is its purpose. For Darwinian biology, the function of
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a behavior has to be explained in terms of its impact on survival or, more
precisely, on the production of offspring. For evolutionary linguistics this
turns into the question of how a particular language system or a particular
strategy helps an agent to be more successful in communication. For ex-
ample, one can explain particular spatial language systems with respect to
their ability to help agents solve communicative problems in spatial navi-
gation and spatial reference.
Mechanism Besides function, one has to identify the mechanisms that give rise
to the behavior. This is actually called “causation” by Tinbergen (1963) and
it refers to the cause and effect relations that generate a particular behav-
ior. For instance, one can explain how aggressive behavior is generated
by looking at changes in hormone levels in an organism, e.g., testosteron
causes aggressive behavior. For spatial language this entails a detailed op-
erational model of the production and parsing of spatial language.
Ontogeny The next question is how a particular behavior is acquired. To answer
this question one has to identify the developmental steps that the behavior
undergoes, but also what is the ontogenetic basis of the behavior. What is
learned and what is instinct? For spatial language this requires insights
into how spatial language is learned.
Phylogeny A fourth part of every evolutionary explanation has to identify the
evolutionary history of a behavior. What are the sequential stages of evo-
lution of a behavior? What are the prerequisites of a behavior? How do
evolutionary older behaviors influence the behavior under question? These
questions have to be answered with respect to the function of the behavior.
In other words, one needs explanations of how the behavior evolved to ful-
fill its current function. For language evolution scholars have to identify
how a particular strategy evolved over time. Was it adapted from an older
strategy? How did syntax and semantics of the language system under
consideration co-evolve over time?
1.3 Main hypothesis
This book provides experimental evidence for the theory of linguistic evolution.
The hypothesis is that spatial language syntax and spatial semantics co-evolve
through a cultural process based on selection, self-organization and recruitment.
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This book explores the hypothesis for the different components of spatial lan-
guage: spatial relations, landmarks and perspective. Computational experiments
show the emergence of spatial relations, the negotiation of the use of landmarks
and perspective. I also explore different strategies for expressing spatial concep-
tualizations: lexical and grammatical strategies.
1.4 Contributions
This book provides detailed accounts of the function, mechanisms, ontogeny and
phylogeny of spatial language.
1. The first contribution is an explanation of the mechanisms behind spatial
language for German locative phrases in a complete reconstruction includ-
ing perception, semantic and syntactic processing. Once the mechanisms
are in place, we test the function and impact of components of spatial lan-
guage in experiments by removing the component in question and exam-
ining the effect the removal has on communication.
2. The second contribution is to explain steps in the co-evolution of spatial
syntax and spatial semantics through computational models.
This book follows awhole systems approachwhich allows us to define external
criteria for the progress in each of the objectives. The defining moment for the
underlying conception of language is communication. A communication system
is successful if it allows robotic agents to achieve their communicative goals
such as drawing the attention to an object in the environment.
1.4.1 Evolutionary stages
One way of understanding evolutionary processes is to try to identify evolution-
ary stages. Over the years, different steps in the evolution of language have been
identified involving varying degrees of specificity (Bickerton 1999; Jackendoff
1999; Steels 2005). All of these proposals, while differing in detail and the exact
number of stages, agree that language evolution starts at some pre-grammatical
stage and increases in complexity to the form of language, in particular, grammar
that we see today. Obviously any evolutionary account of language has to show




This book orients itself alongside Steels (2005), who proposes a number of
stages of complexity which are relevant for this book: single-word utterances,















Figure 1.2: Co-evolution of syntactic and semantic complexity.
Single-word utterances In this stage agents utter single words that pertain to a
particular concept or category used for discriminating objects. Examples
for spatial language include utterances that directly refer to spatial regions
such as links (‘left’) or nördlich (‘north’). When agents can only express
themselves using a single word, this single word necessarily encodes the
complete conceptualization strategy. For instance, which landmark or per-
spective is used for conceptualization is holistically coded in the single
word. Since there is no additional information about which conceptualiza-
tion strategy the term is referring to, agents have to implicitly agree on the
precise spatial construal the term is referring to. This limits the re-use of
spatial categories in different spatial conceptualization strategies because
agents have no way of disambiguating the use of the same spatial relation
in different strategies.
Multi-word utterances Single-word communication systems are not very flexible.
There is no compositionality and particularly there is no re-use. In German,
for instance, projective relations can be used with different landmarks. In
the multi-word utterance stage agents can express different constituents
by using a number of lexical items. Besides expressing the spatial category
used, agents can also mark landmarks. An example utterance is links Kiste
(‘left box’) which is used to signal that the region left of the box is meant.
Grammatical utterances When we look at natural language, we can see that the
same constituents can be part of different conceptualization strategies. Imag-
ine an utterance like Kiste link (‘box left’) without the grammatical infor-
mation, in particular, without word order and lexical class information. In
that case a hearer does not know whether link is an adjective or an adverb.
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This syntactic underdetermination has consequences for the semantic in-
terpretation. If the phrase is interpreted as an adjective noun phrase as in
linke Kiste (‘left box’), the spatial category acts as a modifier on the set of
boxes. If the spatial relation is interpreted as an adverb, then box might be
a landmark and the whole phrase denotes a region next to the landmark
as in links der Kiste (‘to the left of the box’). Grammar signals the differ-
ence in these two semantic interpretations and disambiguates the concep-
tualization strategies. Consequently, agents equipped with grammatical
strategies can disambiguate even more strategies and consequently, they
can be more expressive.
The goal of this book is to identify, implement and test the mechanisms that
drive the evolution of language on each of these stages. The mechanisms we
are interested in are not descriptions of the phenomena but mechanistic expla-
nations which identify the computational and cognitive components that enable
robotic agents to self-organize communication systems. The procedure to find
and validate mechanistic explanations is to
1. hypothesize invention, adoption and alignment operators for the syn-
tax and semantics according to each stage of complexity,
2. equip agents with these operators,
3. test the evolutionary dynamics in populations of equipped agents,
4. measure the communicative success, adaptivity and expressivity.
Invention, adoption and alignment operators are the backbone of the evolution-
ary models of this book. For instantiating the theory of linguistic selection one
has to identify agent-levelmechanisms that orchestrate the global behavior of the
population. The mechanisms can be classified into the following three classes.
Invention operators Invention is the process of introducing variation into the sys-
tem by inventing a new spatial relation or aword or even grammar in order
to solve a problem in communication. A speaker, for instance, who is un-
able to discriminate an object might introduce a new spatial category to be
able to identify the object. Subsequently, he might invent a new word to
be able to express the new spatial category. Invention operators introduce
variation and novelty into the system.
Adoption operators Adoption is the process by which an agent acquires a new
word, a new spatial relation or a new piece of grammar. Acquisition is
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carried out by hearers in interactions when they observe new items that
they are unable to process. Adoption is another source of novelty and
variation. An agent that picks up a new word might have a different idea
of what that word means than the speaker actually intended.
Alignment operators Invention is local to an interaction. When two agents com-
municate and one of them invents a new word, this word might be ac-
quired by the interlocutor, but the knowledge about this word is still local.
Alignment operators orchestrate the self-organization of the system and
the global alignment of language.
1.4.2 Co-evolution of syntactic and semantic complexity
In each stage, syntactic complexity co-evolves with semantic complexity (see
Figure 1.2). Syntactic complexity rises because the number of words per utter-
ance increases (from the single-word stage to the multi-word stage) and because
syntactic categorizations such as word order, morphology, agreement become
important (from multi-word to grammar).
The notion of semantic complexity is harder to define. Obviously German spa-
tial language is complex. But why does this seem obvious? What are the proper-
ties that make it a complex semantic system? For this book, complex semantics
is defined with respect to spatial language as: the language supports a large num-
ber of conceptualizations of a spatial scene. There are two factors influencing the
complexity of the space of possible conceptualizations of a spatial scene.
Number of relations A first level of semantic complexity is related to the number
of spatial categories. For the part of German locative phrases considered
in this book, we already have 12 spatial relations. But there are, of course,
many more relations not considered in this book such as dynamic rela-
tions. For some scholars this is the only definition of semantic complexity
(compare Schoenemann 1999).
Number of conceptualization strategies A second notion of semantic complexity
is the number of conceptualization strategies a language supports. Ger-
man, for instance, supports many different categorization systems: projec-
tive, e.g. links (‘left’) or rechts (‘right’), proximal, e.g. nah (‘near’) and fern
(‘far’), and absolute, e.g. nördlich (‘north’) and südlich (‘south’). This is one
aspect. The other aspect is that these systems are part of different concep-
tualization strategies. Examples of this re-use were already given earlier
with respect to adjectives and adverbs.
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1.5 Structure of the book
This book is structured into three main parts besides this introduction and the
conclusion. Part I explains the interactionmodel and the technical systems needed
for studying spatial language. Part II deals with objective number one and details
the reconstruction efforts for the German locative system. In Part III, I detail how
spatial language evolves based on the model of evolutionary stages.
1.5.1 Part I: Spatial language games and technical background
1.5.1.1 Spatial language games
Spatial language occurs mainly in interactions of individuals in spatial scenes. To
research spatial language in such a communication-based approach to language
a number of things need to be in place. We need a model of interactions in spatial
scenes. This is the topic of Chapter 2 which introduces spatial language games
which are routinized interactions consisting of defined roles for interlocutors –
speaker and hearer. The chapter explains the basic interaction scheme and the
linguistic and non-linguistic behaviors that define a spatial language game.
1.5.1.2 Embodied cognitive semantics with IRL
In order to achieve the objectives of this book, we need computational formalisms
that support the reconstruction and evolution investigations. One of such for-
malisms in part developed for this book is the Incremental Recruitment Language
(IRL). IRL is (a) a formalism for representing semantics, (b) a set of planning algo-
rithms for automatic conceptualization and interpretation, and (c) a set of tools
that make semantics an open-ended adaptive system. Chapter 3 introduces the
formalism and the technology behind it.
1.5.1.3 Construction grammar with FCG
Another important backbone of the investigations is Fluid Construction Gram-
mar (FCG). FCG is a formalism for representing and processing linguistic knowl-
edge. Chapter 4 details howmappings from semantics to syntax are implemented
using FCG and gives an example of processing a simple phrase.
1.5.2 Part II: Reconstructing German locative phrases
To ground the modeling efforts in sufficient knowledge of a real spatial language
system, I decided to reconstruct a part of German spatial language – German
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locative phrases. The second part of this book reconstructs the syntax and se-
mantics of German locative phrases. The part starts out with an in-depth look at
German locative spatial language as a natural language phenomenon. Chapter
5 gives more examples of the syntactic variety and the connection to the space
of conceptualization strategies supported in German locative phrases. This sets
the scope for the reconstruction effort, but also identifies a number of processing
issues that the reconstruction has to deal with in order to be successful.
1.5.2.1 Spatial semantics
The following chapter details the operationalization of spatial semantics. Chap-
ter 6 the basic semantic building blocks of German locative phrases and discusses
how they work together to make up the complex semantics of spatial scenes.
1.5.2.2 Syntactic processing
A close look at German locative phrases reveals a number of interesting phe-
nomena. Most importantly it uncovers the tight relationship between spatial
syntax and spatial semantics. Chapter 7 explains how FCG can be used to model
the tight connection between the words and grammatical relations observed in
German locative phrases and the world of spatial semantics. These mappings
are interesting because they pose particular challenges to the organization of lin-
guistic processing. The re-use of the same spatial categories in different strategies
for conceptualizing reality and their syntactic expression requires sophisticated
mechanisms for dealing with many-to-many mappings in language. Another im-
portant issue is how to deal with the case system of German. All of these aspects
of linguistic processing are discussed in Chapter 7.
1.5.2.3 Conceptualization of spatial scenes
Spatial scenes do not come a priori labeled, categorized and construed. Agents
have to autonomously conceptualize reality given the particular communicative
goal they have. Chapter 8 deals with the problem of conceptualization which is
the problem of how to construct semantic structure that is helpful in reaching
communicative intentions. The chapter gives an overview of different factors
influencing the conceptualization of spatial scenes and compares different im-
plementations of spatial conceptualization.
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1.5.2.4 Integrating syntactic and semantic processing
The last chapter of this part reports on the integration of syntax, semantics and
conceptualization. One of the issues that can be studied in an approach like mine
is semantic ambiguity which refers to the fact that natural language is often am-
biguous with respect to the precise interpretation of a phrase. But humans are
very strong in communicating even though language only encodes hints at how
to conceptualize reality. The key is that humans integrate the sparse informa-
tion communicated in utterances with knowledge about the current context of
the interaction. Chapter 9 explains how one can operationalize this process of
disambiguation through the context using the conglomerate of systems for lin-
guistic and semantic processing as well as perception.
1.5.3 Part III: Spatial language evolution
Finally the book turns to evolution in the third part. The organization of this
part orients itself along the stages of complexity introduced earlier. There are
two parts on single-word utterance systems, followed by a chapter onmulti-word
utterance systems. The part closeswith a chapter on the evolution of grammatical
structure.
1.5.3.1 Acquisition and formation of basic spatial category systems
The first chapter in this part explains how the basic building blocks of spatial
language – spatial relationships and corresponding words – become shared in
populations of agents. This corresponds to complexity stage one – single words.
The goal of the chapter is to define the language strategies necessary for forming
single-word spatial language systems.
Single-word spatial language systems are built by a particular strategy of con-
ceptualizing reality which includes a priori commitments to certain reference ob-
jects, frames of reference and perspectives on the scene. The chapter shows how
a language strategy which is a combination of a particular strategy for conceptu-
alizing reality plus the necessary invention operators for basic spatial categories
build the language systems that allow agents to communicate successfully. Lan-
guage strategies are tested in two scenarios – acqisition and formation. In
acquisition a learner agent has to pick up the spatial language system spoken
by a tutor. In formation all agents start from scratch and progressively develop
categories and lexical items.
The most important influence on what kind of language system emerges is
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the language strategy. The chapter details different language strategies neces-
sary for building proximal, projective and absolute systems which encompass
dedicated invention, adoption and alignment operators as well as the different
conceptualization strategies. The success of the learning operators and the con-
ceptualization strategy is tested in experiments where populations are fittedwith
a particular strategy. The resulting languages spoken by individual agents are an-
alyzed with respect to communicative success and how similar they are to each
other.
Another important factor influencing the emerging language system are en-
vironmental conditions. The chapter studies the impact of environmental con-
ditions systematically by manipulating environmental features such as global
landmarks or the statistical distribution of objects.
Obviously, natural languages support many conceptualization strategies at the
same time. German, for instance, simultaneously has a proximal, a projective
and an absolute system. So one can ask what happens when agents are simulta-
neously operating different strategies. I hypothesize that agents need additional
cognitive mechanisms for choosing between different strategies and that choos-
ing a strategy can be realized using the discriminative power of each strategy in
a particular context. When an agent has to invent a new category they use the
strategy that is most discriminating using a new category. Experiments show
that this principle allows agents to build multiple language systems at the same
time. Lastly, the chapter also studies the impact of different environmental lay-
outs on formation of language systems for interacting strategies.
1.5.3.2 Origins and alignment of spatial conceptualization strategies
Chapter 11 deals with the emergence and alignment of conceptualization strate-
gies. When one compares different languages of the world it becomes clear that
many languages differ in the kinds of conceptualization strategies they support.
Some languages solely use an absolute system, others can use intrinsic and rel-
ative systems and so on and so forth. Consequently, the evolution of spatial
language is intricately connected to the origins and evolution of spatial concep-
tualization strategies. The chapter shows that conceptualization strategies are
organized in a process of recruitment, selection and self-organization.
To explain conceptualization strategies from the viewpoint of the theory of
linguistic selection is to explain (a) how different conceptualization strategies
are created and (b) how they are selected for in communication. Competition
is an important aspect of selection. Obviously environmental conditions and
communicative success are main influences on which strategies are selected for
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because they are more successful. The chapter proposes alignment operations
that update and track the score of conceptualization strategies so that agents
can locally align in their interactions. I show that these operators lead to global
convergence of the population on using single conceptualization strategies. The
chapter studies competition of different strategies for landmarks and frames of
reference and shows that with the right alignment strategy agents can agree on
using a particular conceptualization strategy while co-evolving a lexicon and
ontology of spatial relations at the same time.
Besides selection the theory has to explain how conceptualization strategies
are created. This is were the idea of recruitment comes into play. Conceptualiza-
tion strategies are assemblies of cognitive operations. For instance, an absolute
strategy consists of a particular way of applying spatial categories plus the com-
putation of a global landmark. Recruitment is the process of drawing from the
pool of cognitive operations and assembling and packaging them so that the com-
plete structure for conceptualization can be scored and the score updated and
tracked. In a second set of experiments creation and competition of strategies
are studied together.
1.5.3.3 Multi-word lexical systems for expressing landmarks
Single-word utterance systems are limited in how much information can be con-
veyed in them. Upon hearing a single term it is hard to decide what conceptual-
ization strategy was it part of. Which landmark is used? Which perspective did
the speaker have in mind? These are questions that cannot be decided by just
looking at a single word, unless of course the word is known and always refers
to the same landmark and the same conceptualization strategy. When we look at
human language we see a lot of re-use of spatial relations. Absolute, projective
and proximal relations in German can be used with different landmark objects.
Chapter 12 examines what mechanisms are needed for agents to mark landmark
objects using lexical items while at the same time co-evolving a lexicon and on-
tology of spatial relations. Once these mechanisms are in place success of such
extended lexical systems can be studied and compared to systems which only
support a single conceptualization strategy.
1.5.3.4 Grammar as a tool for disambiguating spatial phrases
The part on language evolution of this book is concluded by Chapter 13 that
examines the role and evolution of grammatical language.
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Lexical systems which are all systems studied up to this point in the book, have
considerable shortcomings. One can study the effect grammar has by removing
grammatical knowledge from the German locative grammar implemented for
this book. The results presented in Chapter 13 show that agents operating a Ger-
man locative system without grammar have significantly lower communicative
success. I show that environmental conditions and diverging perspective on the
scene can increase the drop in communicative success. The lack of grammar in-
creases semantic ambiguity of phrases which means that the number of possible
interpretations of a phrase escalates. As a consequence, the number of wrongly
interpreted topics enlarges as well.
Given such a clear communicative advantage for having grammar, one can
study the necessary operators that enable agents to develop a grammar for disam-
biguating spatial phrases. This is the topic of the second part of Chapter 13 which
reports on the precise implementation of these operators. I test the operators in
multi-agent experiments which prove that the hypothesized invention, learning
and alignment operators allow agents to become increasingly more successful in




Spatial language games and
technical background

2 Grounded spatial language games
Language does not occur in a vacuum. Spoken language occurs in physical, sit-
uated interactions when two interlocutors meet with specific communicative in-
tentions. This chapter explains the basic social interactions at the center of the
approach to language. Physical robots meet in communicative encounters and
try to reach communicative goals within real world settings. Taking such a rad-
ical approach to the study of language is grounded in a number of social and
perceptual mechanisms. Here I look at the prerequisites for the computational
models discussed later in this book.
Figure 2.1 shows such an encounter of two humanoid robots in which one of
the robots, the speaker, has the goal of drawing the attention of the hearer to
some object in the environment using language. Such interactions are called
language games (Steels 2001). Language games are routinized interactions be-
tween two members of a population. The game combines a particular script for
the interaction, the linguistic information transfer and extra-linguistic feedback
about the success of the interaction. Here is an example of a language game
called the spatial language game:
1. The language game starts by randomly drawing two agents from the pop-
ulation. One agent is randomly assigned the role of speaker, the other is
assigned the role hearer.
2. The agents establish joint attention and perceive the scene.
3. The speaker chooses an object from the perceived context as the object he
wants to draw the attention of the hearer to.
4. The speaker produces an utterance that he thinks draws the attention to
the object.
5. The speaker passes the utterance to the hearer.
6. The hearer interprets the utterance and tries to find the object that the
speaker might have in mind.
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7. The hearer points to the object he thinks the interaction was about. If he
was unable to interpret a topic, he signals this by shaking his head.
8. The speaker interprets the pointing. If the object pointed to by the hearer
is correct, he signals this by noding. If the hearer pointed to the wrong
object or did not point at all, the speaker points to the topic he wanted to












Figure 2.1: Example scene. Two robots autonomously perceive and act in an of-
fice environment that contains different types of objects. Both robots
autonomously create world models reflecting the state of the environ-
ment (see bottom left and right schematics), that include objects with
spatial and color properties, the carton boxes as well as the robots.
To study language in a real world setting requires to fully spell out all compo-
nents involved in the interaction. Besides social mechanisms agents need opera-
tional systems for perceiving the world, as well as the construction and interpre-
tation of utterances. Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the systems involved
in production and parsing, conceptualization and interpretation. Both agents
independently process sensorimotor data stemming from the onboard cameras
and proprioceptive sensors in order to construct world models of the environ-
ment (Spranger 2008; Spranger, Loetzsch & Steels 2012). Based on the particular
communicative goal and the current state of the world represented in the world
model, the speaker conceptualizes a meaning which is then rendered into an ut-
terance by the language system. The hearer parses the utterance to determine its






















Figure 2.2: The semiotic cycle is a model of situated communicative interactions
between two interacting agents.
to infer the speaker’s communicative goal and, for instance, perform a desired
action. The system used for conceptualization and interpretation are explained in
detail in Chapter 3. The system for producing and parsing utterances is treated
in Chapter 4. The following sections focus on the necessary prerequisites for
language production, parsing and evolution in terms of social mechanisms and
perceptual processing.
2.1 Perception
The environment that robots interact in is equipped with four kinds of objects
that were carefully chosen to pick out special features relevant for spatial lan-
guage: blocks, boxes, wall markers and the robots themselves (see Figure 2.1).
Blocks Are the colored brick like objects. They are typically of the same color.
Agents perceive these objects as having a certain distance from their ego-
centric coordinate systems originating in the robot’s body.
Boxes The environment also features card boxes which have particular markers
on their sides. These markers are perceived by the sensorimotor systems
as distinct sides of the object. The perceptual systems perceive them as
having a particular distance and orientation with respect to the robot’s
coordinate system.
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Wall markers Figure 2.1 shows that the same markers used for the carton boxes
can also occur on the wall. Cardboard boxes introduce a geocentric orien-
tation on the scene.
Robots Robots also establish the position of the interlocutor in each interaction.
Every robot tracks the position and orientation of the other robot in his
environment.
Before a language game starts the robots perceive their environment. The
robots are endowed with perceptual systems for recognizing and tracking the
objects in their environment. These systems continuously build up world mod-
els of the environment consisting of sets of objects. The objects are character-
ized by continuous real-valued features such as color, position and orientation
but also width, height and length. The perceptual system also provides a basic
grouping of objects into classes such as robots, blocks and boxes and wall mark-
ers. The following is the world model built by the agent to the left in Figure 2.1.
It includes the other robot (robot-2), the landmark (box-1) and the colored blocks
(obj-265, obj-266 and obj-268):
((robot-1 :type robot :x 0.0 :y 0.0 :orientation 0.5)
(robot-2 :type robot :x 1461.65 :y -351.24 :orientation 0.9)
(box-1 :type box :x 513.0 :y 891.67 :orientation 0.36
:width 320.0 :height 450.0 :length 310.0)
(obj-265 :x 1454.74 :y 248.72 :z 0.0 :width 59.75
:height 235.99
:average-y 128.0 :stdev-y 26.49 :min-y 51.0
:max-y 199.0 :average-u ...)
(obj-266 :x 285.0 :y 549.02 :z 0.0 ...)
(obj-268 ...)
(box-wall :orientation 0.36))
Each robot constructs perceptual representations of the objects in its imme-
diate surroundings from the raw sensations streaming from the robot’s sensor.
Each type of object in the environment is tracked by a dedicated perceptual sys-
tem. In general, processing of the different object classes is a three step process.
First, low-level vision routines process raw camera images to yield basic per-
cepts – these are connected regions that differ from the background of the envi-
ronment or are related to the patterns distributed on the boxes and wall markers.
Second, these regions are tracked in subsequent camera images. In order to do
so, the vision system needs to establish a correspondence between an internal
model and the image regions that refer to the same physical object, a process
known in robotics as anchoring (Coradeschi & Saffiotti 2003). I use state es-
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timation techniques from robotics, e.g. Kalman filters (Kálmán 1960), for main-
taining such persistent models. Third, the vision system fuses information from
the proprioceptive sensors of the robot the visual information to encode a set
of visual properties about each object. In this particular setup these properties
are the position and orientation of objects, an estimated width and height and
color information. In the experiments discussed in this book only position and
orientation are relevant. Most importantly, the perceptual systems only track
objects on the ground. The position and orientation of objects is encoded in a
two dimensional egocentric coordinate system which has its origin between the
two feet of the robot facing to the front of the robot. Spranger (2008) gives more
detail on the perceptual systems.
The experiments reported on in later sections require that agents play many
language games. In order to speed up the process of a game and in order to
do repeatable, manipulatable experiments, data from spatial scenes such as the
one in Figure 2.1 are recorded and stored. The output of the perception system
of more than 800 spatial scenes with different spatial configurations has been
collected and can be accessed by artificial software agents without the agents
required to run on physical robots. A spatial language game can be enacted on
such stored scenes as if robots were perceiving the scene at the very moment
they are playing a particular language game.
Figure 2.3 shows different spatial scenes. Each spatial scene consists of a world
model for each of the two robots recorded from the position of each robot. Scenes
are grouped into data sets with similar characteristics with respect to perspective
on the scene, the number of objects and the availability of boxes andwall markers.
For instance, in some data sets the perspective of interlocutors is similar (see
Figure 2.3 for examples from one data set), i.e., robots are looking at the scene
from the same position and there are few objects. Figure 2.4 shows examples
from different data sets.
2.2 Social mechanisms
Language games require a number of social mechanisms to be in place. Joint
attention, turn-taking behavior, pointing and other non-linguistic feedback are
mechanisms at the heart of the social interaction. Crucial social mechanisms re-
quired for these interaction are considered prerequisites for studying the evolu-
tion of language. They constitute the background against which communication
and evolution of communication take place.
In joint attentional scenes (Tomasello 1995), interlocutors are jointly attending
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Figure 2.3: Example world models from a spatial data set called space-game-2. Left
the world model of robot a is shown. To the right the world model
of robot b is shown. All scenes share similar properties. In this data
set robots share a similar perspective on the scene. The actual posi-
tion of the robots varies across different scenes, but is always similar.
Similarly, every scene has a box landmark and two yellow blocks in
it. However, the actual position of the box and its orientation, as well






Figure 2.4: Example scenes from different spatial data sets. Each row shows
scenes from a particular data set (the world model of robot a is al-
ways shown). The first row shows a data set which features a global
landmark (space-game-9). The middle row shows scenes of a data set
without global landmark and without box (space-game-17). Lastly, a
data set which features many objects is shown (space-game-18).
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to some object for some reasonable amount of time. Establishing joint attention
in robotic experiments means that two robots taking part in a language game
must (1) share a physical environment, (2) attend to a set of objects in their sur-
rounding, (3) track whether the respective other robot is able to attend to the
same set of objects and (4) be able to manipulate attention by pointing to distal
objects and perceiving these pointing gestures. Joint attention is monitored by
an external computer program, that has access to the world models of both inter-
acting robots. This system initiates the interaction between two agents as soon
as both agents observe the same set of objects. Spatial scenes are manipulated
by a human experimenter to find spatial setups in which joint attention is possi-
ble, the program monitors whether robots are seeing the same set of objects and
informs the experimenter whether the robots jointly attend to the same set of
objects.
Social interactions have to be structured, so that agents can interpret the sig-
nals they exchange. For instance, if the hearer points before he has received the
utterance, the speaker will have a hard time understanding the gesture. However,
if the hearer points after receiving the utterance, the speaker can assume that this
is the response to his speech act. Language games are coordinated by behavioral
scripts. Every agent in the population knows the language game script and indi-
vidually reacts to changes in the environment and actions of the other robot. For
example the speaker triggers the action of pointing to the intended topic when
the hearer signals that he did not understand the utterance. The scripts are im-
plemented in the form of finite-state machines: actions are performed depending
on the current state in the game flow, the perception of the environment and the
history of the interaction.
In order to be able to learn and form spatial language systems, robots need
non-linguistic means of conveying information, such as pointing to an object
or conveying notions of success, failure and agreement in communication. For
demonstration purposes robots are equipped with pointing gestures but in the
communicative interactions underlying the results presented in this book, robots
use a different mechanism in order to avoid further difficulties stemming from
uncertainties in pointing (see Steels & Kaplan 1998 for a discussion of the impact
of such uncertainties on the performance in language games). When a robot
wants to point to an object in the environment, he directly transmits the co-
ordinates of the intended object to the interlocutor. Since robots model object
positions in their own (egocentric) coordinate systems, additional steps have to
be taken to interpret these coordinates. Most importantly the robot has to know
the position and orientation of the robot that is pointing. With this information
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robots transform the coordinates into their own coordinate system and interpret
the pointing by choosing the closest object to the pointing coordinates in their
world model. Similarly, robots directly exchange other non-linguistic feedback,
for instance agreement and disagreement in communication by exchanging sig-




3 Embodied cognitive semantics with
IRL
Artificial agents trying to achieve communicative goals in situated interactions
in the real-world need powerful computational systems for conceptualizing their
environment. In order to provide embodied artificial systems with rich semantics
reminiscent of human language complexity, agents need mechanisms for both
conceptualizing complex compositional semantic structure, but also for actively
reconstructing semantic structure in interpretation of ambiguous utterances. Fur-
thermore, the systemmust be open-ended and allow agents to adjust their seman-
tic inventories in order to reach their goals. This chapter presents the computa-
tional system called Incremental Recruitment Language (IRL) that allows agents
to represent and process complex conceptualizations of spatial scenes. The work
presented here is based on substantial previouswork. Key ideas of the IRL system
have been laid out by Steels (2000b), with progress reported by Steels & Bleys
(2005), Van den Broeck (2008), and recently by Spranger, Loetzsch & Pauw (2010)
and Spranger et al. (2012).
3.1 Procedural semantics
In order for a hearer to interpret an utterance, he has to apply the meaning con-
veyed in the linguistic structure to his perception of the context. Consequently,
a speaker who uses language to achieve a certain communicative goal wants the
hearer to execute a program (Johnson-Laird 1977), i.e. a set of operations that
allow the hearer to, for example, discriminate an object in the environment or
perform an action. Thus we model semantics, i.e. what it is a speaker wants the
hearer to execute, as a program linking operations and data. Let us start with an
example. Suppose a speaker utters the phrase der rote Block (‘the red block’) with
the intention of making the hearer point to an object. In this case, the phrase en-
codes a program, i.e., set of operations, that are supposed to lead the hearer to
identify the object in question. Presumably the hearer of this utterance has to
filter the context for blocks first, followed by the application of the color cate-
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gory red, in order to arrive at the set of red blocks, which is used to compute the
topic consisting of a single entity. A possible program, also called irl-network,
is shown in Figure 3.1. This network explicitly represents the chain of the four
operations get-context, apply-class, apply-color and apply-selector by linking their
arguments through variables (starting with ?). The network also includes the
color category red, the object class block and the selector unique which are intro-
duced via so called bind statements, as in (bind color-category ?color red). We
collectively refer to concepts, categories etc. as semantic entities.
(bind selector ?sel-1 unique)
(apply-selector ?topic ?set-31 ?sel-1)
(apply-color ?set-31 ?set-12 ?color)
(bind color-category ?color red)(apply-class ?set-12 ?ctx-2 ?class)
(bind object-class ?class block)(get-context ?ctx-2)
Figure 3.1: Semantic structure underlying the utterance der rote Block (‘the red
block’).
IRL-networks consist of two types of nodes :
Cognitive operations also called semantic operations, are the algorithms used
in conceptualization. They encode a particular cognitive function such as
categorization using a color category, applying a selector or applying an
object class and many more as will be shown later in this book for the
domain of space. Cognitive operations are identified by their name, e.g.
apply-color, and they have a set of arguments which can be linked to other
operations or semantic entities via variables (starting with ?).
Semantic entites is the general term for referring to prototypes, concepts and cat-
egories that are used by cognitive operations. Besides such long-term data,
semantic entities can also be discourse representations, the representation
of the current context and data exchanged between cognitive operations.
They are introduced explicitly in the network via bind-statements which
are special operations for retrieving the actual data representation using a
pointer or shorthand notation for it. For instance, the statement (bind color-
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category ?color red) encodes the access to the color category red which is a

































































Figure 3.2: Progressive evaluation of the network in Figure 3.1 on the context
shown in Figure 2.1. From left to right, each node represents a step
in the evaluation process. From top to bottom, the evaluated opera-
tion, the node status, and the current list of bindings of each node are
shown. A consistent solution with bindings for all variables is found
in the last node, and the value obj-252 is indeed a unique red block
(compare Figure 2.1).
3.2 Evaluation
A program such as the one in Figure 3.1 is evaluated by a speaker to test the
semantic structure with respect to the particular communicative goal, or by a
hearer in order to interpret an utterance. Evaluation is a process which cycles
over the network and progressively computes values for variables, a process
called binding. When the network in Figure 3.1 is evaluated the following hap-
pens. First get-context gets the currentworldmodel from the perceptual processes
that are monitoring the environment for events and objects and binds it to the
variable ?ctx-2. This is followed by the evaluation of the apply-class operation
which computes a similarity score for every object in the context with respect to
the object class block. This yields the set of objects from the context with each ob-
ject scored using the computed similarity. The set is bound to the variable ?set-12.
Because this variable is linked to the operation apply-color, the set bound to the
variable ?set-12 is further processed using the color category red. apply-color first
computes a similarity score for every object in the input set to the color category
red which is multiplied with the similarity score the object already has from the
application of the class block. This yields a new set of objects with multiplied
similarity scores. The set is bound to the variable ?set-31. Lastly, apply-selector
checks the objects in ?set-31, finds the object with the highest similarity score
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and binds it to the variable ?topic which is the referent1 of the phrase der rote
Block (‘the red block’). Figure 3.2 gives an idea how variables get progressively
bound when the IRL-network is evaluated.
This is only one example how such a network can be evaluated. As Steels
(2000b) has argued, language requires that semantic structure does not encode
control flow, but rather data flows in all directions and is computed wherever
possible. For this, operations need to be able to function in different directions
with varying input-output parameters. For instance, the operation apply-class,
which has three arguments, applies a class such as block to an input set, when
the class is explicitly represented in the network. But in case this class is not
introduced via a bind statement in the network, the operation can also provide
this information, effectively turning this argument into an output argument. This
multidirectionality of operations proves important for dealing with missing
items, for instance due to partial parsing of an utterance, but it is also needed
when constructing semantic structure.
3.3 Conceptualization and interpretation
There are two scenarios in which agents autonomously compose semantic struc-
ture like the one just described in Figure 3.1. First, speakers have a particular
communicative goal and need to construct semantic structure, for instance, for
singling out the particular topic they want to draw attention to. This process
is called conceptualization. In the second scenario, hearers use information
parsed from the observed utterance and their knowledge about the current con-
text of the interaction to actively reconstruct meanings from the potentially par-
tial structures parsed by the language system. We call this process interpre-
tation. Both cases are equally important and they both conceive the process of
building semantic structure as a heuristically guided search process, that explores
the space of possible IRL-networks driven by the agent’s particular communica-
tive goal and the information available to him.
In conceptualization, in other words while “planning what to say” (Steels &
Bleys 2005), a speaker searches for an IRL-network that, when executed by the
hearer, will reach a particular given communicative goal in a particular context.
IRL-networks are constructed by assembling basic building blocks, in particular,
cognitive operations packaged into chunks into more and more complex seman-
tic structures. Each assembled structure is immediately tested by evaluating it
1 Note that the word “object” here refers to an agent’s private representation of things he has
perceived in the world and only indirectly refers to the physical object which is the referent.
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8 (13.71): apply-class, get-context, apply-selector




15 (16.00): apply-color, apply-class,
apply-selector





11 (13.71): apply-color, get-context, apply-selector




19 (16.00): apply-color, apply-class,
apply-selector
18 (19.56)
Figure 3.3: The search tree for finding the semantic structure seen in Figure 3.1.
From left to right, nodes represent progressively growing programs
combined from several chunks, which are each tried out and in some
cases lead to solutions (green nodes).
which assesses its compatibility with the current communicative goal and the
perceived context. Figure 3.3 shows an example of such a search process that has
produced the program in Figure 3.1 for discriminating the red block in Figure 2.1.
The search process for “good” semantic structure is guided by many different
heuristics, one being that the structure can be expressed using the language sys-
tem available to an agent. Others are more focused on the particular character
of the communicative goal. If the goal is to discriminate an object in the environ-
ment, then it is beneficial to use more discriminative categories, i.e. categories
that enlarge the distance between the similarity of the topic and the similarity of
all other objects in the context.
Search is also applied when an agent perceiving an utterance tries to interpret
it. The semantic structure an agent parsed from an utterance is often incomplete
and semantic entities, cognitive operations and links can be missing in the net-
work. Interpretation is a flexible, active process bywhich agents use search to add
missing items to the network. Networks are immediately evaluated to see if they
find a referent for the parsed utterance. The search process is constrained by the
partial meaning parsed from the utterance and the kinds of semantic structures
that are appropriate in the current context. The same scoring mechanisms as for
conceptualization ensures that only a structure that is discriminating for a par-
ticular object (implicitly assuming that the speaker constructs structure based on
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these principles) will be considered and the best of all possible results is chosen
as the interpretation of an utterance.
3.4 Chunking
Search spaces quickly become intractable because the number of possibilities for
composing semantic structures increases exponentially with the number of cog-
nitive operations. A look at language is helpful here. Grammar can be analyzed
as a sophisticated tool that highly structures human language in order to manage
not only the search space of possible syntactic structure (Steels & Wellens 2006)
but perhaps more importantly the vast space of possible conceptual structures.
Parts of meaning that are covered by a particular part of language can be stored
as a chunk and then used as an basic atomic unit in composition. Ready-made
semantic structure dramatically reduces the search space. If a structure like the
final structure in Figure 3.1 is constructed from scratch using simple operations,
the search tree would have a search depth of three (essentially one step in depth
per operation). However, every time an operation is added to a program, it can
be linked to the current structure in multiple ways, which leads to an explosion
of nodes on every layer of depth. Hence, the system soon has to deal with a
wide search tree, where every node will be executed and tested against the con-
text. Consequently, using chunking dramatically increases the performance of
the system, even in simple examples.
Chunks have an important role in the study of language because they package
strategies for conceptualizing reality. Chunks allow to research how cognitive
operations form strategies for conceptualizing reality, how these strategies can
be adapted by agents and how strategies become conventionalized. For studying
conventionalization, chunks have scores. This allows to track the success of each
strategy with respect to the communicative goals, e.g. discriminative power of
a strategy, but also with respect to communicative success. Strategies for con-
ceptualizing reality are tightly linked to language. For instance, one can image
that the chunk in Figure 3.4 which is extracted from the network in Figure 3.1
could be the semantics expressed by a determined adjective noun phrase con-
struction. One important claim is that the structure in language – in particular
in grammar – is tightly connected to the conceptualization of reality underlying
every utterance. So the exemplary facts that in English, noun phrases have deter-
miners, or that in Russian, all verbs are marked for aspects, suggests that these
languages require speakers to conceptualize reality in a certain way and mark
these conceptualizations in language.
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target var ?topic (sensory-entity)
open vars ?class (object-class), ?c (color-category), ?sel-1 (selector)
irl program ((apply-selector ?topic ?set-31 ?sel-1)
 (apply-color-category ?set-31 ?set-12
 
?c)
(apply-class ?set-12 ?ctx-2 ?class) (get-context ?ctx-2))
(apply-selector ?topic ?set-31 ?sel-1)
(apply-color-category ?set-31 ?set-12 ?color)




Figure 3.4: Chunk representing the meaning of a determined color-adjective
noun phrase. Chunks consist of an IRL-network, plus additional in-
formation used for processing: a target variable and open variables.
These variables are typed (see brackets for type information) and
they are used in conceptualization and interpretation for combining
chunks to larger structures. The target variable of a chunk can be
linked to the open variable of another chunk. Which selector is used,
which object class and which color category are, is mostly determined
by evaluating the network which yields bindings for the variables.
Since the corresponding variables are open variables the information
can also be provided by other chunks or in interpretation by the ac-
tual lexical items observed in the utterance. Chunks also have a score
which can reflect the degree to which they are conventional ways of
conceptualizing reality.
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3.5 Grounding
Another important issue is grounding. There are now many proposals of how
agents can ground lexicons and categorical systems in sensorimotor interaction
with the environment (Billard & Dautenhahn 1998; Vogt 2002; Steels 2008) and
IRL is designed to allow such insights to be applied straightforwardly. For in-
stance, the implementation of the operation for apply-color is in part based on
findings about how basic color categories can be grounded in the sensor data
streams of digital cameras (Steels & Belpaeme 2005; Bleys et al. 2009). Similarly,
other grounding mechanisms such as for events (Siskind 2001; Steels & Baillie
2003) are easily instantiated in IRL operations.
One of the main claims in this book is that agents co-evolve syntax and seman-
tics. Chunks are one way in which agents can shape strategies for conceptual-
izing reality. Another is related to the semantic entities themselves and the fact
that the number of prototypes and categories and their particular representation
is not fixed. For instance, there is now abundant research in the formation of ba-
sic color categories (Steels & Belpaeme 2005; Belpaeme & Bleys 2007) and how
agents can invent, adopt and shape their inventory of color categories based on
the environment they are facing. These insights into adaptive categories, but also
names and individuals can be incorporated into IRL, which provides mechanisms
for the creation and adaptation of categories in semantic structure.
3.6 Discussion
IRL is a powerful system that for the first time allows to study complex semantic
phenomena that go beyond purely lexical studies. IRL is a general system for rep-
resenting the procedural semantics of utterances. It establishes a link between
perception and language by providing a mechanism for representing the mean-
ing of utterances, finding and interpreting the meaning of utterances. Moreover,
IRL is designed to allow language processing to be a flexible, adaptive process
which can be extended by new cognitive operations, new chunks, and new cat-
egories at any moment. Moreover, IRL provides mechanisms for tracking the
success of semantic material such as chunks and categories.
The oldest and in some sense most similar system to what I have presented
here is Winograd’s shrdlu (Haddock 1989; Winograd 1971), However, shrdlu
misses the key aspects of grounding, active interpretation and conceptualization
as a search process. Other work such as those by Bailey, Feldman & Narayanan
(1997) and Siskind (2001) focus mostly on lexical meaning. Some approaches have
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taken more general approaches e.g. to event structure (Narayanan 1999) but stay
mostly tied with that particular domain. One of the few approaches talking about
objects and events in the same framework is Roy’s (2005), which is comparable
to ours, but so far has been a theoretical proposal only.
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4 Construction Grammar with FCG
Construction Grammar posits that linguistic knowledge is organized in the form
of “constructions” (Goldberg 1995; Croft 2001) which are mappings of semantics
and pragmatics to syntax, i.e. words and grammar, but also phonology, prosody
or intonation. Typically, Construction grammarians take a functional view on
language and analyze every piece of language as a tool for communication and
in terms of the syntactic and semantic function it performs. The theoretical frame-
work of Construction Grammar is important for this book, because it integrates
semantics with syntax and opens up ways for understanding the acquisition and
evolution of language as a tool for solving communicative problems in which all
elements of processing from semantics to syntax can be used as a tool for solving
these problems.
Every part of an utterance has meaning and a semantic function. The mean-
ing of a lexical item is the reference to the category, prototype or concept that it
refers to. Its function is how it is used both in the semantic structure underlying
the phrase and in the syntactic structure of the phrase. The following two exam-
ples include the word rot (‘red’) but they use the word in completely different
syntactic and semantic structures.
(1) der rote Block
‘the red block’
(2) Rot ist eine Farbe
‘red is a color’
In (1) rot (‘red’) is used to modify the set of objects denoted by the word Block
(‘block’) whereas in (2) the statement is about the color itself. We can precisely
capture these differences in semantic function using cognitive operations and
IRL (an structure for (1) can be found in Section 3). The semantic function is
coupled to a particular expression in syntax. In (1) the color is expressed as an
adjective which signals its use as a modifier. In (2) the color is expressed as a
noun and signals that the subsequent verb phrase is a fact about the color itself.
In production, the speaker can therefore choose to express the category as an
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adjective if the category is linked to the corresponding cognitive operation (e.g.
apply-color). In parsing, when he observes a color adjective this allows him to
infer that he is supposed to modify a set of objects using that operation. Which
set of objects the color adjective modifies is determined by the larger syntactic
and semantic context. For instance, in (1) the adjective is part of an adjective
noun phrase that indicates which set is modified by the color category namely
the set of blocks. From the viewpoint of the adjective noun phrase the adjective
has the semantic function of providing a modifier and in particular of modify-
ing the set of objects denoted by the noun. Of course, other adjectives, such as
spatial adjectives can have the same function within an adjective noun phrase.
The modified set is then input to another operation namely the operation apply-
selector which is marked by the determiner. So what we can see already in these
simple examples are mappings from semantics to syntax and back, where every
aspect of syntax, i.e. words and grammatical relations have a specific effect on
the semantic interpretation of the phrase. Vice versa, the speaker can use all the
potential of syntax to communicate precise semantic distinctions that he wants
to convey. The key item for analysis is the function of items both in syntax and
semantics. These dependencies between syntax and semantics can be easily op-
erationalized using FCG (De Beule & Steels 2005; Steels, De Beule & Neubauer
2005).
Throughout this book language processing is implemented in FCG, a compu-
tational implementation of Construction Grammar. FCG is (1) a formalism that
provides a notation for specifying constructions, (2) a an engine that processes
linguistic structure by applying constructions, in order, to produce utterances or
parse meanings, and (3) a set of design principles for organizing the grammar
and linking grammar to representations of semantics, in particular, to semantic
structure formalized using IRL.
4.1 Linguistic processing
Linguistic processing encompasses both production and parsing of utterances.
In production, FCG starts from a conceptualized meaning and tries to translate
as much as possible of the semantic structure conceptualized by IRL into syn-
tactic structure, i.e. words and grammatical relations using constructions in the
linguistic inventory. In parsing this process is reversed and the construction
inventory is used to recover as much semantic structure from an utterance as
possible. Processing is organized around the transient structure which acts
as a blackboard representing the current state of processing. Constructions work
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like rules – if a construction is applicable, i.e. if conditions for its application are
met, the construction can change the transient structure. Over time the transient
structure accumulates information provided by the different constructions that




((apply-selector -?topic -?set-31 -?sel-1)
(bind selector -?sel-1 unique)
(apply-color-category -?set-31 -?set-12
-?color)
(bind color-category -?color red)
(apply-class -?set-12 -?ctx-2 -?class)
(bind object-class -?class block))
top
sem syn
Figure 4.1: Initial transient structure which contains only the meaning to be ex-
pressed in the top-unit of the semantic pole (left). There is no hierar-
chy yet and the syntactic pole (right) is empty.
4.1.1 Transient structure
The transient structure has two poles: a semantic and a syntactic pole. Informa-
tion regarding meaning is accumulated on the semantic side, information about
words and grammatical relations are gathered on the syntactic side. Information
is organized into units identified by a unit-name. Units consist of attribute-value
pairs. In order to represent constituent structure, units can form hierarchies in
which some units are hierarchically linked to other units effectively building tree
like structures. In the beginning of processing the transient structure is filled
with information either from the conceptualization processes, e.g. in produc-
tion, or from the utterance observed, e.g. in parsing. Subsequently, construc-
tions change the transient structure by adding new units, introducing hierarchy,
changing the value of attributes or by introducing new attributes. Figures 4.1 and
4.2 show the transition from an initial transient structure which only contains a
single unit, called “top-unit” on each side to a final transient structure with hier-
archical organization of units and many more features. The initial structure only
contains a meaning on the semantic side. The final structure contains, among
other things, strings and syntactic word order constraints which can be used to
build an utterance, a process called rendering. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show graph-
ical representations of the list representation (s-expression) used in processing.
The following restates the initial transient structure as s-expression.
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(meaning ((apply-selector -?topic -?set-31 -?sel-1)
(bind selector -?sel-1 unique)
(apply-color-category -?set-31 -?set-12 -?color)
(bind color-category -?color red)
(apply-class -?set-12 -?ctx-2 -?class)
(bind object-class -?class block)))))
<-->
((top))
The top shows the semantic pole. The bottom, after the <-->, shows the syntactic
pole. Both poles have one unit (the top-unit). On the semantic side the top-unit
has one attribute, the meaning attribute which has an IRL-network in list form




(meaning ((apply-color-category -?set-31 -?set-12 -?color)))
(sem-subunits (red-unit-40))
(sem-cat ((sem-fn (modifier))))
(args ((ref -?set-31) (src -?set-12))))
(red-unit-40















Only parts of the complete final structure are shown, in particular, three units on
each pole are shown the red-unit-40, color-adjective-unit-44 and top. In contrast
to the initial transient structure, meaning is distributed across different units.
Notice that which unit is subunit of another is coded by a special attribute called
syn-subunits on the syntactic pole and sem-subunits on the semantic pole. Compare
this with Figure 4.5 which shows the hierarchy in the final structure. For example
red-unit-40 is a subunit of color-adjective-unit-44.
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Figure 4.3: This figure shows a schematic view on construction application (Fig-
ure adapted from Steels 2011b). Starting from the initial transient
structure (left) all constructions in the set of constructions are tested
whether they match with the structure. Two constructions match
with the initial transient structure. If a construction matches it can
merge new information. Construction 72 adds unit C. After the struc-
ture has been changed, the process continues and all constructions are
checked whether they merge with the transient structure modified by
construction 72. Because construction 72 has applied, the transient
structure is in a state such that construction 2 can now apply. This
was previously not the case. Construction 2 is depending on infor-
mation provided by construction 72. Subsequently, construction 2
further changes the transient structure and so on and so forth. Often
multiple constructions from the set of constructions can apply. For
example, construction 3 could also change the initial transient struc-
ture. This poses a general problem in processing which is solved by




Constructions are organized in the same way as transient structures. They con-
sist of two poles and the data in each pole are organized in terms of units, at-
tributes and values. FCG supports bi-directional constructions which means that
the same construction is used in production and parsing. The difference between
production and parsing is how the syntactic and semantic pole of a construction
is used in each case. In production the semantic pole is used to check the applica-
bility of the construction. In parsing the syntactic pole is used. Applicability of a
construction is checked using a mechanism called matching. Matching is based
on the well studied concept of unification which is a computational process for
equating two terms in this case the semantic or syntactic pole of the construction
with the corresponding pole of the transient structure. If matching succeeds, the
construction can change both poles of the transient structure, a process called
merge, because it fuses information. The precise inner workings of these two
fundamental operations are described in Steels & De Beule (2006). The most im-
portant fact is that matching in FCG mainly relies on variables, which in FCG
(and in IRL) start with ?. In computational terms constructions specify (1) under
























Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of a construction. The two poles of the con-
struction are shown. The top shows the tagged and matching parts
of the construction. The bottom shows the hierarchy building part of
the construction.
Figure 4.4 shows an example of a lexical construction that maps the color cat-
egory red onto the string rote (‘red’) (Figure 4.5 shows what happens when this
construction is applied to the initial transient structure). The following shows
the low-level list representation of the construction schematically depicted in
Figure 4.4
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The top displays the semantic pole followed by the syntactic pole after the <-->. In
production the construction requires the meaning (bind color-category ?red red)
to be present. If this is the case, the construction merges the information on the
syntactic side, in particular the stem, into the transient structure. Additionally,
this construction builds hierarchy. It introduces a new unit which is a subunit
of the top-unit and which is used to collect information for this particular lex-
ical item. Already this simple construction uses the four basic ways in which
constructions interact with the transient structure:
Variables and matching Constructions inevitably containmany variables. Already
the unit names in the transient structure are changing every time a new
utterance is parsed or a new meaning is produced. But also, just to give
another example, variables in the meaning linking cognitive operations
are different every time IRL conceptualizes. Using a variable in one part
of the construction and repeating it in another can lead to changes in the
transient structure triggered by matching and merging (Steels & De Beule
2006). (3), for instance, uses matching and merging by re-using the vari-
able in the meaning ?red-57 in the args attribute. Whatever this variable
binds to in processing the re-occurring variable will make sure that the
data is available in both places.
Hierarchy Hierarchy is built using a special operator called the “J-operator”, which
changes the transient structure to include a new unit (De Beule & Steels
2005). The new unit can have units that are already present in the tran-
sient structure as children. A construction can therefore easily change the




((J ?new-unit ?parent (?child-1 .. ?child-n))
(new-attribute new-attribute-value))
In the example construction the J-operator is used on the semantic and on
the syntactic side. It introduces new units on both sides and adds infor-
mation to this unit (in Figure 4.4 the parts pertaining to the J-operator are
shown below the dotted line). Notice that the name of the new units is
equal.
Movement Constructions can tag attributes and their values in order to move
them around. In this example construction, the tag-operator moves the
bind statement pertaining to the color category from the top-unit to the
newly created unit. The tag operator takes the following form:
(?unit (tag ?tag-variable (attribute attribute-value))
The operator binds whatever follows the variable ?tag-variable to the vari-
able. If the variable is used in a J-unit, i.e. a unit with a J-operator, in
another part of the construction, this denotes the place where (attribute
attribute-value)will be moved. The example construction has tag operators
on the semantic side for moving the bind statement to the new semantic
unit. Similarly, on the syntactic side the operator is used to move the string
rote to the new syntactic unit.
4.1.3 Search
Constructions are organized in a pool of constructions. In principle, construc-
tions compete for access to the transient structure in processing. More than
one construction can typically apply to the transient structure and the question
is how to organize the process if there are multiple constructions that want to
change the transient structure. In the absence of a priori rules to prefer one con-
struction over another, each construction that can apply to the transient struc-
ture, is tried in a different branch of a heuristically guided search process. In
other words, instead of having competing constructions change the same tran-
sient structure, the structure is copied and each potentially applying construc-
tion is applied to a copy without necessarily influencing the other. Naturally,
this leads to different branches in processing, in which each branch computes a
particular parsing or production result. Search is represented using a search tree
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meaning  
top
((bind object-class -?class block)
(apply-class -?set-12 -?ctx-2 -?class)
(apply-color-category -?set-31 -?set-12
-?color)
(bind selector -?sel-1 unique)
















Figure 4.5: Transient structure after the lexical construction applied. The con-
struction has introduced two new units using the J-operator. One on
the semantic side and one on the syntactic side. Both units have the
same name red-unit-42. The construction introduced the string rote
on the syntactic side and the bind statements used for triggering the
construction has been moved moved using the tag-operator from the
top-unit to the new semantic subunit. The construction also added
new semantic and syntactic categories (sem-cat and syn-cat) that can
be used by subsequent constructions.
in which each node contains a transient structure. The initial node contains the
initial transient structure. Leaf nodes contain final structures. The search process
itself can be manipulated. For instance, it is possible to remove and refrain from
processing duplicate nodes which contain the same transient structure and the
order of following a particular branch can be influenced by how successful one
predicts the branch to be. Figure 4.6 shows an example search tree for production
of the utterance der rote Block.
initial unique-lex block-lex red-lex color-adjective-cat determiner-cat noun-cat adjective-noun-phrase determined-noun-phrase 
Figure 4.6: FCG search tree which produces der rote Block given the IRL-network
shown in Figure 3.1.
4.1.4 Design layer
In order to design grammars it has proven beneficial to abstract from the low
level processing layer of FCG and add a representational layer that connects high
level linguistic analysis with the processing engine of FCG. The idea is to allow
re-occurring problems in grammar design to be solved using templates – with-
out having to resort and copy the code needed for describing a construction in
the basic list notation. Templates are a general mechanism for expressing de-
sign patterns, i.e. solutions that can be re-used to deal with the same problem
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occurring in different situations. For instance, all grammars implement phrasal
constructions. One of the main semantic functions of phrasal constructions is to
introduce variable equalities for linking constituents. A template encapsulates
the solution to the problem of linking constituents in a way that the solution can
be re-used in other phrasal constructions of the same grammar, but ideally also
for phrasal constructions in other grammars. Templates are defined similar to








Let us consider an example. I redefine the lexical construction introduced ear-
lier, using a template called def-lex-skeleton.
(6)
(def-lex-skeleton red-cxn
:meaning (== (bind color-category ?cat red))
:args ((ref ?cat))
:string ”rote”)
If this template is executed it translates into the low-level list representation in
(3).
4.2 Open-ended language evolution with FCG
Besides the obvious requirement of computational formalism for linguistic pro-
cessing for computational experiments, FCG has a number of features that make
it an optimal choice for studies in language evolution. FCG is not fixed to a certain
set of constructions, a particular grammar layout, a particular set of meanings,
or even a particular set of semantic and syntactic categories. FCG solely provides
dedicated mechanisms for processing language but makes no actual claims about
how a particular phenomenon should be processed in language. This allows dif-
ferent solutions to be explored by grammar designers. But, most importantly, it
allows artificial agents to invent different constructions for solving a particular
problem in communication, track their success and adapt them until the agents
have conventionalized a solution to their particular problem. Language is not a
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fixed system, but rather a system negotiated by its users to reach communica-
tive goals in a decentralized manner. The fact that there are different solutions
to solving the same problem therefore requires formalisms that are designed to
be open to change syntactic and semantic categorization, and evolve meaning
structure and new constructions. FCG is such a formalism.
From a computational perspective, FCG provides an easily manipulatable data
representation, which makes inventing new constructions, changing and adapt-
ing semantic and syntactic categories, and introducing hierarchy or movement
of data relatively easy. As in Construction Grammar the unified nature of repre-
sentation is important. There is absolutely no difference in terms of representa-
tion and processing between lexical, functional or phrasal constructions. Hence,
FCG supports research into how constructions can change from lexical to gram-
matical constructions, which is of interest for the study of the influence of the
grammaticalization processes on language evolution (Traugott & Heine 1991).
Another important argument for the use of FCG is its robust behavior in pars-
ing and production. The search process for construction application and the
bi-directional nature of constructions allow agents to produce as much of the
meaning as they can when they are speaker. In parsing, the same process allows
agents to recover as much of the semantics of a phrase as they possibly can. This
is a prerequisite for any kind of grounded language learning let alone language
evolution. Agents have to get as much information as possible from the different
systems, such as perception and conceptualization, but also language processing.
If agents would have to deal with a grammar engine that essentially gives up
on processing as soon as an agent encounters a phrase that he thinks is uncon-
ventional, learning the new unconventional phrase can never occur or is signifi-
cantly hindered. Whereas if the grammar engine provides as much information
as possible, agents have a much better shot at guessing underlying meaning and
making sense of what was conveyed to them. Subsequently, they can better rep-
resent the new parts of an utterance versus parts they already know. Modeling
this whole process as a search process is an immense advantage of FCG. Agents
can track what changes when they apply other constructions and explore differ-
ent possible parse and produce results, in order to identify problems in language
processing.
The last point with respect to the advantage of keeping information from the
search process that governs linguistic processing is important, in particular for
themain problem studied in this book: conventionalization. In order for agents to
realize that constructions are competing for the same string, the same grammat-
ical structure or the same meaning, it is vital to fully explore the search process.
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If there are multiple ways of producing an utterance for a meaning, for instance
because there are multiple words to express the same category, then the search
can recover all of them. Together with a mechanism for tracking success of con-
structions, the search can choose the best one of them. After the interaction
the agent can then update the constructions used and those that he could have
used, for instance, by rewarding successfully used constructions and punishing
unsuccessful or unused constructions. Constructions are equipped with a score
that allows agents to update their inventories by scoring constructions according
to their success in communication. If scores get too low agents can remove the
affected constructions.
4.3 Discussion
There is no question that this is a short, in many ways too short, introduction
to FCG. FCG has been under continuous development since 1998 and it has de-
veloped into a mature system which allows to research complex language phe-
nomena such as Russian aspect (Gerasymova & Spranger 2010; 2012). The com-
plexity of natural language has without doubt left its mark on the system and
many design choices in the system are not immediately obvious, unless one takes
the scope of the research program into account. Recently several book projects
(Steels 2011b; 2012) attempted to communicate the full scope of FCG research
performed in the last decade. The interested reader is referred to these efforts to







5 German locative phrases – an
introduction
To appreciate the complexity of spatial language one just needs to consider a
particular human language such as German. The following chapters detail an
elaborate reconstruction effort which targets locative German phrases (parts of
this reconstruction effort have been published in Spranger & Loetzsch 2011). I
specifically focus on the processing of German locative phrases in a whole sys-
tems approach encompassing the perception, conceptualization, as well as pro-
duction and parsing of spatial phrases. Before we jump to the implementation
and the specific challenges in modeling such a complex phenomenon, this in-
troduction overviews German spatial relations and highlights the syntax and
semantics of German locative phrases, as well as the close interaction of syntax
and semantics. The claim is that important aspects of the syntactic structure of
an utterance, i.e. the lexical items and the grammatical relations between them,
work together to convey semantic structure, i.e. meaning. Vice versa, the varied
syntactic devices in German spatial language allow to express subtle differences
in the conceptualization of spatial scenes. The German spatial language system
serves as a beautiful example of how syntax connects to the extraordinarily rich
world of spatial semantics.
The literature distinguishes several classes of spatial relations available in Ger-
man. Among them are projective, proximal and absolute relations (see Figure 5).
Projective relations – sometimes also called dimensional terms (Eschenbach 2004;
Herskovits 1986) – in German comprise the class of six items referring to
spatial dimensions vor (‘front’), hinter (‘behind’), über (‘above’), unter (‘be-
low’), rechts (‘right’), links (‘left’) (Tenbrink 2007; 2005b; Wunderlich &
Herweg 1991). Traditionally, and for reasons of distinct syntax and seman-
tics the class of projective relations is further divided into frontal (vor
and hinter), lateral (links and rechts), horizontal (comprising lateral
and frontal relations), and vertical relations (über and unter).
Proximal relations are part of the larger class of topological relations that struc-
ture space with respect to proximity, contact and inclusion (Grabowski &
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Weiss 1996). For this book proximal relationships such as nah (‘near’) and
fern (‘far’) are important.
Absolute relations refer to cardinal directions, for instance nördlich (‘north’),west-
lich (‘west’), östlich (‘east’) and südlich (‘south’).
Spatial relations take different syntactic forms in German. All of the projec-
tive terms, for instance, can be expressed in different lexical classes, most promi-
nently as adjectives, adverbs and prepositions. For example, the projective term


























‘The block in front of the box.’
The different lexical classes carry with them different syntactic functions, e.g.
adjectives can function asmodifiers in determined adjective noun phrases, prepo-
sitions are followed by noun phrases and in German govern case. But each lexical
class is also connected to a different semantic interpretation. In particular, there
is a tight connection between the lexical class and specific spatial construal opera-
tions that govern how precisely the spatial relation is to be applied. The meaning
of a projective category when used as an adjective is to filter objects (Tenbrink
2007), whereas when used as preposition the meaning is to construct a region
(Klabunde 1999). For instance, the following phrase (4) uses the projective cate-
gory front to construct a region to which one is asked to put a chair. Unlike in
the adjective case, the region is not used to modify or filter, rather the region is





























































































































































































































5 German locative phrases – an introduction
Another important difference between spatial adjectives and spatial adverbs
and prepositions is the potential for reference objects or landmarks. Exam-
ple (3) relates a located object, also called “figure” (Talmy 2000) and “trajector”
(Vandeloise 1991) to a reference object, also called “landmark” (Vandeloise 1991),
“relatum” (Tenbrink 2007) or “ground” (Talmy 2000). If a spatial term is used
prepositionally as in (3), both the spatial relation, in this case vor, and the land-
mark Kiste (‘box’), are expressed in the prepositional phrase itself.
A third possible lexical class, in which spatial relations partake, are adverbs.


























‘The block to the left of the box’
The prepositional phrases in der Kiste and von der Kiste both introduce a landmark
which, via the spatial term, relates to the figure, in this case der Block. The two
different prepositions in and von denote whether the relation referred to by the
spatial term is internal to the landmark or external. In the case of von, the
spatial region denoted by the projective adverb, e.g. links (‘left’), is external to
the landmark, whereas in the case of in the region lies within the landmark. The
projective adverbs links (‘left’) and rechts (‘right’) can be followed both by von and
in prepositional phrases, hence they can have an internal and external reading.
The projective adverbs vorne (‘front’) and hinten (‘back’) can only be extended
by in prepositional phrases. The vertical projective adverbs oben (‘above’) and
unten (‘below’) elicit internal readings. Again differences in semantic processing
are syntactically marked, in the case of adverbs by prepositional phrases that
complement the adverb.
The last important component of spatial language considered in this book is
perspective marking. The following two example feature perspective markers. In
































‘The block to the left of the box from your perspective’
Perspective on a scene is important for particular interpretations of spatial phrases,
because it influences how the spatial scene and in particular the landmark is con-
ceptualized.
These few examples from German locative phrases show that we can analyze
the syntax of spatial language fruitfully in terms of its spatial semantics. This
resonates with theories of syntax which put the direct mapping of syntax to se-
mantics at the core of language processing, such as Construction Grammar. The
tight relationship between syntax and semantics is an important claim in this
book which underlies the reconstruction efforts, and also the evolution experi-
ments.
The first question I am focusing on is how to organize language processing.
That is, how semantics is encoded in words and grammar – and vice versa. How-
ever, this is not the full story. One needs to ground language in perception. Speak-
ers need to be able to plan what they are going to say based on their communica-
tive intention. Hearers must havemachinery for interpreting the utterance based
on the spatial context. This widens the question from how to organize the syntax
and semantics interface to how to organize processing in a large array of systems
comprising perception, conceptualization, interpretation and also processing of
syntax. In particular, one has to identify the cognitive operations underlying the
semantics of German locative phrases and how these operations are used in con-
ceptualization of spatial scenes, as well as how conceptualization interacts with
the perception of spatial scenes. The following section examine three main ques-
tions. First, what is the meaning of phrases such as der Block links von der Box
von dir aus (‘the block left of the box from your perspective’, see (8)) and how
can we formalize the semantic structure of these utterances? What are the cogni-
tive primitives that are necessary for modeling the semantics of spatial phrases
in particular? Second, how does semantic structure get translated into words
and grammatical relations and back? And thirdly how can agents autonomously
conceptualize spatial scenes given communicative goals and how can agents in-





So what is then the meaning of a phrase such as der Block links von der Kiste von
dir aus (‘the block left of the box from your perspective’)? Figure 6.1 shows an
IRL-network that agents autonomously construct to conceptualize a particular
spatial scene. The structure consists of a set of cognitive operations that involve,
for example, the construction of regions, the identification of landmarks, the ap-
plication of perspective transformations and so on. But of course the network
also contains references to spatial categories, selectors, and other semantic enti-
ties that are processed by cognitive operations. The following sections identify
and describe the cognitive operations and the semantic entities underlying loca-
tive utterances.
6.1 Representing spatial relations
The semantics of spatial relations is the subject of ongoing debate. The key ques-
tion is whether there is something like a semantic core of spatial relations, i.e. a
core meaning that abstracts from discourse situations as far as possible (Tenbrink
2007), and what that semantic core should be. For many scholars, the semantic
core of spatial relations is related to geometric properties (Herskovits 1986; Esch-
enbach 1999; Tenbrink 2007) in particular prototypical axis (directions) and dis-
tances defined using tools like lines, points, vectors, half-planes, etc. (Levinson
1996). Particularly, projective relations, e.g. vor (‘front’) have been studied in this
respect and certainly the class of absolute relations, e.g. nördlich (‘north’), can
be conceived in these terms. For instance, Herskovits (1986) describes the mean-
ing of the spatial relation in front of as graded concept with the frontal axis as
the focal region. This conception links to another important property of spatial
language namely its inherent vagueness (Hall & Jones 2008). Many of these pro-
posals are rooted in a strand of psycholinguistic research that is concerned with
prototypes and prototypicality effects (Roach 1978). Here, prototypes or proto-
typical points in the sensorimotor space are used as representations for spatial
categories (for a similar approach to color, see Bleys 2010). For instance, the
projective term links (‘left’) can be interpreted for objects which relate to the ref-
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(apply-selector ?topic ?source ?selector)
(apply-class ?source ?source-2 ?class) (bind selector ?selector unique)
(apply-spatial-region ?source-2 ?region) (bind object-class ?class block)
(construct-region-lateral ?region ?ctx-pp ?lm ?cat ?f-o-r) (bind f-o-r ?f-o-r relative)
(apply-selector ?lm ?landmarks ?selector-2)
(geometric-transform ?ctx-pp ?ctx ?perspective)
(bind lateral-category ?cat left)
(bind selector ?selector-2 unique)(apply-class ?landmarks ?ctx ?landmark-class)
(bind object-class ?landmark-class box)
(identify-discourse-participant ?perspective ?ctx ?perspective-role)
(get-context ?ctx) (bind discourse-role ?perspective-role hearer)
Figure 6.1: An IRL-network representing the meaning of the phrase der Block
links von der Kiste von dir aus (‘the block left of the box from your
perspective’)
erence object by an angle of 90◦ (prototypical left angle). The more the angle
between the target object and the reference system deviates, the less acceptable
the spatial relation becomes (Tenbrink 2005a; Herskovits 1986; Gapp 1995).
In this section I focus on the geometric properties of spatial relations and com-
bine them with the prototype approach to spatial categorization. There are two
features of the sensorimotor space which are of particular importance for spatial
categorization: distance and angle. Two objects always have a certain distance
from each other, and if there is a coordinate system available which supports
rotation also angles between objects can be measured. Consequently, from a
computational point of view, there are two important category types for repre-
senting the geometric properties of the German spatial relations discussed in this
book angular-category, which represent prototypical angles and proximal-category,
which represent prototypical distances (see Figure 6.2 for an overview).
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proximal-category
spatial-category
frontal-category lateral-category vertical-category absolute-category
angular-category
near, far
north, south ...above, belowleft, rightfront, back
Figure 6.2: Category type hierarchy used in semantic processing
6.1.1 Angular relations
The core semantics of spatial relations is represented using functions that map a
particular input location to the applicability degree of a particular category. For
prototype based spatial categories degree of applicability amounts to similarity
in some spatial dimension, e.g. in the angular dimension for angular relations.
Projective and absolute relations are examples of angular categories, with a focal
region around the denoted axis. For instance, frontal categories have a high de-
gree of applicability along the frontal axis. Whereas lateral categories have a high
degree of applicability along the left and right axis. Similarly, absolute categories
have high values of applicability in their respective direction (see Figure 6.1.2 for
an overview). In other words, for angular categories, similarity of some location
to the category depends on the distance of angles. In order to get a similarity
function sima ∈ [0, 1] the angle distance is wrapped in an exponential decay en-
velope and weighted by a σ which steers the steepness of the exponential decay.
High values for σ correspond to a slow decay in similarity the bigger the angular
distance, whereas low values for σ correspond to a sharper decline in similarity.
Consequently, the following equations defines the degree of applicability given
a location l and an angular category c, as the angular distance between c and l,
weighted by σ and run through an exponential decay.
sima(l, c) := e
− 12σc da(l,c) (6.1)
da(l, c) := |al − ac| (6.2)
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In this definition al denotes the angle of the position of location l to the coordi-
nate center and ac denotes the prototypical angle of the category c. Given this
definition, one can go ahead and define angular categories, in particular I need
to define the prototypical angle for each angular category and the σ . Examples
of definitions of angular spatial relations are depicted in Figure 6.1.2.
6.1.2 Proximal relations
Proximal relations relate to some prototypical distance. Two relations are mod-
eled: near and far. The only difference to the definition of angular categories is
that proximal relations rely on the distance channel.
simd(l, c) := e
− 12σc dd(l,c) (6.3)
dd(l, c) := |dl − dc| (6.4)
In this definition dl denotes the distance of the location l to the coordinate center
and dc denotes the prototypical distance of the category c.
Figure 6.3: Degrees of acceptability shown for prototypical representation of
frontal and lateral projective categories. From left to right front, back,
left, right, near and far are shown. The opacity of each color de-
notes acceptability for a particular location in space (x-axes and y-
axes each run from −2000.0 to 2000.0). Front, for instance, shows
a strong acceptability along the x-axes. Definitions of categories
are afront = 0.0, aback = π , aleft = π2 and aleft = −
π
2 and
σfront = σ back = σleft = σright = 1.0. For absolute categories the
same definitions exist with north being defined like front and so forth.
The two proximal categories near and far are defined with dnear = 0.0,
afar = 2000.0 and σnear=700.0 and σfar = 1200.0.
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6.2 Applying spatial relations
Prepositionally and adverbially expressed spatial relations denote spatial re-
gions which are always related to some reference object. For instance, in the
phrase der block links der Kiste (‘the block to the left of the box’) an object der
Block (‘the block’) is related to the landmark die Kiste (‘the box’) via the spatial
category links (‘left’). The information about which category is used and which
landmark is referred to is packaged in a spatial region. In order to represent the
difference between the construction of a region as for instance denoted by the
prepositional phrase vor der Kiste (‘in front of the box’) and the application of
that region to filter objects, as in the phrase der Block vor der Kiste (‘the block
in front of the region’), in other words in order to represent spatial relations,
spatial processing is split into two distinct semantic operations. One operation
constructs the region and packages the particular landmark and the particular
spatial category, the other applies the region as a spatial relation to the objects
available in the context.
6.2.1 Spatial regions and spatial relations
Proximal regions are computed based on the distance prototype of the corre-
sponding category and the landmark. The semantic operation construct-region-
proximal therefore constructs a specific region based on a spatial category and a
landmark. The right image in Figure 6.4 shows an example of a proximal region.
Semantic operation construct-region-proximal
description Computes a proximal region based on the landmark.
arguments ?spatial-region (of type spatial-region)
?source-set (of type entity-set)
?landmark (of type point)
?category (of type proximal-category)
The other operation needed for applying a region is called apply-spatial-region.
This operation computes the similarity of every object in the context, given a
region constructed, for instance by the operation construct-proximal-region. For
the case of a proximal region, this involves (1) transforming the context so that
the landmark is at the center of origin of the coordinate system and (2) applying
the similarity function defined in Equation 6.3. This operation in many ways acts
as a classifier such as the semantic operations for color and object-class described
in Chapter 3. For each object in the source set the similarity of this object to the
spatial region is computed, based on the constituents of the region, e.g. which
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category and which landmark was used to define the region. This similarity is
combined with the other computed similarities for the object (see Chapter 3 for
description). The operation apply-region-filter is general enough to be applicable
to all regions, including projective and absolute regions whose description is to
follow.1
Semantic operation apply-spatial-region
description Applies a spatial region, by computing the similarity of the
region with every entity in ?source-set.
arguments ?target-set (of type entity-set)
?source-set (of type entity-set)
?region (of type spatial-region)
An example of the interplay of the operations construct-region-proximal and
apply-region-filter for a spatial scene can be seen in Figure 6.4. The following
table summarizes the similarities computed when applying the region to the con-
text (Figure 6.4 left).






6.3 Frames of reference
Projective and absolute relations are defined in terms of focal directions. Conse-
quently, for these kinds of relations the rotation of the landmark is an important
issue determining the precise applicability of these relationships. For example,
what is considered the front direction of a landmark has a direct effect on what
is considered a frontal region. It turns out that there is considerable amount
of choice when it comes to how to define the rotation of the landmark. The
combination of a coordinate system, in particular its rotation, with a landmark
is called reference system. Reference systems have been dealt with in great
1 This operation can be very general because its implementation defers different methods of
computing similarity for different category types using the method dispatching facility of lisp.
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Figure 6.4: When a region is applied, first, the context (left figure) is transformed
so that the landmark is at the origin of the coordinate system (middle
figure) which is followed by the application of the spatial relation
(right figure). Here, these steps are depicted for the category near and
the landmark box-1.
detail in cognitive semantics and psycholinguistics under the term frame of
reference. Levinson (1996; 2003) identifies three possible frames of reference:
intrinsic, relative and absolute, all of which denote a particular way of con-
struing a landmark for spatial relationships involving direction. In German all
three frames of reference are possible.
Intrinsic frame of reference The intrinsic frame of reference is an object centered
coordinate system, meaning that projective categories are applied to the
reference object based on particular sides of the object, which are con-
strued as front, back, left and right. Hence, those objects that have some-
thing that can be considered as their front (with other sides, identifiable
as well, e.g., left, right and back) are eligible to be used as landmarks with
an intrinsic frame of reference. Examples of such objects are television
sets, where the front is the screen, or houses, where the front is the main
entrance or street access, and so forth.
Relative frame of reference The relative frame of reference is a perspective based
coordinate system. (See Figure 6.5 for a graphical explanation.) Instead
of relying on intrinsic features of the reference object for determining the
particular layout of the coordinate system, the rotation of the coordinate
system is determined by its angle to an explicitly or implicitly given per-
spective. Hence, the front of an object is induced by the particular per-
spective on the scene. For example, vor dem Baum (‘in front of the tree’)
implicitly refers to a perspective, because trees do not have an intrinsically
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determined front, and it is the position of the observer together with the
position of the tree that designates the precise region denoted as front.
Absolute frame of reference Absolute frames of reference construe the landmark
using an external rotation. Neither intrinsic properties nor the perspective
on the landmark determine the layout of the coordinate system, but rather
geocentric features of the environment, for instance cardinal directions as
in nördlich (‘north’) or the direction of gravity as in über (‘above’) govern
what the precise layout of the reference system is.
Figure 6.5: Frames of reference have a profound effect on spatial relations. In
all three pictures spatial relations are shown with box-1 as reference
object. The left figure shows the landmark construed with an intrinsic
frame of reference which orients the coordinate system such that the
front of the landmark (little blue line in the landmark) corresponds to
the frontal spatial relationwith left, right and back projective relations
aligned accordingly. The middle figure shows the same landmark, but
with a relative frame of reference constructed from the perspective
of robot robot-1 which entails that frontness corresponds to a region
between the perspective and the landmark. Left and right in relative
frames of reference are aligned notwith respect to front, but rather are
parallel to the left and right side of the perspective robot-1. The right
figure shows an absolute frame of reference applied to the landmark
box-1. Cardinal directions are aligned based on a geocentric direction
induced on the scene by a marker.
The differences in processing frames of reference are captured using distinct
semantic operations. In other words, absolute relationships, such as nördlich
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(‘north’) or über (‘above’) demand other semantic operations as relative and in-
trinsic ones. For instance, processing of phrases involving absolute regions, e.g.
nördlich (‘north’), is represented using the construct-region-absolute operation,
which takes a landmark and transforms the context with respect to the land-
mark, subsequently applying a rotation that follows from a geocentric direction.
Some of the spatial scenes recorded by the robots feature a geocentric marker
on the wall. The direction towards this marker defines the direction to the north.
Figure 6.5 gives an example.
Semantic operation construct-region-absolute
description Computes an absolute region based on the landmark and the
absolute frame of reference which must be available in source
set.
arguments ?spatial-region (of type spatial-region)
?source-set (of type entity-set)
?landmark (of type point)
?category (of type absolute-category)
Frontal prepositions, e.g., vor (‘front’) and hinter (‘back’), can have both intrin-
sic and relative readings. Both readings are incorporated into a single operation,
which construes the landmark both in relative and intrinsic way signified by an
additional parameter of type f-o-r (frame of reference) to the operation. For the
relative reading the perspective on the scene additionally influences the layout
of the region. The viewpoint on the scene constrains front regions in such a way
that only those locations which are between the perspective and the landmark
have a high degree of applicability.
Semantic operation construct-region-frontal
description Computes a frontal region based on the landmark and the
relative or intrinsic frame of reference.
arguments ?spatial-region (of type spatial-region)
?source-set (of type entity-set)
?landmark (of type point)
?f-o-r (of type f-o-r)
?category (of type frontal-category)
Vertical relations can be construed with an absolute, relative or intrinsic frame
of reference. In the case of absolute frames of reference the orientation is derived
from gravity. For the purpose of this book only absolute frames of reference
readings are implemented in the operation construct-region-vertical.
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6.4 Internal and external regions
Another line of processing distinctions can be made between internal and exter-
nal relations. North and south, but also prepositional use of front, e.g. vor, are
referring to external regions, that is the region lies outside of the landmark. In-
ternal regions on the other hand lie inside the reference object. Adverbs such
as vorne (‘front’) denote such regions inside the landmark. Consequently, they
require separate treatment and there is a specific operation for handling the in-
ternal processing of frontal relations construct-region-frontal-internal.
Semantic operation construct-region-frontal-internal
description Computes an internal frontal region based on the landmark
and the relative or intrinsic frame of reference.
arguments ?spatial-region (of type spatial-region)
?source-set (of type entity-set)
?landmark (of type point)
?f-o-r (of type f-o-r)
?category (of type frontal-category)
Internal lateral regions are not clearly marked in syntax. While lateral preposi-
tions clearly denote an external region, lateral adverbs can be used more varied
which becomes apparent since they can be complemented both by von headed
prepositonal phrases, as well as in headed prepositional phrases. In other words,
the interpretation of an adverb depends on the complement. If there is no com-
plement both readings internal and external are possible.
Semantic operation construct-region-lateral
description Computes an internal frontal region based on the landmark
and the relative or intrinsic frame of reference.
arguments ?spatial-region (of type spatial-region)
?source-set (of type entity-set)
?landmark (of type point)
?f-o-r (of type f-o-r)
?category (of type frontal-category)
?region-layout (of type region-layout)
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Figure 6.6: Group-based reference requires computing a landmark based on a
group of objects. The centroid of the group of objects, in this case
all blocks in the context, is construed using a relative frame of refer-
ence. Consequently, object obj-182 could be described in German as
der vordere Block (‘the front block’).
6.5 Group-based reference
The semantics of German spatial adjectives is best understood in terms of group-
based reference.2 In order for a group of objects to function as a reference object,
the group needs to be construed as a landmark object, and in particular its po-
sition needs to be established. One way of computing a position for a group of
objects, is to use the spatial centroid (center of mass) of the group as the posi-
tion of the reference object. Additionally, a frame of reference, in other words
a rotation, needs to be chosen. This choice depends on the spatial relation. For
absolute relations the frame of reference is determined by an absolute frame of
reference. In the absence of intrinsic features of the group of objects, a relative
frame of reference seems to be the natural choice, as a spatial group of objects has
no intrinsic front without including further constraints. Together, the centroid
and the respective frame of reference sufficiently describe the reference system
in order for spatial relations to be applied.
Semantic operation apply-spatial-category-group-based
description Applies the spatial category based on a group-based land-
mark.
2 Recent evidence (Moratz & Tenbrink 2006) points to more variety in interpretation. For the
purpose of this book, however, I choose to model group-based semantics only.
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arguments ?target-set (of type entity-set)
?source-set (of type entity-set)
?category (of type spatial-category)
Group-based reference offers a technical challenge of how to compute the
group used for reference in the first place. Given that all objects in the context
are scored by successive operations, how can a group of objects be established, in
order to compute the spatial centroid? For instance, in phrases like der linke block
(‘the left block’), the spatial adjective is part of a noun phrase, which primarily
denotes the type of objects that constitute a set, namely the set of all block which
relates to the group that the reference should be based on. The implementation of
the semantic operation apply-spatial-category-group-based relies on a well-known
clustering algorithm called k-means) (Lloyd 1982) in order to find the group of
objects in the input set. The scores of all objects in the input set are used to divide
the input set into two groups and all elements in the group with the higher score
centroid are used to compute the spatial landmark.
6.6 Perspective marking
Figure 6.7: The two figures show the influence perspective has on relative frames
of reference. The left figure shows the landmark box-1when construed
with a relative frame of reference from the perspective of robot-1. In
this configuration object obj-266 is in front and object obj-265 is to the
right. Whereas when the same landmark box-1 is construed with a
relative frame of reference from the perspective of robot-2 it is object
obj-265 which is in front, whereas object obj-266 is to the left.
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The perspective of relative frames of reference is sometimes explicitly marked
by speakers. In the example der Block links von der Kiste von dir aus (‘the block left
of the box from your perspective’), the speaker choose to provide a perspective
von dir aus (‘from your perspective’). Only relative interpretations of a spatial
phrase can be perspective marked. The perspective itself marks the position of
the viewpoint, and therefore also the view direction, i.e. rotation.
Intrinsic frames of reference computationally behave very similar to perspec-
tive-marked relative frames. Some argue therefore, that an intrinsic reference
system is in essence a conflated relative reference system that coincides with the
perspective on the scene (Levinson 1996). Hence, intrinsic reference systems are
never perspective marked, since they already include position and orientation.
However, perspective marking is only compatible with relative frames of refer-
ence and excludes intrinsic the usage of intrinsic or absolute frames of reference.
On the other hand, relative reference systems always explicitly or implicitlymark
perspective, since they cannot be conceived without since by definition relative
reference systems always construe the world from a perspective (see Figure 6.7).
Perspective on a scene is changed by an operation that transforms a complete
spatial context as if it had been perceived from a particular viewpoint.
Semantic operation geometric-transform
description Transforms the context to be viewed from a particular per-
spective. Notice that perspectives require both a particular
point of view but also a rotation.
arguments ?transformed-context (of type sensory-context)
?context (of type sensory-context)
?perspective (of type pose)
6.7 Discussion
6.7.1 Functional constraints
Purely geometric accounts of spatial semantics have been criticized on the basis
of psycholinguistic studies that reveal for many spatial relations, that additional
functional constraints influence their applicability. Studies in particular for topo-
logical relations, including in and on, but also for projective relations such as over
and under (Coventry, Prat-Sala & Richards 2001) as well as in front and behind
(Carlson-Radvansky & Radvansky 1996) have led to new proposals (Coventry
et al. 2005) as to how to include functional considerations into the semantics
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of spatial terms (see also Coventry & Garrod (2004) for an overview). For in-
stance, whether or not an umbrella is over a person depends on the direction
of rain which can come from different angles. I do not account for functional
constraints for two reasons: (1) because it requires detailed functional models of
objects which as of now are rarely available in robots and (2) the current model
theoretically can incorporate such models once they become available. In order
to acquire functional knowledge, such as that chairs are for sitting, tables are
used to put things on and so forth, robots need to interact robustly and repeat-
edly with objects of this kind, in particular using complex interactions in which
objects take on functional roles. Many of these skills, e.g. basic actions such as
sitting, are contemporary research fields in robotics and still need to see signifi-
cant progress before they are generally available. On the other hand, functional
approaches to semantics are typically committed to conceive the application of
spatial relations in terms of degree of applicability. In other words, functional
models are essentially mappings of locations and landmarks to some number
representing the degree in which some relation is deemed acceptable. This is
precisely the basis of the semantics advocated in this chapter. Semantic opera-
tions compute degrees of applicability. Consequently, once a functional model
can be established in terms of similarity, it can readily be incorporated into the
current model by exchanging semantic operations.
6.7.2 Contextual factors
Besides functional constraints, contextual factors affect the applicability of spa-
tial terms. For instance, for proximal relations: prototypical size (Gapp 1994),
but also object salience (Regier & Carlson 2001), and object interference
(Kelleher & Costello 2009) seem to play a role. Just to give an example, the proto-
typical size factor can explain why the proximal region nahe des Gebäudes (‘near
the building’) is larger than that of nahe dem Apfel (‘near the apple’) (example
adapted from Gapp 1994) by the difference in typical size of buildings and ap-
ples. Constraints such as the prototypical size, as well as the influence of ob-
ject salience, are easily integrated into the model, but just as for functional con-
straints do not affect the basic assumptions of the model. The third constraint
– the object interference constraint – refers to the interference by other objects
that are for instance closer than the related object. Such constraints are better
treated under the problem of how to choose spatial relations which is inevitably
connected to the particular communicative goal. For instance, in a discrimination
task other categories might be more relevant for the task than in object location
description tasks. Such processes are dealt with in detail in Chapter 8.
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6.7.3 Other modeling approaches
Spatial semantics is an important and vibrant research area. Many different pro-
posals are currently being made. Some suggest the use of formal ontology engi-
neering (Bateman, Tenbrink & Farrar 2007; Bateman 2010; Bateman et al. 2010)
as a tool for enhancing spatial language interpretation by artificial systems. Oth-
ers suggest to use formal reasoning techniques and representations (Freksa 1991;
Cohn &Hazarika 2001). The system presented in this book can benefit from these
extensive approaches in the sense that the detailed modeling of spatial represen-
tation and spatial reasoning could enhance our modeling approach. On the other
hand, in this book modeling serves the goal of establishing basic concepts, e.g.
spatial relations, so that we can later study their evolution. This is the reason
why more elaborate modeling approaches are avoided. Engineering robust and
extensive solutions for the processing of spatial language is a valid goal in itself,
but it is only one aspect of this book.
6.7.4 Summary
This chapter gave an account of the semantic core of German spatial relations
in terms of geometric constraints, frames of reference and perspective. Spatial
relations have been defined as graded categories, whose application is governed
by semantic operations. It remains to be shown (1) how conceptualizations of a
scene given a concrete communicative goal are achieved (a problem that can be
summarized in how andwhich spatial relations should be chosen), (2) how spatial
categorization fits into larger semantic structures for spatial phrases such as der
Block links von der Kiste and (3) how these semantics interact with language in




The syntax of German locative phrases mirrors the complexity of spatial seman-
tics. The main task of syntactic processing is to allow agents to express them-
selves by translating semantic structure into proper German syntax and back.
This chapter reports on the syntactic processing of German locative phrases us-
ing Fluid Construction Grammar. It provides an overview of the mapping from
semantics to syntax and zooms in on different aspects of the implementation for
dealing with complicated syntactic phenomena such as the German case system.
Syntactic processing of German spatial language is primarily a problem of
orchestrating intertwined information processing. Great care has to be taken
to ensure that the ordered application of constructions in production and pars-
ing of spatial utterances can proceed efficiently,without excessive branching in
search. In many cases information needed for processing is spread in the seman-
tic structure to be produced or in the utterance to be parsed. For instance, lexical
constructions might able to decide on word stems based on semantic entities in
the semantic structure, but already the decision which lexical class to use for ex-
pressing some lexical item in production requires a larger broader of the semantic
structure to be produced. Even more so, in order to decide on the actual word
form including German morphology, a whole array of syntactic information is
to be considered. For instance, case, gender and number marking of spatial adjec-
tives in prepositional noun phrases requires collection of information from the
noun about its grammatical gender, and from the preposition about the required
case. This chapter shows how advanced techniques in FCG can be applied to orga-
nize efficient processing while allowing grammar designers to build extendable
and concise grammars.
This chapter starts by presenting the general ideas behind the design of the
grammar (Section 7.1) and identifying core issues that have to be resolved in
order to arrive at an operational system. The remaining Sections 7.2–7.5 show
how to deal with these issues.
7 Syntactic processing
7.1 Overview of syntactic processing
One of the main problems of syntactic processing in a system that is integrated
with procedural semantics such as IRL is the problem of how semantic structure
such as IRL-networks are expressed in language. The following are the two main
ideas originally presented in Steels & Bleys (2005).
Lexicon Lexical constructions directly map semantic entities to content words.
Grammar Grammatical constructions broadly speaking encode the cognitive op-
erations and the links between them and semantic entities. Consequently,
grammar provides information on how semantic structure is combined
(Steels 2011a) by modulating the syntactic expression of the lexical items
through grammatical markers, word order, morphology, etc.
German requires fine grained distinctions of constructions in order to facilitate
and coordinate processing. The grammar is organized into certain types of con-
structions each providing different information (see Steels 2011a for the original
idea).
Lexical Constructions These constructions map semantic entities to stems and
back. Hand in hand with morphological constructions they are respon-
sible for the expression of lexical items. Lexical constructions introduce
lexical units in the transient structure that are used to assemble informa-
tion necessary for decisions on the lexical class and the word form of the
semantic entity in production. In parsing these units gather information
required for the semantic interpretation of a semantic entity in the sur-
rounding semantic structure. Lexical constructions introduce abstractions
into the transient structure that allow to go from concrete semantic entities
to the class they are in. For instance, links (‘left’) is a lateral spatial cate-
gory such as rechts (‘right’). Both behave similar in semantics as well as in
syntax. Lexical units introduce such type information to allow hierarchy
in processing to take advantage of this information.
Functional Constructions This class of constructions is related to how a particu-
lar semantic entity is used in processing. For instance, in parsing, when a
spatial relation is observed as an adjective, this licenses the introduction of
the cognitive operation apply-region-group-based which represents how the
spatial category is supposed to be applied. Consequently, functional con-
structions handle and process lexical classes and map them to particular
cognitive operations. These constructions introduce functional units into
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the transient structure, which assemble all information related to lexical
classes. On the semantic side these units gather information related to the
output and input of the cognitive operation. This information is particu-
larly used by phrasal constructions to combine functional units into larger
phrases. There are functional constructions for determiners, nouns, spatial
adjective, spatial adverbs and prepositions.
Phrasal Constructions These constructions, as the name suggests, are organizing
both larger syntactic structure, i.e. phrases, and larger semantic structure
by linking functional units. For instance in parsing, when observing a spa-
tial adjective and a noun in the correct German word order, the adjective-
noun-phrase construction links the processing of these items on the se-
mantic side. In turn, the new constituent can be further combined with
determiners which happens when the determined-noun-phrase construc-
tion applies. Phrasal construction do the work of processing grammatical
relations between constituents.
Morphological Constructions Certain constructions deal exclusivelywithmorphol-
ogy. They are responsible for determining and processing word forms, i.e.
the string, for expressing lexical items. In German the concrete form of
a lexical item is often determined by the larger syntactic structure. For
instance, a spatial adjective such as links (‘left’) in a determined adjective
noun phrase has to agree with the gender and the number of the noun and
with the case of the determined noun phrase. This requires that in pro-
duction the form of a lexical item is determined when this information is
available, which requires that constructions such as the determined-noun-
phrase construction have supplied this information. In parsing, morpho-
logical constructions function as word form recognizers.
Semantic Constructions Lastly, there is a special type of constructions which is
only used in parsing for handling semantic ambiguity. They are discussed
in detail in Section 9.2.
Figure 7.1 shows the sequence of construction application in production and in
parsing. In processing, the constructions are part of a large pool of constructions,
which are applied based on which construction can apply at a specific point in
time. Syntactic processing proceeds bottom-up which means from the lexical
items to the phrasal level. For instance, phrasal constructions require functional
units to function which in turn depend on lexical constructions. In every step
information is assembled in hierarchical units, e.g. lexical units, which expose
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morph lex fun gram sem
lex fun gram morph
Parsing:
Production:
Figure 7.1: Construction application in the German spatial language grammar dis-
cussed in this chapter. In parsing, morphological constructions apply
first followed by lexical and grammatical constructions. Finally, the se-
mantic constructions important for handling semantic ambiguity ap-
ply. In production, these constructions are not applied. In contrast to
parsing, morphological constructions apply in production at the very
end in order to decide on the actual form used in the utterance.
new information, in order for constructions to use this information. This process
can also be understood as a process of gradual categorization and assembly of
constituents into larger structure both on the syntactic and on the semantic side.
For instance, lexical constructions abstract from the concrete semantic entity
such as the spatial category left and provide information about the semantic type
so that functional constructions can use this information and apply to groups of
spatial relations.
The following three sections look in more detail at the implementation of
different constructions such as lexical and functional (Section 7.2) phrasal con-
structions for landmarks and landmark complements (Section 7.3) and high-level
phrasal constructions (Section 7.4). The chapter concludes by discussing how to
deal with the German case system (Section 7.5).
7.2 Lexical classes – lexical and functional constructions
In German the same spatial relation can be expressed using different lexical
classes (adjective, adverb or preposition). The following shows an example of
the spatial relation front expressed as adjective (1), adverb (2), and prepositions



























‘The block in front of the box’
Lexical classes are an example of a many-to-many mappings. Every German
spatial relation discussed in this book can be expressed in different lexical classes.
Vice versa, every lexical class has a number of relations that are part of it. For
instance, the spatial relations front, back, left, can all be expressed as adverb.
However, not all spatial relations can be expressed as adverbs. The proximal
relations nah (‘near’) and fern (‘far’) do not occur in adverbial form.1 Table 7.2
gives an overview of lexical classes and associated forms. The table shows that
different groups of spatial relations partake in different lexical classes. For in-
stance, all spatial relations except for proximal relations such as near and far can
be expressed as adjectives. Projective relations such as up, front and left can
be expressed as adverbs. Only vertical and lateral relations can also be genitive
prepositions, whereas frontal relations can only be dative prepositions. Vertical
relations can be both genitive and dative prepositions.
The problem of choosing a lexical class in production and finding the lexical
class in interpretation is solved by a careful setup of the interaction of func-
tional and lexical constructions. I use a particular design pattern called actual-
potential.2 Thedesign pattern allows to store possible lexical classes in the form
of potentials for each lexical item directly in the lexical units of the transient
structure. Subsequent functional constructions can constrain their application
based on the potential of the lexical item, consequently, ruling out non standard
usage, e.g., expressing proximal relations as adjectives. The same is used on the
semantic side, where the semantic type hierarchy of the semantic entity is stored
as a list of potentials.
The actual-potential technique allows to distribute decision making across lex-
ical and functional constructions by separating the specification of options (po-
1 Linguistic analysis is made difficult by diverging vocabulary in linguistics and different usages
of the same term by different schools. I use the term adverb here for spatial relations such
as vorne (‘front’) that can be followed by prepositional phrases and used as postmodifiers on
determined noun phrases e.g. der Block vorne in der Kiste (‘in the front area of the box’).
2 The pattern is inspired by earlier work on argument realization (van Trijp 2008) which is also
a many-to-many mapping problem.
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Table 7.1: Lexical Classes and word forms for German spatial relations (adapted
in part from Tenbrink 2007). This by no means is an exhaustive list
of spatial relations, lexical classes or lexical forms in German spatial
language, but it is the part of German relevant for this book. Items
marked with * seem to be possible, but due to being unconfirmed in
the reviewed literature are omitted.
Relation Adjective Adverb Preposition [poss] Preposition [dat]
up ober oben oberhalb über
down unter unten unterhalb unter
front vorder vorne – vor
back hinter hinten – hinter
right recht rechts rechts –
left link links links –
near * – – nahe
far * – – fern
north nördlich * * nördlich
south südlich * * südlich
west westlich * * westlich
east östlich * * östlich
tentials) from the actual decision. Possible choices are explicitly stored in the
form of disjunctive potentials in the transient structure thereby signaling to sub-
sequent constructions which choices are possible which allows subsequent con-
structions to constrain their application by observing potentials and triggering
only when the right potentials are present. Before we jump to the application
of the actual-potential design pattern, we need to consider the lexical and func-
tional constructions that are involved.
The fact that Examples (1)–(3) refer to the same projective category front is ex-
pressed by the lexical construction for the spatial relation front. The construction
maps the reference to the spatial relation onto the word stem vor. The following




:meaning (== (bind frontal-category ?cat front))
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:args ((ref ?cat))
:stem ”vor”))
Lexical constructions capture the similarity of different syntactic and semantic
usage scenarios of the same category. They encode that no matter how the lexical
item is used in the larger semantic and syntactic structure it refers to the same
semantic entity, e.g. spatial relation.
Functional constructions map a particular lexical class to syntactic and seman-
tic properties thereby elevating lexical items to constituents in grammatical struc-
ture. On the semantic side, functional constructions trigger on semantic opera-
tions used in conceptualization. On the syntactic side, the constructions provide
syntactic functions and syntactic classes in order for grammatical constructions
to be able to build grammatical structure out of functional units. Below are the













?target ?source ?landmark ?category ?f-o-r))
:args ((ref ?target)(src ?source)
(cat ?category)(landmark ?landmark))
:sem-function (modifier)







?target ?source ?landmark ?category ?f-o-r))






These constructions introduce constructional meaning, e.g. construct-region-
frontal, together with semantic and syntactic potentials. One is the functional
role of the unit in the larger syntactic structure, here denoted by syn-function.
Aside from these two constructions, there are a number of other important func-
tional constructions. In particular the difference in semantics of lateral and frontal
adverbs, but also between projective, topological and absolute relations are each
captured by separate functional constructions (see Table 7.2 for an overview).















Figure 7.2: Subset of the mapping of lexical items to functional constructions.
7.2.1 Encoding type and lexical class potentials
In order to solve the many-to-many mapping problem, lexical and functional
constructions are extended using the actual-potential design pattern on the syn-
tactic and semantic pole of constructions. Lexical constructions merge semantic
and syntactic potentials into lexical units. This information is used by functional
constructions to constrain their application. On the semantic side, the type con-
straints are rooted in the type hierarchy of spatial relations, whereas on the syn-
tactic side, the lexical class lex-cat potential encodes which functional construc-
tions can apply. The constraints take the form of disjunctive lists of potentials.
For example, since all angular categories, i.e. projective and absolute categories,
can be used as adjectives, the lexical constructions for these categories feature
the type potential angular-spatial-category, as well as the syntactic lex-cat poten-
tial spatial-adjective. The adjective construction constrains itself to only apply
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to lexical units that have this potential thereby licensing the application of the
spatial adjective construction. The lexical units for proximal relations, such as
near and far do not have these potentials, hence, the adjective construction can-
not apply. Other fine-grained distinctions can be modeled as well. Lateral and
frontal projective categories differ in how their corresponding adverbs behave
syntactically and semantically which necessitates two functional constructions,
one for lateral adverbs and one for frontal adverbs. Consequently, the potentials
in frontal category units differ from lateral ones. They feature the type frontal-
category, where lateral lexical constructions (i.e. for left and right) provide the
type potential lateral-category (see Figure 7.2 for type potentials of projective lex-
ical constructions and Figure 7.3 for lex-cat potentials)

















Figure 7.3: Subset of the mapping from lexical items to functional constructions.
7.2.2 Technical realization
The actual-potential design pattern is easily implemented using a dedicated tem-
plate for extending lexical constructions. Example (4), for instance, is supple-
mented by the following two templates which introduce potentials on the se-
mantic and syntactic side.
(8)




(def-add-potential front syn syn-cat lex-cat
(spatial-adjective frontal-adverb frontal-preposition))
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These two templates specify the type and lex-cat potentials and directly translate
into attributes in the front lexical construction:
(9)
(...


























Importantly, the template def-add-potential not only adds the potential attribute
but also an attribute called actual. This attribute, as we will see in the next para-
graphs, is automatically set to a variable in the lexical construction and is used
to store which type attribute is used. If one of the potentials is picked up, for
instance by a functional construction, the actual attribute is also set.
The information stored by the lexical construction in the transient structure
allows functional constructions to choose the potential in which they are inter-
ested and to constrain their own application. This process can be seen in an










In order for the spatial adjective construction to apply, these templates express
that certain potentials need to be present in the transient structure. More pre-
cisely, the type potential angular-spatial-category and the lex-cat potential spatial-
adjective need to be there.
The template for spatial adjectives translates into the following feature struc-












This construction can only apply if the type potential of the lexical constituent
in the transient structure imperatively includes angular-spatial-category. Addi-
tionally, it requires the actual attribute to be angular-spatial-category or a vari-
able. There are two things to note here: the use of the ==! operator for potentials
and the handling of the actual attribute. The ==! operator only unifies and never
merges, which means that neither in production nor parsing can a missing po-
tential be merged. The specified potential always has to be present, in this case
on the semantic side, but for the lex-cat potentials, the case is vice versa on the
syntactic side. Consequently, choosing a potential does not change the poten-
tial in the transient structure. The second feature, the actual attribute, must be
equal to angular-spatial-category or a variable in order for the spatial adjective
construction to apply. If the attribute is a variable, then that variable is bound
to angular-spatial-category, and hence the application of the spatial adjective con-
struction modifies the transient structure and sets the value attribute to the re-
quired potential. Of course, the corresponding potential also has to be present
for the construction to apply in the first place (see Figure 7.4)
This split into value and potential and the ability to interact via these two at-
tributes is not only interesting for grammar designers who can track the ap-
plication of constructions by tracing the actually chosen potential, but it also
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Figure 7.4: Interaction of lexical constructions with functional constructions in
production of vordere (‘front’). The arrow signifies the order of appli-
cation. Left, the vordere unit on the semantic side of the processed tran-
sient structure is shown. Right, the syntactic unit is shown. The tran-
sient structure actually contains more units, and the units themselves
contain more features, but everything has been shortened for illustra-
tive purposes. The top row shows the lexical unit after the application
of lexical constructions, which have equipped the lexical unit with po-
tentials for type on the semantic side, and lex-cat on the syntactic side.
Both of these potentials have no value assigned to them yet. It is only
after the application of the functional construction of spatial adjective
that both have values assigned to them, spatial-category for type and
spatial-adjective for lex-cat.
plays an active role in processing. In parsing, the lexical class of a word is de-
cided by morphological constructions. The morphological constructions apply
first when parsing an utterance and they provide a value for the actual attribute.
For instance, when observing the form vorne, the morphological construction re-
sponsible for the string vorne triggers and adds the information to the transient
structure, namely that an adverb was observed in parsing (see Figure 7.5 for a
schematic overview).
7.2.3 Discussion
Handling the many-to-many mapping problem in lexical class choice in princi-
ple also has other solutions. In particular, one could rely on the search process





















































Figure 7.5: Interaction of lexical constructions with functional constructions in
parsing vordere (‘front’). Lexical constructions apply before functional
constructions. The vordere unit on the semantic side of the processed
transient structure is shown on the left. The syntactic unit is shown
on the right. The transient structure actually contains more units, and
the units themselves contain more features, but everything has been
shortened for illustrative purposes. The top row shows the lexical unit
after the application of morphological and lexical constructions. The
parsed string unambiguously allows for a decision to be made on the
lex-cat value, and hence the value is set on the syntactic side. It is
the functional construction that picks one of the potential types on the
semantic side and fills its value attribute.
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item, and cut branches until only the one relevant for the current purpose, e.g.
for the meaning produced, survives. This solution requires one lexical construc-
tions for each possible lexical class and for each category. This leads to excessive
branching in search. The solution presented in this chapter does not require
branching in search and is thus more efficient. Another solution to this problem
is to code the interaction of lexical items and lexical classes in a holistic fashion,
which means that every possible combination of lexical class and lexical item is
represented by exactly one construction. This solution does depend on branch-
ing of search, but demands grammar designers to hand code many constructions
(for the case discussed in this chapter more than 30 combined constructions are
needed). The solution presented in this chapter leads to a concise grammar, with
much fewer constructions (less than 20 lexical and functional constructions).
7.3 Landmarks and complements – adverbial and
prepositional constructions
Chapter 5 contains a number of examples of landmark and perspective marking
in German spatial phrases. Most importantly I concluded that in spatial prepo-
sitional phrases the landmark is always part of the prepositional phrase. This
contrasts with adverbs which allow landmarks to be expressed optionally us-
ing prepositional complements. Additionally, we have seen in Chapter 6 how
spatial semantics chiefly relies on particular semantic operations and linking of
semantic structure. Consequently, there are two important questions related to
processing landmarks and perspective in adverbial and prepositional phrases: (1)
how to deal with optional elements in a concise way, and (2) how to achieve
linking. In this section I explore the solution to these problems for projective
categories, in particular projective adverbs and projective prepositions.
Let us first consider the extension of projective prepositions using a landmark.
The construction handling projective and absolute prepositions is called angular-
pp-phrase. It has two constituents (see Table 7.3). The first constituent is one
that has the semantic class angular-relationship and the syntactic class angular-
preposition (see Table 7.2 and in particular the semantic and syntactic function
attributes of all projective prepositional constructions frontal-preposition, lateral-
preposition and vertical-preposition) functional construction). The second con-
stituent is the landmark. For the landmark there are only functional constraints.
Whatever is supposed to act as the landmark needs to be some kind of refer-
ence (semantic) and referring-expression (syntactic). How is the linking precisely









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.3 Landmarks and complements – adverbial and prepositional constructions
features the variable ?landmark connected to the landmark slot of the respective
operation. Since FCG cannot rely on variable names as they might change, the
variable is repeated in the args feature, clearly marked in the attribute landmark.
This means that the angular-pp-phrase construction can unify with this specific















Linking is achieved by explicitly unifying the corresponding args in the structure,
using the variable ?landmark. The variable occurs both in the ?ref argument of
the reference constituent and the landmark argument of the angular-relationship
constituents.
For adverbs the linking with landmark works similar to prepositions. However,
there are important differences in syntax between prepositions and adverbs. Let
us consider the example of lateral adverbs. Lateral adverbs can be extended by
landmarks, but the has to be marked using a von prepositional phrase. The con-
struction handling the landmark augmentation of lateral adverbs is shown below.























These two constructions show how to solve parts of the complexity puzzle of
the interaction of syntax and semantics, i.e. the linking issue, while at the same
time they deal with the syntactic differences for adverbs (in this case only lat-
eral adverbs are discussed, but similar constructions exist for vertical and frontal
adverbs) and prepositions. Moreover, the two constructions also prevent frontal
adverbs from being landmark-augmented by any of the two constructions, since
frontal adverbs do not have the angular-preposition potential. Also they cannot
be extended using the lateral landmark marking scheme, since they are not of
class lateral-region. Other constructions deal with in prepositional phrases and
frontal adverbs.
7.4 Linking everything together – high-level phrasal
constructions
The previous section looked at prepositional and adverbial constructions. But
there is more. Particularly, there are important constructions which only care
about the syntactic and semantic functions of their constituents, and hence are
widely applicable and underlie the ability of the grammar to build and parse
complex recursive utterances involving many complemented phrases. Phrasal
constructions have two constituents. The unification of constituents is based on
the actual-potential design pattern. The constructions require their constituents
to provide certain semantic and syntactic function potentials, while providing
new potentials for semantic and syntactic functions themselves. All of them also
introduce a particular word order and a particular linking of the arguments of
their constituents and the meaning they express. They internally link the argu-
ments of constituents while providing new arguments themselves. Hence, in pro-
duction these constructions express particular linkings in the semantic structure
using a particular word order. Vice versa, in parsing they introduce links in the
semantic structure when observing a particular word order of their functional
constituents.
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Table 7.4: Mapping of syntactic functions (phrasal constructions). All phrasal
constructions have two constituents and all build hierarchical struc-
ture by subsuming the two constituents (c1 and c2) into a new unit.
Columns c1 syn-fns and c2 syn-fns show the syntactic function poten-
tial expected from constituents. The column syn-fns details the syntac-
tic function potential of the new unit. All constructions shown here
introduce word order and require the first constituent c1 to meet the
second constituent c2, i.e. c1 has to be exactly before c2.







































The simplest example of such a construction is the adjectival-nominal-phrase,
which allows agents to build large adjective noun phrases (see Steels 2011a for
the original idea). Tables 7.4 and 7.5 detail the semantic and syntactic functions
of the constituents of all phrasal constructions, as well as the syntactic and se-
mantic function potentials they introduce. The adjectival nominal construction
maps a constituent with syntactic function adjectival and semantic function mod-
ifier and a constituent with syntactic function nominal and semantic function
identifier onto a new unit. Hence, it builds hierarchy by introducing a new unit
with two subunits – namely its two constituents. This new unit has the seman-
tic function potential of identifier and the syntactic function potential nominal.
There are a number of functional constructions providing such semantic and syn-
tactic functions. Both color and spatial adjectives provide the semantic function
modifier and the syntactic function adjectival. The semantic function identifier
and the syntactic function nominal are provided by nouns. Hence, when encoun-
tering such constituents in production, for instance because noun and adjective
functional constructions have provided suitable constituents, the construction
will form a new unit with semantic function nominal and introduce the German
word order, where adjectives always come before the noun. This new structure
can itself be considered functionally equal to nouns, as it features the same syn-
tactic and semantic functions. It therefore can be subject to modification through
other adjectives. Finally, units that have the semantic function identifier and the
syntactic function nominal, can be extended by determiners through application of
the determiner-nominal-phrase, which results in a unit that encapsulates the seman-
tic function reference and the syntactic function referring-expression and provides
for all examples, where nouns or adjective modified nouns are determined using
an article.
This explains how adjectival noun phrases can be build, but how do adverbial
complement phrases discussed in the previous section get linked to referring
expressions? This is solved by referring-expression-adverbial-phrase, which links
constituents with the semantic/syntactic function reference/referring-expression
(example der Block or der grüne Block and modifier/adverbial (example links, links
von der Kiste, vor der Kiste…) into a unit that not only syntactically introduces the
word order, that the adverbial is behind the referring expression, but also links
the meaning and adds the operation apply-region-filter. This construction, be-
sides linking meaning of constituents, adds an operation that is applied to the
output of the meaning of the adverbial phrase. Here, this operation is apply-
region-filter, which filters the context given a particular region. It is important
to understand, that this particular construction can be so general only because all
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Table 7.5: Mapping of semantic functions of phrasal constructions. For every con-
struction the semantic function potential that needs to be present for
the two constituents c1 and c2 is shown, as well as the new semantic
function potential provided (sem-fns). Some of the constructions add
additional meaning with more complicated argument linking proper-
ties. All others however link the ref argument of constituent two (c2)
to the source argument of constituent one (c1).


























possessive reference reference ref possessive [die linke
Seite] [der
Kiste]
complements in the grammar compute regions. In other words all adverbial com-
plements always denote a spatial region, be they prepositional phrases or adver-
bials or complemented adverbials. The referring-expression-adverbial-phrase con-
struction, that handles all adverbial complements of determined nominal phrases,
only needs to care about modifiers and hence, its generality is based on the fact
that semantically all adverbial complements in this grammar compute regions
while observing a particular word order. If there would be other possible com-





Case and gender agreement in German is an example of a highly distributed
information processing task. The constraints on these syntactic features are con-
tributed by many different constructions and thus have to be incrementally in-
tegrated in order to produce grammatical utterances in German. For instance,
the grammatical gender of a prepositional determined adjective noun phrase is









‘behind the left block’
Alternatively, the case is governed by the preposition (hinter, requires dative).
The determiner (der) and the adjective (link) have to be case and gender marked
according to the information provided from these different sources, namely, both
the determiner and adjective are used in their masculine dative forms (dem and
linken). In other words, the concrete form of a projective adjective can only be
fixed after the complete syntactic structure is processed. Along the way, informa-
tion about which case to use (coming from the preposition) and about the gender
(from the noun) need to be integrated. Consequently, the grammar needs to be
set up such that sets of highly dependent constructions can interact for allow-
ing a distributed decision on which forms to use when expressing a particular
meaning. This includes mechanisms for (1) representing the state of information
including its uncertainty, (2) moving information around in order to facilitate de-
cisions and spread their effect, and (3) ways to postpone decisions until enough
information is accumulated. The solutions presented for these problems natu-
rally mirror the techniques discussed in the previous section. Logic variables
embedded in feature matrices are used to represent uncertainty, percolation for
moving information around and constructions of a particular type in order to
postpone decisions.
7.5.1 Representing the state of information
Distinctive feature matrices (see van Trijp 2011) are a means to represent the cur-
rent, possibly indecisive state of information in processing. They allow different
constructions to independently contribute constraints on values of the syntactic,
case and gender features until enough information has been collected. Hence,
feature matrices function similarly to the logic variable used for representing
uncertainty in the previous section, as they are a technique for accumulating
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information contributed by different constructions. Distinctive feature matrices
extend the concept of logic variables and allow for the representation of depen-
dencies between features in processing.
The way lexical items interact with the case gender agreement system is de-
termined in part by the lexical item and in part by the word class. Nouns, for
instance, have a particular gender and always need to be marked for case, which
is governed by prepositions. Adjectives and articles agree in case and number
with the phrase in which they are embedded, specifically with the noun. Conse-
quently, the state of information for some word classes is initially constrained.
While adjectives and articles have no constraints on case and gender, nouns al-
ready provide information about their gender, and prepositions about the re-
quired case. Distinctive feature matrices allow for the representation of such
different states of information in the transient structure in a unified way by ex-
plicitly representing all combinations of possible feature values in a matrix. For
our German example, this information is captured in a two dimensional matrix,
where columns reflect the four German cases, and rows reflect the three gram-
matical genders. Every field in the matrix corresponds to a particular combina-
tion of case and gender, such as accusative-masculine, and every field can either
be explicitly excluded (i.e. marked with a “−”), selected (i.e. marked by a “+”)
or in an unknown state of information, which is represented using variables i.e.
marked with a “?”).
Figure 7.6 shows the state of the transient structure after the application of
lexical and functional constructions. It can be seen how the different states of
information for articles, adjectives, prepositions and nouns are technically rep-
resented. The feature matrices for the spatial adjective (spatial-adjective-unit-
334) and for the article (article-unit-334) are completely filled with variables. On
the other hand, the feature matrix for the frontal preposition (frontal-preposition-
unit-93) features a “−” everywhere but in the column representing the dative case,
namely, the case it requires. On the other hand, the noun (noun-unit-334) is cate-
gorized based on its gender, and the feature matrix consequently has variables
in the row for masculine and excludes all other fields.
7.5.2 Percolation and agreement – moving information around and
unification
Given the setup of initial information by lexical and functional constructions, all
subsequently applied constructions have to be able to move information around
and to further constrain the information. Movement of information is done us-






nom ?nom-10 ?nom-m-13 ?nom-f-15 ?nom-n-11
gen ?gen-11 ?gen-m-13 ?gen-f-15 ?gen-n-11
dat ?dat-16 ?dat-m-18 ?dat-f-20 ?dat-n-16






nom ?nom-3 ?nom-m-5 ?nom-f-7 ?nom-n-3
gen ?gen-3 ?gen-m-5 ?gen-f-7 ?gen-n-3
dat ?dat-3 ?dat-m-5 ?dat-f-7 ?dat-n-3





nom - - - -
gen - - - -
dat + ?dat-m-19 ?dat-f-21 ?dat-n-17





nom ?nom-m-3 ?nom-m-3 - -
gen ?gen-m-3 ?gen-m-3 - -
dat ?dat-m-3 ?dat-m-3 - -
acc ?acc-m-3 ?acc-m-3 - -
block-unit-47
Figure 7.6: Transient structure after the application of lexical and functional con-
structions for production of hinter dem linken Block (‘behind the left
block’). For simplification, each unit is only shown with its distinctive
featurematrix for case/gender agreement, if present. Furthermore, the
feature matrices of the lexical units are identical to those of their par-
ent units and are thus also not shown.
constrains the values in the feature matrices further and further.
Both percolation and unification are used together, for instance, by the adjectival-
nominal construction (see Figure 7.7). In our example, this construction handles
the adjective (spatial-adjective-unit-334) and the noun (noun-unit-334) as constituents.
Apart from introducing German word order, this construction unifies the feature
matrix of the adjective and the noun, which automatically constrains the gender
possibilities for the adjective, in this case to masculine. In fact, through unifica-
tion the two feature matrices are the same after the application of the adjectival-
nominal constructions. Moreover, the newly created parent unit (adjectival-nominal-
phrase-43) percolates this matrix up. This process is subsequently repeated, this






nom ?nom-m-5 ?nom-m-5 - -
gen ?gen-m-5 ?gen-m-5 - -
dat ?dat-m-5 ?dat-m-5 - -
acc ?acc-m-5 ?acc-m-5 - -
article-unit-334
m f n
nom ?nom-m-5 ?nom-m-5 - -
gen ?gen-m-5 ?gen-m-5 - -
dat ?dat-m-5 ?dat-m-5 - -




nom ?nom-m-5 ?nom-m-5 - -
gen ?gen-m-5 ?gen-m-5 - -
dat ?dat-m-5 ?dat-m-5 - -
acc ?acc-m-5 ?acc-m-5 - -
noun-unit-334
m f n
nom ?nom-m-5 ?nom-m-5 - -
gen ?gen-m-5 ?gen-m-5 - -
dat ?dat-m-5 ?dat-m-5 - -






nom ?nom-m-5 ?nom-m-5 - -
gen ?gen-m-5 ?gen-m-5 - -
dat ?dat-m-5 ?dat-m-5 - -






nom - - - -
gen - - - -
dat + ?dat-m-19 ?dat-f-21 ?dat-n-17
acc - - - -
back-unit-11
Figure 7.7: Gender agreement between the article, adjective and noun are en-
forced by the adjectival-nominal and determiner-nominal-phrase con-
structions applied to the transient structure in Figure 7.6.
time with its constituents being the article and the adjectival-nominal phrase,
which also constrains the article to be masculine. Percolation and unification
have essentially established the agreement between the article, the adjective and
the noun, while at the same time spreading the information about gender.
After the application of these two constructions, the decision on case is still
missing. Case is provided by the angular preposition, and agreement between the
preposition and the determined-nominal-phrase is established by the angular-pp-
phrase (see Figure 7.8). The angular-pp-phrase technically behaves very similarly to
the the determiner-nominal and the adjectival-nominal constructions: it unifies the
featurematrices of its two constituents (frontal-preposition-unit-93 and determiner-
nominal-phrase-unit-373). However, the effect is quite different in that now the
feature matrix of the article, the adjective and the noun is further constrained
in terms of case. Consequently, case and gender of this particular phrase are
ultimately decided.
For some phrases case is not established by prepositions but rather by the gen-
eral grammatical structure. A prime example is when the utterance itself only









nom - - - -
gen - - - -
dat + + - -






nom - - - -
gen - - - -
dat + + - -




nom - - - -
gen - - - -
dat + + - -




nom - - - -
gen - - - -
dat + + - -






nom - - - -
gen - - - -
dat + + - -






nom - - - -
gen - - - -
dat + + - -
acc - - - -
unique-unit-99
Figure 7.8: Case agreement after applying the angular-pp-phrase construction to










nom + ?nom-m-14 ?nom-f-16 ?nom-n-12
gen - - - -
dat - - - -
acc - - - -
Figure 7.9: The referring-expression construction sets the case of a single
determined-noun-phrase unit to nominative.
For example when meanings for utterances such as der linke Block (‘the block to
the left’) are expressed, then there is no preposition that determines the case of
the whole phrase by agreement. Rather, the referring-expression construction (see
Figure 7.9) introduces the nominative case by unifying the feature matrix of the









nom - - - -
gen - - - -
dat ?dat-4 ?dat-m-6 - ?dat-n-4
acc - - - -
syn syn
Figure 7.10: Distinctive feature matrix of the morphological construction that
maps the string dem to masculine or neuter and dative articles. Note
that since this is a morphological construction, both poles of the con-
struction apply to the syntactic pole of a transient structure.
7.5.3 Postponing decisions
After the application of the angular-pp-phrase construction, all necessary informa-
tion has been accumulated. Case and gender are decided, and hence all syntactic
features for the particular word class in question are available to allow subse-
quent constructions to be able to decide the word form to be used. Morphologi-
cal constructions are used here to represent this relationship between syntactic
features and word forms. For example, for determiners there are six different ar-
ticles in German that unevenly cover the 12 possible case-gender combinations,
as shown in the chart below:
m f n
nom der die das
gen des der des
dat dem der dem
acc den die das
For each of these forms, a separate morphological construction exists which
decides on the form used to express the article based on the lexical class and
the case-gender feature matrix. An example of such a morphological construc-
tion is shown in Figure 7.10. Since this construction has a variable in the dative
masculine field, it matches with unit unique-unit-99 in Figure 7.8. Similarly, other
morphological entries add the strings linken to the block-unit-47, Block to the











































































































Figure 7.11: Parts of a final transient structure. The top shows the syntactic pole.




Problems of intertwined information processing across multiple constructions
and across different parts of transient structures often appear when dealing with
complex, real world language. This chapter detailed how to tackle such problems
using (1) adequate information representation techniques, such as logic variables,
feature matrices and disjunctive potentials, (2) percolation for distributing infor-
mation in the transient structure, and (3) special constructions which are needed
to help postpone decisions until the state of information is ready. The techniques
have proven to be sufficient for handling problems of syntactic indeterminacy,
e.g. morphology and lexical class choice in German locative phrases. The dis-
cussed design patterns allow grammar designers to spread information process-
ing across many constructions, leading to concise grammars, while facilitating
efficient processing.
The grammar is powerful enough to deal with German locative phrases that
include spatial relations, landmarks and even perspective. Figure 7.5.3 shows the
final transient structure when an agent parses the phrase der Block links von der




In previous sections, I concentrated on how to represent the semantics of spatial
relations. In this section I focus on how to conceptualize, i.e. how to choose a
particular spatial relation, frame of reference, landmark or perspective in order
to refer to some object in the environment. This chapter gives an overview of
the factors influencing conceptualization (Section 8.1), followed by details of how
conceptualization for spatial scenes can be implemented (Section 8.2). Lastly, I
compare the approach favored in this book to another approach often used in
modeling (Section 8.3). This last section also looks at the performance of the
conceptualization machinery presented in this chapter.
8.1 Factors influencing semantic processing
A number of factors influencing the particular choice in a particular context have
been identified by scholars. First, the communicative intention of the speaker
plays a major role. Whether the speaker wants to describe the spatial position
of an object or discriminate it with respect to other objects in the context or
whether he is trying to give a route description (Tversky & Lee 1998), impacts
on which spatial relations agents choose to express. Second, the context and
in particular the presence and position of landmarks, their affordances with re-
spect to frames of reference, the presence of geocentric reference systems and
the perspective of the interlocutor all influence the choices agents make. Third,
the available repertoire of spatial relations, frames of reference, as well as cul-
tural factors are no less important. For instance, in some cultures social status
governs the choice of perspective. How to talk about an object, in other words,
how to conceptualize the world for reaching the particular communicative goal
technically requires agents to choose semantic structure, including semantic op-
erations and categories. Since we understand semantic structure as a program,
the process of choosing appropriate semantic structure is essentially one of au-
tomatic programming, in which programs are constructed and tested based on
their fitness for the particular task. The fitness or utility of some automatically
constructed semantic structure is decided based on (1) the current communica-
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tive goal, e.g. to discriminate an object, (2) current spatial setup, in particular the
position of objects, (3) available categories and concepts.
Figure 8.1: Difference between description and discrimination. The left figure
shows the original context. The middle picture shows that object obj-
1128 lies in the region described by “left of box-9” (intrinsic reading)
with a high score. However, object obj-1321 lies pretty much in the
same region of high applicability. In other words, “left of box-9” is
not discriminating. The right figure shows an example of a discrimi-
nating spatial relation. “In front of box-15” (intrinsic reading) clearly
discriminates object obj-1128 from obj-1321, as the score of both objects
for this description varies significantly.
8.1.1 Influence of type of communicative goal – which vs where
Which communicative goal an agent is pursuing is an important driving factor
in how he will conceptualize the world for reaching that goal. But it is not only
the particular object an agent wants to talk about that makes a difference, but
also the agent’s intentions with respect to the object. For instance, there are
important differences between descriptive and discriminating utterances. In dis-
crimination scenarios, in answers to questions of the form Welcher? (‘which’)
the hearer is required to distinguish, in other words identify, an object. This re-
lies chiefly on the overall spatial setup including the position of other objects in
the scene. Wo? (‘where’) questions, e.g. Wo ist der Block? (‘where is the block’),
on the other hand are asking for descriptions of the spatial relations an object
takes part in. In psychological experiments spatial descriptions are elicited using
contexts with only a single object (Levinson 2003). In description scenarios the
applicability of a spatial relation is the important aspect, whereas in discrimina-
tion scenarios, the power to contrast the target object from the rest of the objects
is more important (Tenbrink 2005a, see Figure 8.1 for an example). Agents in dis-
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crimination scenarios choose spatial relations and reference systems based on
maximizing the distance to other objects (Herskovits 1986).
8.1.2 Influence of spatial contexts
Naturally, the spatial position of objects in the context has a direct effect on
which spatial relations might be applicable for discriminating an object. This
is based on the discussion of discrimination in the previous paragraph, but it
also holds, somewhat trivially, because the position of an object with respect to
another object determines the applicability of a spatial relation between the two.
But there are of course other factors related to context that need to be taken
into account. Examples are the presence or absence of landmarks for construing
the world in relation to them and the availability of geocentric features which
allow for the application of absolute frames of reference. Furthermore, landmarks
without intrinsic features, such as trees who have no inherent front, prevent the
application of intrinsic frames of reference, and lastly, available perspectives on a
scene influence the layout of relative frames of reference on landmarks. In other













Figure 8.2: Spatial setup
8.2 Implementing spatial conceptualization
Implementing the conceptualization of spatial scenes is based on two computa-
tional steps. Semantic structure is, first, automatically combined and, second, it
is ranked based on the particular communicative goal. We use a search algorithm
(see Chapter 3) as a means to automatically combine simple semantic building
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Figure 8.3: Part of the conceptualization search tree for the spatial scene depicted
in Figure 8.2. Some conceptualizations are rejected (red node), be-
cause they do not work from the perspective of the hearer. This se-
mantic structure in the red node in this figure corresponds to a deter-
mined spatial adjective noun phrase which is rejected because of the
different perspectives of the two robots on the scene. Green nodes
show successful conceptualizations. In total around 30 conceptualiza-
tions for the topic are found which differ in degree of applicability;
some of them are more applicable than others.
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Figure 8.4: The search process in Figure 8.3 finds more than 30 different
conceptualizations for object obj-266 in the spatial scene depicted
in Figure 8.2. Some of them are depicted here in terms of regions
that are described by the them. From left top to bottom right the
figure shows the regions used to discriminate the target object. In
the following, roughly corresponding utterances and discrimination
scores for the particular semantic structure are shown.
0.55 – der Block vor der Box von mir aus
(‘the block in front of the box’)
0.50 – der Block rechts von mir von dir aus
(‘the block right of me from your perspective’)
0.38 – der Block links von mir (‘the block left of me’)
0.36 – der Block rechts der Box (‘the block right of the box’)
0.30 – der Block nahe der Box (‘the block near the box’)
0.23 – der Block südlich der Box (‘the block south of the box’)
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blocks into more complex ones. Semantic structure assembled in the search pro-
cess is immediately tried on the current context, given the specific target object
and rated based on how well it fulfills the communicative goal.
8.2.1 Ranking of semantic structure
The scoring of semantic structure is guided by the communicative goal of the
agent. For discrimination tasks, for example, the score of a particular semantic
structure is mainly determined by how big the overall similarity of the target
object is in contrast to the score of all other objects in the context. The discrim-
ination score disc for the object o with respect to other objects O is computed
by subtracting the maximum of all scores of the objects o′ in O from the score so
of o.
disco,O = so −max
o′∈O
so′ (8.1)
The discrimination score is computed by evaluating the particular semantic struc-
turewhose discrimination score is to be determined andmore specifically by eval-
uating the semantic operation apply-selector. This operation singles out objects
from sets of objects by choosing the object with the highest similarity score and
binding it with its discrimination score discotarget,O. For scoring semantic struc-
ture only the discrimination score of the target object of the semantic structure
is of importance (see Figure 8.5 for an example of accumulating similarities over
a semantic structure).
Besides the discrimination score, other factors can be incorporated into rank-
ing semantic structure. For instance, one can include the scores of categories and
semantic entities, whether or not the semantic structure also would work if ap-
plied from the perspective of the hearer, etc. The following is a non-exhaustive
list of the factors that can be included into ranking semantic structure.
Score of categories and semantic entities Categories and semantic entities such
as frames of reference can be scored to reflect how conventional a partic-
ular item is. This allows to model preferences for certain categories as, for
instance, English native speakers show preference for lateral over frontal
categories, but also allows to capture (Tversky, Lee & Mainwaring 1999)
preferences for certain frames of reference. English speakers, for instance,
have been observed to prefer the relative frame of reference over the in-
trinsic one (Levinson 2003), and German speaker seem to prefer the intrin-
sic over the relative frame of reference (Ehrich 1985). Although evidence
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(apply-selector ?target ?source ?selector)
(apply-class ?source ?source-2 ?class)
(apply-spatial-region ?source-2 ?region)
(construct-region-frontal ?region ?ctx ?landmark ?cat ?f-o-r)
(bind f-o-r ?f-o-r relative)
(bind spatial-category ?cat front)
(apply-selector ?landmark ?landmarks ?selector-2)
(apply-class ?landmarks ?ctx ?landmark-class)
(bind selector ?selector-2 unique)



































Figure 8.5: Evaluation of semantic structure and discrimination scores. The top
figure shows a semantic structure which is evaluated. The bottom
shows the bindings of variables resulting from evaluation. Objects
have scores, and their scores are tracked and multiplied, which leads
from the context where every object has a score of 1.0 to categorized
sets such as the one bound to ?landmarks where the object class box has
been applied which results in all objects having a score of 0.0 except
for the box. Similarly, the region is applied (?source-2), followed by the




































Figure 8.6: Predictive evaluation of the semantic structure shown in Figure 8.5.
The speaker can test semantic structure how he thinks it would get
evaluated by the hearer. In the case of the semantic structure shown
in Figure 8.5 (top) the result of evaluation is object obj-265, which is
different from the target of the semantic structure when evaluated
from the perspective of the speaker (then it was object obj-266). In
some sense this structure is ambiguous as to which object it refers
to, since the semantic structure is not explicitly perspective-marked.
On the other hand, the discrimination score of object obj-266 from
the perspective of the speaker is much higher (0.55) than the score
for object obj-265 from the perspective of the hearer. In other words,
if this would indeed be the perspective of the hearer and not just a
prediction, the agent could choose to interpret obj-265 to be the target
object.
for these kinds of phenomena seems at least contradictory (see Miller &
Johnson-Laird 1976 for reverse findings for English speakers) nevertheless
the assumption that one frame of reference is conventionally selectedmore
often is reasonable and can be incorporated into the scoring of semantic
structure.
Score of chunks Chunks – the building blocks of semantic structure – are them-
selves scored entities. The score of chunks reflects how conventional or
preferred a particular way of conceptualizing reality is. Languages, for
instance, and their syntactic regularities clearly reflect certain preferred
conceptual choices. For instance, in Russian, verbs always feature lexical
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Aktionsarten which conceptualize every event in a way that highlights a
particular aspect of that event, e.g. the beginning or the end or that it re-
peats, etc. The syntactic need to express these distinctions points to concep-
tualization strategies that are required to build correct Russian sentences.
Such strategies can easily be expressed with chunks and their preference
by scoring them accordingly (Gerasymova & Spranger 2010).
Perspective Choice In many situations speakers seem to prefer to conceptualize
reality from the perspective of the hearer. Social status and cognitive abil-
ities of the hearer (Mainwaring et al. 2003), as well as politeness (Schober
1993) and the question who is required to act (Tversky & Hard 2009) all
have been observed to affect choice of perspective. Typically this entails
that the perspective of the addressee or hearer is preferred over the per-
spective of the speaker. Choice of perspective is relevant for two cases
of semantic structure. First, it is relevant for dealing with relative frames
of reference and landmarks as in adverbial and prepositional phrases in
which the perspective on the scene overtly controls the way the scene is
conceptualized. The other one is less obvious and relates to semantic struc-
tures that covertly depends on perspective such as group-based reference
systems. In principle there are two ways to incorporate perspective into
the ranking of semantic structure both of which rely on the fact that the
speaker immediately tries semantic structure from the perspective of the
hearer. The first one is to outwardly reject semantic structure that does
not evaluate to the desired target object when evaluated from the perspec-
tive of the hearer or any other desired perspective (see Figure 8.6 for an
example of such a case). The other, more subtle one, is to compute the
discrimination score of the semantic structure from the perspective of the
hearer. In other words, while by default every agent uses his own per-
spective on the context to score semantic structure, the robot now uses
the perspective of the interlocutor. To transform the context to the per-
spective of the hearer, each robot continuously tracks the position of the
interlocutor and subsequently can use this information to evaluate seman-
tic structure as he predicts the interlocutor would execute the structure.
Of course, this is only a prediction in the sense that the speaker has no
certainty about the position of the interlocutor in the spatial setup. Nev-
ertheless, this is a hugely powerful device that can eliminate many mis-
understandings in communication before they occur. It is important to
realize that in many situations the choice of perspective has no or negligi-
ble effects which is mainly true for contexts where the perspectives of the
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interlocutors overlap sufficiently. Humans in such cases also do not mark
perspective (Tenbrink 2005c). Additionally, there are ways to even out the
effect of perspective by explicitly marking the perspective in the seman-
tic structure using the perspective transform operation geometric-transform.
Such semantic structure behaves like intrinsic or absolute spatial relations,
since the perspective is part of the structure. For spatial adjectives this
kind of marking of perspective seems to be impossible in the sense that it
cannot be conveyed in language. In such cases a joint strategy by speaker
and hearer, for instance, the choice to always conceptualize from the per-
spective of the hearer can be beneficial.
Length of semantic structure Speakers thrive to be efficient in how they commu-
nicate (Dale & Reiter 1995). The longer the semantic structure is for dis-
criminating a particular target object, the more needs to be expressed in
language. Length of semantic structure thus can be an important influence
on the scoring of semantic structure. Typically long semantic structures
are punished.
These and other influences are easily incorporated into the scoring function of
semantic structure which is the crucial ingredient ultimately deciding which se-
mantic structures from the vast space of possible semantic structures are worth
considering. The other important ingredient in implementing conceptualization
is governing how semantic structure is assembled in the first place. This process
is one of automatic programming in which chunks of semantic structure are com-
bined based on input-output arguments. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the conceptu-
alization search tree and some results of conceptualizing semantic structure for
object obj-266 in the spatial scene depicted in Figure 8.2.
8.2.2 Ready-made semantic structure
The size of chunks used in the conceptualization search process has a consider-
able influence on how elaborate the search process in conceptualization has to
be in order to find suitable semantic structure for the particular communicative
goal an agent might have. In order to handle the large space of conceptualiza-
tion, chunks can reflect various degrees of ready-made semantic structure with
some being very large covering complete utterances such as determined spatial
adjective noun phrases, to smaller building blocks. How to choose the particular
layout of chunks from the standpoint of designing a running system is a decision
that depends on how flexible the system needs to be.
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8.3 Categorization and discrimination
An important part of the complete machinery for discriminating an object in the
environment is the problem of how spatial categories and relations themselves
are applied. In computational modeling, discrimination is often conflated with
categorization, or to be more precise, with a certain approach to categorization
which can be called strict category membership (see Belpaeme & Bleys 2007
for an application of this approach to color). Categorization is understood here
as strict membership in which a point in the sensorimotor space is categorized
as belonging to the one category closest to him. For instance, an object is con-
sidered to be red, when red is the color category that is most similar to it. If
this is the case the object is a member of the red category. Consequently, ev-
ery point in the sensorimotor space belongs to precisely one category of the set
of categories and the complete sensorimotor space can be decomposed into dif-
ferent sets of objects based on their category membership, a process known as
Voronoi tesselation (Aurenhammer 1991, see Figure 8.7). Applying such an ap-
proach to discrimination, one needs to additionally define some criteria as to
when a category c can be called discriminating object o from the context O. The
strict category membership approach posits two requirements to be met.
Strict membership o is said to be a strict member of the category c, iff o is closer
to c than to any other category from the repertoire of categories C. In order
for c to be called to discriminate o, o has to be a strict member of c.
Discriminating category In order for c to be discriminatory, o has to be the only
object from the context O that is a strict member of the category c.
Of course, the first criteria is a necessary condition for the second to apply, but
in terms of objections that I will discuss following this approach, it makes sense
to consider both of them separately.
There are two lines of arguments why such an approach to discrimination is
wrong. First, there is accumulating evidence from natural language that is in
conflict with both criteria. For instance, many scholars propose alternative prin-
ciples particularly in conflict with the discriminating category criteria. Rather
then requiring c to be the only category closest to o, they require that o is the
closest object to c without further constraining the other objects in O and their
relationship to c. So other objects in O can be strict members of c as long as they
are not closer to c than o. In fact what seems to be driving people in their choice
of categories in discrimination task seems to be most importantly the principle
of greatest distance or greatest contrast which only requires the category to
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establish sufficient difference between the distance of object o and all other ob-
jects in the context. Such principles have been used generally to explain peoples
behavior in object discrimination tasks (Hermann & Deutsch 1976) and also have
been applied more specifically to spatial language (see the shifting contrast
principle introduced by Herskovits 1986 and similar ideas in Freksa 1999). These
insights primarily relate to criterion two. But one can also use them to attack
the strict membership criterion. If humans really are looking for categories that
establish high contrast, the assumption that o has to be closest to the category c
in order for c to be even considered clearly has to be wrong. For instance, cmight
not be the category that is closest to o, however, if it establishes enough contrast
between o and all other objects in the context it does not have to be. This seems
to be the case for spatial language. Tenbrink (2005a), for instance, found that un-
modified projective terms are frequently used by participants in a discrimination
task for referring to objects that are far away from the prototypical axes. Now
clearly in such tasks the linguistic material available to natural language speak-
ers allows them to be much more precise about the actual spatial position in the
sense claimed to be relevant by the strict membership criterion. In other words,
speakers could choose to describe a spatial relation for objects based on smallest
distance to some prototypical point, but they choose not to. So there seems to be
some empirical evidence that speakers behave differently than claimed by these
two principles.
The second line of arguments against the strict categorymembership approach
to discrimination comes from computational modeling. In particular, we can
compare the approach advocated in this book with the strict category member-
ship to discrimination and show that it performs better in real-world scenarios.
To be able to compare the two approaches we obviously need an implementation
of both. I have already sketched the approach in the previous chapters, and I will
sketch the implementational details of the strict category membership approach
in the following paragraphs.
8.3.1 Strict category membership
Implementing such a notion of categorization has a profound impact on the pro-
cessing of semantic structure. Instead of computing similarities and adding them
to objects as in the lenient approach, categorization is implemented as a set of
filter-operations which take some input set and filter the objects in the input set
given a particular category which results in an output set only containing objects
that are closest to that category (see Figure 8.8 for an example of semantic struc-
ture with filtering operations). When evaluating a semantic structure consisting
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Figure 8.7: Decomposition of a metric space into different parts. Every point in
the plane is categorized based on which centroid (black dots) it is clos-
est leading to subsets of points where all points are closest to a partic-
ular centroid (Figure adapted from Aurenhammer 1991).
of such filter operations, the set of objects in the context progressively shrinks
by applying subsequent filtering operations until one object is left, the topic or
target of the semantic structure. For example, in the semantic structure shown
in Figure 8.8, first get-context will introduce the set of objects perceived by the
robot, followed by the filtering of blocks, which results in the set of blocks of
the context. Afterwards, filter-by-spatial-category-group-based will compute the
centroid of the group-based landmark, followed by the application of the spatial
category left to that landmark, which results in the filtered set of “left blocks”.
The selector unique only checks whether the set of “left blocks” only contains one
object and if that is the case outputs that object.
This way of modeling semantic structure bears some similarities with logic
based approaches to semantics where, for instance, noun phrases denote a prop-
erty that can be represented as a function from entities to truth values (see for
example Barwise & Cooper 1981) – in other words, where noun phrases denote
sets of objects for which the property holds. For instance the interpretation of
Ball (‘ball’) denotes the set of all balls in the context which is the same as filter-
ing the context for the set of balls. Such approaches are the dominant way of
semantic analysis for instance in generative grammar and they are also applied
by many scholars to the semantic analysis of spatial language (see Eschenbach
& Kulik 1997 for an example). Consequently one is tempted to take such an ap-
proach to modeling the semantics of spatial language. However, there are some
considerable problems associated with the category membership approach par-
ticularly when facing the problem of perceptual deviation.
While the target entity of the semantic structure in Figure 8.8 is essentially the




(filter-by-class ?blocks ?ctx ?class)
(bind object-class ?class block)
(filter-by-spatial-category-group-based ?left-blocks ?blocks ?cat)
(bind lateral-category ?cat left)
(filter-by-selector ?the-left-block ?left-blocks ?selector)







Figure 8.8: On the left side, the semantic structure of the phrase der linke Block
(‘the left block’) with filter operations is shown. The images to the
right show the progressive filtering of the set of objects in the context
when the semantic structure is evaluated. The context ?ctx contains
all objects perceived by the robot, whereas the set ?blocks contains all
blocks filtered from the context and, finally, the set ?left-blocks only
consists of the object obj-230.
in this book (see Figure 8.9), in many cases the category membership approach is
bound to fail due to noise and uncertainty in the estimation of spatial distances
and angles or other perceptual data channels such as color. The problem is that
no two robots perceive the world in the same way. Colors, sizes, distances and
angles are all estimated using complicated visual processing which is subject to
noise and uncertainty, which makes for instance the distance of one object to
another appear smaller for one of the robots in the scene. For instance, in Fig-
ure 8.2 object obj-266 (which is object obj-253 in the world model of the hearer)
is smaller and more to the right of the box, than in the world model constructed
by the hearer. In the case of strict category membership these sorts of percep-
tual deviations can lead to problems in interpretation. Even if grammar would
allow for perfect transmission of a semantic structure, in other words, even if
there would be no ambiguity or problems in linking when parsing a phrase like
der Block rechts der Kiste, the evaluation of the underlying semantic structure can
lead to misunderstanding, i.e. both robots think that the utterance is about differ-
ent objects. The reason for this type of misunderstanding is the strict filtering of
sets underlying interpretation of phrases in the category membership approach.
While for the speaker the object in question, for instance obj-266 is still to the
right of the box, this might not necessarily be true in the world model of the
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(get-context ?ctx)
(apply-class ?blocks ?ctx ?class)
(bind object-class ?class block)
(apply-spatial-category-group-based ?left-blocks ?blocks ?cat)
(bind lateral-category ?cat left)
(apply-selector ?the-left-block ?left-blocks ?selector)

























Figure 8.9: On the left side, the semantic structure of the phrase der linke Block
(‘the left block’) with apply operations is shown. The images to the
right show the application of semantic operations which leads to
the bindings of the variables ?ctx, ?blocks and ?left-blocks with pro-
gressively changing similarity scores. For this example similarities
are multiplied. First the operation apply-class is evaluated leading to
scores of for all entities of type block and for all others. Next the
spatial operation apply-spatial-category-group-based, which computes
spatial similarities based on a landmark is executed. Consequently
all objects in the ?left-block entity set are scored with indeed the left
block object obj-230 having the highest overall score.
hearer, which can lead to no or false interpretations of the semantic structure.
Consider Figure 8.10, where object obj-212 for the speaker is to the intrinsic left
of the box, whereas it is to the intrinsic right for the hearer. Small estimation er-
rors in judging distance and angle can thus lead to very different categorizations
of the same object.
8.3.2 Lenient approach
In contrast to the strict category membership, the approach advocated in this
book does not rely on category membership, but only considers similarities to
categories without enforcing the strict membership criteria. In other words an
object does not have to be closest to the category left in order to be categorized
as left. Only one thing is important: the object needs to have a bigger similar-
ity with left than any other object in the context (see Figure 8.9 which shows














Figure 8.10: Example for perceptual deviation and impact on filtering operations
nient approach is better suited for dealing with perceptual deviation, as it is less
restrictive in interpretation. But another prediction can be made as well. The
approach is also less restrictive in conceptualization, in the sense that the strict
category membership constraint is also not applied in finding a category to dis-
criminate an object. Consequently, the lenient approach should also be able to
find semantic structure in cases where the strict membership approach fails as
its membership constraint cannot be met.
Figure 8.11 contrasts the example in Figure 8.10 from the viewpoint of strict
and lenient discrimination. The top figure shows the similarity functions for left
and right categories over the angle, fromwhich the decomposition of the angular
space show in the middle Figure follows. The particular similarity function of the
two categories interact in the decomposition of the space. Object obj-212 is cate-
gorized by the speaker as being to the left, whereas the same object for the hearer
which he knows as object obj-240 is to the right. When the speaker thus concep-
tualizes the object as left, the hearer has no chance of retrieving the object in the
strict interpretation case. On the other hand, when applying a lenient discrim-
ination scheme (bottom figure) there is no interaction between the categories
left and right. The decision whether or not the hearer is able to discriminate
the correct object depends on whether object obj-240 is indeed the most similar
object to the category left (which it is in this case). To ensure that agents can
always find the correct object, category similarity functions always span across
the complete space. For instance, for the angular category left every angle has a
similarity bigger than zero. For some angles similarity is small, but importantly
it is never below zero.
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Figure 8.11: Lenient versus strict categorization. The first figure shows the simi-
larity functions for left and right categories over the angle. The sec-
ond figure shows the decomposition of the angular space using the
strict approach. The third figure shows how the lenient approach





We can study the difference of the two approaches systematically by letting
agents interact in controlled spatial scenes and see which of the two approaches
performs better in a discrimination task. In order to to study only the effect of
the particular implementation of semantic operations, I eliminate the influence
of language using direct meaning transfer, in which the hearer is passed the se-
mantic structure conceptualized by the speaker without going through produc-
tion and parsing of syntactic structure. This is equivalent to having a language
where sufficient information is provided in each utterance to decode the seman-
tic structure intended by the speaker without uncertainty, ambiguity or loss of
information. The particular interaction script used in the experimental setup is
the following. Always two agents from a population interact. One is the speaker,
the other the hearer. The speaker perceives the world, picks a topic and tries to
conceptualize a semantic structure for reaching his communicative goal. If he is
successful in finding semantic structure for discriminating the topic, he passes
the semantic structure to the hearer. The hearer interprets the semantic struc-
ture by simply evaluating it. Afterwards he points to the object he thinks the
semantic structure was about.
Thus, there are four different outcomes of the game.
Conceptualization failed After the speaker choose a topic, he has to conceptualize
a semantic structure that discriminates the topic. This process fails, if the
speaker cannot find any semantic structure that allows him to discriminate
the object from all other objects in the context.
Interpretation failed After the speaker successfully conceptualized a discriminat-
ing semantic structure, the hearer interprets this structure by simply eval-
uating the semantic program. If this evaluation yields no result, the hearer
is said to have failed.
Pointing failed When the hearer successfully interpreted the semantic structure
passed to him by the speaker, he points to the topic he interpreted. The
speaker then interprets whether the object pointed to is indeed the topic.
If this is not the case then pointing failed.
Success The hearer pointed to the correct object and the game is a success.
We can compare the two approaches to categorization using two different sets
of agents – one in which agents are equipped with a lenient implementation of
semantic operations as advocated in this book, and a second where agents are
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equipped with category membership based semantic operations. Both agents
were equipped with complex semantic structure, which allowed them to use
group-based reference, landmarks, relative and intrinsic frames of reference to-
gether with proximal and projective spatial categories implemented as in the Ger-
man space semantics discussed in Chapter 6. I test both populations and their
respective success and failure on different sets of spatial scenes.
space-game-10/scene-34831362240 space-game-17/scene-3483323997 space-game-18/scene-3483327401
Figure 8.12: This figure exemplarily shows spatial scenes used for comparing
lenient and strict categorization implementations. The left image
shows an example scene from the data set labeled space-game-10which
consists of scenes with one landmark and two robots that can be used
as reference systems. Spatial scenes in data set space-game-17 (middle
image) consist of scenes without boxes. Only the two robots and
group-based reference are available for conceptualizing the spatial
scene. The right image shows an example from data set space-game-18
which features a box just as space-game-10, but in much more complex
spatial layouts.
8.3.4 Results
The results in Figure 8.13 show a clear advantage for the lenient approach pro-
posed in this book. The success in interaction for this approach to spatial cate-
gorization is consistently above 85% across various spatial scenes, whereas the
success of strict categorization drops to 22% in the worst case (space-game-18) but
consistently performs below 60% success showing the power of the lenient ap-
proach to deal even with very complex spatial scenes (see Figure 8.12 for some
example scenes from the different spatial scenes). Notably, the lenient approach
in almost all scenes is able to successfully conceptualize the spatial scene for the
topic in question. Only few cases in data set space-game-18 are marked for failure
in conceptualization. On the other hand, the strict approach shows enormous
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problems even conceptualizing for particular objects in particular scenes. Al-
most all cases of failure are either due to failures of conceptualization or failures








lenient strict lenient strict lenient strict
space-game-18space-game-17space-game-10





Figure 8.13: Results of comparing strict versus lenient categorization on different
sets of spatial scenes
Failures to conceptualize in the case of strict category membership are caused
by insufficient clustering of the input space. The problem is that categories are
not dense enough to allow the speaker to conceptualize for the particular topic.
Failures to interpret on the other hand are caused by perceptual deviation. Strik-
ingly, there are no interpretation failures in the case of the lenient approach
highlighting its power to deal with perceptual deviation. Maybe for the strict ap-
proach the problem could be eased. For instance one could increase the number
of possible decompositions of the sensorimotor space by adding more categories
which allows the speaker to more easily conceptualize. Figure 8.14 shows the ef-
fect of adding more categories to the inventory of strict categorization agents. It
compares four conditions (over the different spatial scenes): “german”, “double”,
“triple” and “quadruple”. “German” refers to the set of categories introduced ear-
lier, e.g. front, back, left, right and so forth. “Double” refers to a set of categories
where the number of categories is doubled. So for instance, instead of two lateral
categories left and right there are now four. The same holds for frontal and prox-
imal categories. In the “triple” condition agents are equipped with three times
as many categories and in the “quadruple” condition the number of categories is
four times compared to the german condition.
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In some cases most notably for data set space-game-18 more categories indeed
helps triple the success in interaction. This is not all that surprising in the sense
that there was a lot of room for improvement in the first place. For the other two
sets of scenes success in interaction stays pretty much the same. And it seems
that also for space-game-18 a certain limit of improvement is reached, as success
actually drops again for quadrupled number of categories. The most interesting
point is, however, that overall success in interaction stays roughly the same for
most spatial scenes and failures of the speaker to conceptualize are replaced by
the inability of hearers to interpret. This is most strikingly the case in condition
space-game-17 where this type of error accounts for 20% of all interactions and
half of the unsuccessful ones. In other words, the more categories there are avail-
able, the more impact perceptual deviation has on the strict set approach. The
reason for this can be found in the interaction of categories that determines the
decomposition of the space. Themore categories there are, the smaller the area of
applicability of categories becomes, and consequently the more likely it becomes
that an object that is categorized as belonging to a certain category by the speaker
will be categorized differently by the hearer. One might wonder what the effect
of more categories is on the lenient categorization approach. Figure 8.15 shows
that while there is some impact of more categories in the difficult scenes of data
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Figure 8.14: Results of comparing different sets of spatial categories and their ef-
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Figure 8.15: Results of comparing different sets of spatial categories and their ef-
fect on the lenient categorization approach.
8.4 Summary
We can conclude that the communicative intentions of an agent influence how
spatial scenes are conceptualized, i.e. which spatial relation is chosen, which
frame of reference, or which landmark. The most important factor is whether an
agent wants to discriminate or describe an object. But, preferences for particular
spatial relations, perspective or frames of reference are also important. This chap-
ter showed that these factors are easily operationalized using IRL. Experimental
results demonstrate that the system is powerful enough to enable robotic agents
to reliably conceptualize spatial reality. The results of this chapter are further
discussed in Pauw & Spranger (2010; 2012); Spranger & Pauw (2012).
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processing
So far I have discussed processing of German locative phrases isolated for seman-
tics and syntax. However, IRL and FCG are systems that have to work together
to allow agents to talk. This chapter reflects on the integration of these two sys-
tems in a unified architecture. Consequently this chapter is technical in nature.
It starts out by giving an overview of how processing is integrated (Section 9.1).
Section 9.2 discusses the phenomenon of semantic ambiguity which requires a
deep level of integration. The chapter concludes with results on the performance
of the complete system (Section 9.3).
9.1 Integrating IRL and FCG
IRL and FCG are integrated via a mechanism which is called task engine.1 The
task engine bundles the processing done by an agent and allows to track different
hypotheses. For instance, in production a speaker might conceptualize different
semantic structures and only later decide which of those he wants to use based
on howwell it can be verbalized. For this IRL and FCG is packaged into processes.
Figures 9.1 and 9.2 show the typical processing for the speaker and the hearer.
Each of them runs different processes which bundle FCG and IRL for production
and interpretation. The most important processes are
conceptualize This process takes as input the world model (context) computed
by the vision system and a topic object. Using these input arguments, an
ontology and a set of known chunks, the process uses the IRL search to
produce one or several possible IRL-networks.
produce This process applies constructions in the direction of production. In
other words, matching happens on the semantic side. Production takes as
input an IRL-network and a set of constructions and produces one or more
possible utterances using FCG’s search process.
1 All computational systems described in this book are integrated into a framework for running
and evaluating experiments described in Steels & Loetzsch (2010).












Figure 9.1: Processes running when a speaker produces an utterance. Ellipsis rep-
resent data structures, squashed rectangles represent processes.
parse Parsing is the process which takes a set of constructions as well as an utter-
ance and computes one or more possible interpretations, i.e. IRL-networks.
find-topic This process uses IRL to compute a topic based on an IRL-network and
the context (computed by the vision system).
All of these processes can produce one or many outcomes. The task engine
branches on multiple results. For instance, when “conceptualize” has found dif-
ferent IRL-networks, the engine tracks their individual success in separate “pro-
duce” processes. The overall best result is determined by combining the discrim-
ination score of the meaning and confidence of construction application. More-
over, as we can see in Figure 9.1, speakers also run processes vital for the hearer.
Before passing an utterance to the hearer, the speaker parses and interprets the
phrase he is about to use. The mechanism is called re-entrance (Steels 2003).
Applied to this process model, this means that agents can choose the best result
based on the prediction how that phrase might be interpreted by the hearer.
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Figure 9.2: Processes running when a hearer interprets an utterance. Ellipsis rep-
resent data structures, squashed rectangles represent processes.
9.2 Handling semantic ambiguity
An example where the integration of the systems for syntactic processing and
conceptualization can play out its power is semantic ambiguity. A phrase is se-
mantically ambiguous if multiple semantic structures, i.e. IRL-networks, can be
interpreted.
Many German locative phrases are semantically ambiguous. Let us consider
































‘The block in front of the left box from your perspective’
(1) is semantically ambiguous with respect to how the landmark object, in this
case the left box, is conceptualized. The phrase can have an intrinsic or relative
reading. (2) does not have this problem. The perspective marker clearly signals a
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relative reading of the phrase. Interestingly, this fact can only be established after
parsing the complete phrase. To illustrate this dependency consider (2), which
is not semantically ambiguous (with respect to intrinsic and relative readings)
because it features a perspective marker in the end.
The first example is a clear instance of language as an inferential coding system
(Sperber & Wilson 1986). Utterances merely hint at meaning rather than encod-
ing complete information. In other words, the information communicated in ut-
terances is incomplete and ambiguous. This puts considerable stress on hearers,
as it requires them to integrate information from the context with the informa-
tion available in the utterance to find the best possible interpretation of a phrase.
The integration of IRL and FCG supports such active information integration and
enables hearers to infer the communicative intention of speakers even when the
information conveyed in the utterance is sparse, incomplete, and ambiguous.
This section first discusses the syntactic processing part (Section 9.2.1), be-
fore examine how syntactic processing and semantic processing interact (Sec-
tion 9.2.2).
9.2.1 Syntactic processing
The main task of FCG in cases of semantic ambiguity is to correctly retrieve
the possible interpretations of a phrase. For instance, if there is a relative and
an intrinsic reading of a phrase then those two readings should be recovered in
parsing – not more, but also not less.
This section shows how to handle phrases such as in (1) and (2) using a combi-
nation of these techniques:
1. logic variables, for representing uncertainty
2. percolation, for distributing information
3. the actual-potential design pattern, for constraining the application of con-
structions
4. sem-sem constructions, which are particular constructions that only apply
on the semantic side of feature structures, for postponing decisions
When applied together, this set of techniques allows to represent the inherent
ambiguity in certain German locative phrases in a concise way, while allowing
constructions to collectively resolve the ambiguity where possible, or to other-
wise interpret the phrase in all possible ways.
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The semantic ambiguity discussed in this chapter focuses entirely on how a par-
ticular landmark is conceptualized. Consequently, such kind of ambiguity only
surfaces in phrases involving overtly or covertly expressed landmarks. Examples































‘The block in back of the box’
(4) and (5) explicitly refer to the landmark object, whereas (3) implicitly refers
to a landmark. In all examples, a projective term is used in relation with some
landmark, denoting the particular spatial relationship of the object in question,
in this case the block, to the landmark. Also in all examples, the landmark can
be construed using an intrinsic or relative frame of reference. Hence, all of the
examples have at least two possible interpretations.
Syntactic structure can provide additional information that allows for the dis-
ambiguation of the conceptualization underlying a particular utterance. This is

















‘The block in front of the box from your perspective’
The component von dir aus (‘from your perspective’) is a clear indicator that the
landmark is construed from a certain perspective. Consequently, this phrase has
a relative reading only. After all, interpreting a relative landmark always entails
construing the scene from a certain perspective. This excludes intrinsic readings
of the phrase, since construing a landmark using an intrinsic frame of reference
is independent of the viewpoint of the scene.
The interaction with perspective marking makes the semantic ambiguity in
German locative phrases an interesting problem because whether a phrase is
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semantically ambiguous can only be established upon integrating information
from the complete phrase.
(apply-selector ?topic ?objs-2 ?sel)
(bind selector ?sel unique)(apply-class ?objs-2 ?objs-1 ?class)
(bind object-class ?class block)(apply-spatial-region ?objs-1 ?ctx-2 ?region)
(construct-region-internal ?region ?ctx-1 ?lm ?cat ?f-o-r)
(bind f-o-r ?f-o-r intrinsic)(bind frontal-category ?cat front)
Figure 9.3: Semantic structure der Block vorne intrinsic reading
Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show the difference in semantic structure for the two in-
terpretations of (3). The structures feature a number of operations, of which
the most interesting for purposes of this section is the construct-region-internal
operation. This operation has a number of input-output arguments that are all
signified by variables starting with a ?:
?ref-1691 is the region computed by this operation.
?src-2910 is the input context.
?reference-294 is the landmark.
?cat-792 is the projective category that is used to construe the region.
?f-o-r-294 is the frame of reference used to construct the region.
As a result, the operation has all necessary input and output arguments to com-
pute a spatial region. In this case, it is an internal spatial region (i.e. a region
that is inside the landmark), which takes into consideration the projective cate-
gory, the landmark to which the category is applied, and the frame of reference.
In this particular structure the frame of reference argument is linked to a bind
statement explicitly introducing the intrinsic frame of reference into the struc-
ture. Because the phrase in (3) is ambiguous, there exists also another interpre-
tation of the phrase involving a relative frame of reference. (compare Figure 9.4
which shows the relative interpretationwith Figure 9.3 which shows the intrinsic
interpretation).
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(apply-selector ?topic ?objs-2 ?sel)
(bind selector ?sel unique)(apply-class ?objs-2 ?objs-1 ?class)
(bind object-class ?class block)(apply-spatial-region ?objs-1 ?ctx-2 ?region)
(construct-region-internal ?region ?ctx-1 ?lm ?cat ?f-o-r)
(bind f-o-r ?f-o-r relative)(bind frontal-category ?cat front)
Figure 9.4: Semantic structure of der Block vorne with relative reading. The differ-
ence from an intrinsic reading is only in the bind statement referring
to the frame of reference used in computation.
9.2.1.1 Representing ambiguity in the transient structure
The next question is how the semantic ambiguity and, in particular, the uncer-
tainty about which interpretation is possible, can be represented in syntactic
processing. For this, uncertainty has to be represented in the transient structure.
Uncertainty is represented using a variable. Since the procedural IRL-networks
have the same convention for variables, namely, that variables begin with a ?,
parts of the semantic structure can be replaced using a variable. In order to al-
low FCG to contribute information to those parts in the semantic structure that
are uncertain or ambiguous, the same variable is repeated in the construction.





?target ?source ?landmark ?category ?f-o-r)
(bind f-o-r ?f-o-r ?f-o-r-value))
:args ((ref ?target)(src ?source)
(cat ?category)(landmark ?landmark))
:sem-function modifier
:sem-class (region internal-region relative-region)
:syn-function adverbial
:syn-class adverb)
(add-sem-cat frontal-adverb (f-o-r-value ?f-o-r-value)))
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Parts of the semantic structure in Figures 9.3 and 9.4 are represented by adding
them to the meaning of this construction. In particular, the operation and the
frame of reference are part of the specification of the functional construction.
Moreover, the actual frame of reference is left unspecified but is represented us-
ing the variable ?f-o-r-value instead, and it is this variable that is repeated as
a semantic category attribute. Consequently, this specification expresses two
things: firstly, when a frontal projective category is expressed using an adverb,
its meaning is to construct a region, and, secondly, the frame of reference used to
construct this region is unspecified. To summarize, the use of the same variable
allows for the representation of the uncertainty in a unified way in the seman-
tic structure as well as in the construction and, consequently, in the transient
structure.
9.2.1.2 Constructions for processing semantic ambiguity
With the knowledge of how to represent semantic structure as well as the ambi-
guity in the semantic interpretation, I can now turn to the processing of poten-
tially ambiguous utterances. I focus first on the ambiguous case only, that is, the
case where no perspective marker is present in the phrase. Consequently, I am
trying to solve the problem of letting FCG compute all possible interpretations
of a phrase like the one in (3). The key property of the FCG search for an inter-
pretation of such an utterance is that each branch in the search tree corresponds
precisely to one possible interpretation. As a result, in order to represent the
different interpretations of the phrase, the search tree must be split, yet it should
only split into different branches at the very end of parsing. From a processing
point of view such a late split is desirable, since branching the search at the end
reduces computational complexity. From the point of view of modeling, it is nec-
essary, because it is only when considering the larger semantic structure that
the phrase can be determined to be ambiguous. In other words, to be sure about
whether or not the phrase is really ambiguous, processingmust be complete with
no perspective marker observed.
To achieve these objectives, sem-sem constructions are used which are con-
structions that only work on the semantic side of the transient structure. Two of
these constructions are needed, one for representing intrinsic readings and one
for representing relative readings. These constructions apply at the very end of
parsing, and their job is to set the frame of reference variable. Here is one of the
two sem-sem constructions:
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(8)
(def-sem-sem-cxn
:meaning (== (bind f-o-r ?target intrinsic))
:sem-cat (==1 (f-o-r-value intrinsic)))
The construction directly applies to the part of the transient structure that rep-
resents the meaning of the frontal adverb. Since the f-o-r-value was set to the
variable ?f-o-r-value, this part of the transient structure unifies with intrinsic
and sets the attribute as well as the part of the bind statement in the meaning to
the value intrinsic. A similar construction is used for applying a relative frame
of reference. Figure 9.5 shows the split at the end of parsing the phrase der block
vorne. These constructions are necessarily very general and apply equally to all
other required cases, in particular to projective prepositions (i.e. frontal and lat-
eral prepositions), but also to lateral adverbs.
* determiner--nominal--phrase (gram [der][block]), referring-expression-adverbial-phrase





Figure 9.5: Final part of the parsing search tree for the utterance der block vorne.
sem-sem constructions apply at the very end and split the search tree,
so that the two possible interpretations of the phrase are found.
The usage of logic variables allows for the representation of the uncertainty
in interpretation directly in the transient structure. In interaction with semantic
rules these variables are used in processing to provide the different semantic
interpretations of ambiguous German locative phrases.
9.2.1.3 Handling perspective markers
Perspective markers pose a problem in terms of processing, since information
about perspective marking is available on the phrasal level only. For instance, in
(6), the part vor der Kiste von dir aus (‘in front of the box from your perspective’),
the perspective marker is the additional phrase von dir aus, which together with
the prepositional phrase in the beginning makes up the complete phrase. As a
consequence, the problem to be solved is to distribute the information about the
used frame of reference so that a construction combining the two phrases can
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make the necessary semantic inference, namely, set the frame of reference. The
information needs to spread all the way to the part of the semantic structure
processing the region, that is, the functional unit representing the preposition
or adverb. The answer to this problem is the use of percolation (Steels 2011a,b)
for distributing the information, so that the information becomes available at the
places necessary.
Before looking at percolation in more detail, consider (9), a simple example
where a stand-alone adverb is perspective marked (i.e. an adverb that has no













‘The block in the front of the box from your perspective’
Basically, a construction setting the frame of reference to relative is required.
The prerequisite for which is that there is a region that has the potential to be
interpreted as a relative region. Additionally, there needs to be a perspective
marker that has the right syntactic relationship to the region. The construction




















This construction captures all posed constraints. For this construction to apply
there need to be two constituents. One constituent needs to have the sem-class
potential relative-region, that is to say, it needs to be able to be conceived as
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Figure 9.6: Transient structure before the application of the relative-region–
perspective-marked construction (when parsing der Block vorne von dir
aus). The f-o-r (frame of reference) sem-cat attribute of the frontal-
adverb-unit-59 is set to a variable. Consequently, at this point in pro-
cessing it is undetermined which frame of reference is used. For sim-
plification, only the sem-cat features of relevant units are shown.
a relative region. The second constituent needs to be a perspective marker. If
these conditions are met, the construction sets the frame of reference value of
the region unit to relative. Now, in the case of the phrase vorne von dir aus
(‘in front from your perspective’), the region unit in parsing corresponds to the
adverb unit, namely, to the unit setup by the adverb functional construction (see
(7)). Figures 9.6 and 9.7 show the state of the transient structure before and after
application of the construction.
The construction that handles the perspective marking of relative regions is
very general. Its does not constrain the syntactic class of its constituents since it
is used to handle not only cases of stand-alone adverbs but also landmark aug-
mented adverbs and prepositional phrases. The problem that remains is how
uncertainty about the frame of reference is spread, so that this construction can
distribute its decision on the relative frame of reference to the place where this
information is needed to compute the region, namely, the corresponding func-
tional unit. The solution is to apply percolation through all intermediate process-
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ing steps. For instance, when parsing a frontal prepositional phrase, such as in vor
der Kiste von dir aus (‘in front of the box from your perspective’), the functional
unit for vor first becomes a constituent of the frontal prepositional phrase vor der
Kiste. Subsequently, the unit for the prepositional phrase becomes a constituent
of the perspective-marked relative region phrase. Consequently, percolation is












































Figure 9.7: Transient structure after the application of the relative-region–
perspective-marked construction (when parsing der Block vorne von dir
aus). The f-o-r (frame of reference) sem-cat attribute of the frontal-







Similarly, this scheme has to be applied to landmark augmented adverbs in order
for them to participate in these solutions.
Using a collection of techniques such as logic variables, percolation and a sem-
sem of construction (that only operate on the semantic side), we are able tomodel
the interaction of projective categorieswith perspectivemarking and their effects
on semantic ambiguity pervasive in German locative phrases.
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9.2.2 Semantic processing
The second part of handling semantic ambiguity is in interpretation. Let us con-











‘The block in front of the box’
This phrase has an intrinsic and a relative reading. Consequently, FCGfinds those
two readings and passes them as potential solutions to IRL.The task engine splits









obj-252 (0.26) obj-249 (0.08) obj-253 (0.51)
Figure 9.8: Interpretation of (12). In parsing, FCG finds two possible interpre-
tations (relative and intrinsic). IRL is then called on each of these
interpretations separately and recovers two possible conceptualiza-
tions for the relative reading. All three possible interpretations and
their corresponding topics are scored. The hearer then decides that
obj-253 is the best interpretation.
Suppose that a speaker uttered this phrase in the spatial scene shown in Fig-
ure 2.1 (which is repeated here in Figure 9.9) and hewants to refer to object obj-266
in his context (which is obj-253 in the hearer’s context). In this scene there are at
least three possible conceptualizations of the scene which are compatible with
the information conveyed in the utterance. One is the intrinsic interpretation.
The other two are variants of the relative interpretation. Relative conceptualiza-
tions of spatial scenes depend on perspective. The scene has two robots which
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both could in principle be used as perspective. IRL recovers all three conceptual-
izations of the scene. The hearer can then choose which of the interpretations is
the best one (see Figure 9.10 for a depiction of the three possible interpretations
and Figure 9.8 for an overview of processing). The final decision is based on the












Figure 9.9: Example scene (same as in Figure 2.1).
In this particular configuration all three interpretations lead to different re-
sults. This is not always the case. There are three ways of dealing with semantic
ambiguity.
• The speaker detects that the phrase would be ambiguous in re-entrance
and chooses to avoid the problem by expressing himself differently.
• In some scenes even though a phrase might be highly ambiguous with
many different interpretations, all of these interpretations refer to the same
object. In this case disambiguation becomes unnecessary. An example
where this happens are certain vertical relations for which intrinsic, abso-
lute and relative interpretations often overlap (Carlson 1999).
• The speaker relies on the interpretation power of the hearer. This happened
in the case study discussed in this section. For this particular scene the
interaction was a success and the hearer correctly identified the topic.
Importantly, in all three cases agents rely on the power of IRL and FCG to deal
with semantic ambiguity.
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Figure 9.10: Possible interpretations of (12). From left to right (1) intrinsic interpre-
tation, (2) relative from the perspective of the hearer, and (3) relative
from the perspective of the speaker. All of these interpretations have
different topics. The intrinsic representation evaluates to object obj-
252, the relative interpretation from the hearer evaluates to obj-249,
and the relative interpretation from the speaker to obj-253.
9.3 Discussion and results
We can now test the complete system and see how it performs on different spatial
scenes. Figure 9.11 compares the average success of agents in varying environ-
mental conditions. Agents play 20000 language games. After each of the games
the success is measured. If the interaction was a success then a 1.0 is recorded,
0.0 otherwise. The German locative system is quite successful in the three condi-
tions: “similar perspective”, “no box landmark” and “many objects”. In the first
condition, the perspective of agents is similar and the number of objects is rea-
sonable. The “no box landmark” condition is one where in every scene there are
only the two robots available as landmarks. The third condition features varied
perspective of the two robots on the scene. Most importantly, there are many ob-
jects in every scene in this condition . The system performs worst in the “many
objects” condition, but overall copes well even with the complex “many objects”
scenes.
These results suggest that the complete systemworks reliably and allows agents
to talk about objects in their environment using German locative phrases and
validates in some respect the reconstructed syntactic and semantic processing as
well as the perception system. The results show the power of the whole systems
approach. Success is high even in difficult scenes where humans would have
trouble finding appropriate phrases.
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many objectsvaried perspectivesimilar perspective
Figure 9.11: Average success of agents operating the German locative grammar





10 Evolution of basic spatial category
systems
The first question that one can ask when approaching the general question for
how spatial language evolved is how the basic building blocks of spatial language,
in particular concepts and spatial relationships, arise and can become shared in
populations of agents. This question is chiefly about the operators that organize
the emergence and self-organization of spatial language systems. In a functional
approach to language the semantic distinctions, i.e. the category system, as well
as the syntactic distinctions, i.e. words and the syntactic structure, arise because
they serve a particular function and contribute to fulfilling the communicative
intentions of agents. Without doubt, the function of spatial language is to denote
the spatial position of objects in spatial contexts. In order for agents to be able
to reach their communicative goals they must be equipped with a set of learning
operators and mechanisms that allow them to gradually become more and more
successful in reaching their goals.
The learning mechanisms, their parameters and underlying categorization and
conceptualization strategies are grouped into language strategies each ofwhich
is responsible for building a particular kind of language system. For instance, one
can distinguish between the projective and proximal category systemwhich each
denote a specific set of words that have particular functions in syntax, e.g. in the
grammatical structure of sentences. For instance, proximal relations are not ex-
pressed as adjectives, whereas projective relations can be expressed as adjectives.
But in many ways their semantics also differ. While projective relations are de-
noting the position of objects using angles to some reference object (projective)
and therefore are for instance relying on the frame of reference used, proximal
relations denote the position of objects using distances. Language strategies are
the operators that form language systems and I will explore in this section spe-
cific operators for building proximal, projective and absolute systems. But there
are also language strategies which allow agents to build hybrid systems, and I
will explore one strategy which forms projective and proximal systems at the
same time. Lastly I consider mechanisms that allow different language strategies
to co-exist.
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In this chapter I focus entirely on lexical systems. I detail the cognitive archi-
tecture required for agents to learn and adapt their private representations with
a specific focus on words and category distinctions as a prerequisite for studying
grammatical development. I propose concrete learning mechanisms and their
integration into the routine processing of spatial utterances. This chapter splits
into two sections. In Section 10.1, I look at the necessary mechanisms that allow
learners to pick up an existing language system from tutors that are operating
a full language system. The insights presented in that section are a necessary
precursor to Section 10.2, describing the formation of a language system.
Ideas and results presented in this chapter have been published in Spranger
2012b; 2013c.
10.1 Acquisition of lexical systems
Before we turn to the invention and formation of a language system, we will
investigate mechanisms for the acquisition of lexical language. I call agents that
initially have no spatial lexicon students. Agents that know (parts of) the Ger-
man locative lexicon are called tutors. In this section, I show how the right
interaction setting, the right environment and the right cognitive machinery en-
able students to learn a complex lexical communication system from tutors.
10.1.1 Learning operators
The most important ingredient in the acquisition of a language system are the
cognitive operations that allow agents to learn an established language from their
peers. Besides the general capacity for parsing and production of language, con-
ceptualization and interpretation, agents require learning operators that gradu-
ally change the internal representations of the learner agent so that he can be-
come a successful participant in communicative encounters. A number of basic
learning operations are needed for lexical systems. First, learners need ways to
adapt their conceptual inventory which involves invention and shaping of spa-
tial categories, and second, they need ways to adjust their linguistic repertoire,
which involves the adoption of words and their association with concepts and
categories conveyed by them.
So how does learning take place? Learning is deeply integrated into the cog-
nitive architecture of agents. The activation of a particular learning operation
depends on the state of the interaction, for instance, whether the interaction was
successful, whether the speaker has already pointed to the topic, or on the par-
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ticular state in linguistic processing as the learning operators draw on as much
information as possible in order to constrain the learning situation. Agents con-
stantly monitor the routine linguistic processing in production and interpreta-
tion and try to solve problems by applying adoption operators that invent a new
category or adopt an unparsed string. But this is not enough. So-called alignment
operators are updating the linguistic knowledge of an agent continuously after
every interaction in order to gradually approximate the target system.
For now let us suppose learners are acquiring the German projective category
system. Agents trying to acquire an existing language system foremost operate
adoption mechanisms both on the semantic and syntactic level of processing.
Upon encountering an unknown string in parsing, the learner detects a problem.
For lexical category systems agents utter a single word and, hence, being unable
to parse that word, the hearer gives up and the interaction necessarily fails. If
that is the case, the speaker points to the object he intended to talk about which
now leaves the hearer with enough information to adopt the word and associate
it with some meaning. The actual learning process is divided into two parts. One
is concerned with semantics and leads to the invention of a category. The sec-
ond part is the association of the category with the single word in the utterance.
Together they make up the adoption operation.
Let us suppose the tutor agent is equipped with the German projective lexical
system and uttered the word links (‘left’) in context scene-3398065133 (see Figure
10.1 to follow this example). Furthermore, let us suppose the hearer, a student,
has no knowledge of this word and, consequently, the interpretation process
fails. The hearer then waits for the speaker to point to the topic. Upon observ-
ing the speaker point to the topic, the hearer re-produces for the now known
topic. Re-production is a process by which agents try to fill in missing infor-
mation in order to learn from the pieces of information available to them. Most
importantly, the hearer re-conceptualizes a meaning for the topic, mirroring the
speaker (see Figure 10.2). Because the agent does not yet have any spatial cate-
gories, re-conceptualize fails and no meaning is computed. To solve this prob-
lem the hearer invents a new category. The new category is directly based on
the topic object. For projective categories, the direction vector of the new cate-
gory is directly established from the direction the topic object lies in. When the
hearer has invented the category he can conceptualize a meaning for the topic
object and, subsequently, when trying to express it for himself in re-production,
he fails, because this category is new and he has no construction covering it.
At this moment, another repair strategy uses the conceptualized meaning and
in particular the conceptualized category, as well as the fact that there was an
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Figure 10.1: This figure details the adoption of an unknown string by a learner
agent in interaction with a tutor agent. The tutor who is the speaker
starts by conceptualizing for the topic object in his context (image 1).
Here, obj-307 (obj-91 in the learner’s context) is chosen as topic. In
order to help the learner, the tutor conceptualizes a meaning for the
topic from the perspective of the learner (image 2). For this partic-
ular topic and context the tutor finds the category left associated
with the word links (‘left’) to be most discriminating (image 3). The
speaker then utters the word to the learner, who himself has a par-
ticular view of the world (image 4). When this is the first interaction
ever involving the word links, the learner does not know the word
and the interaction fails. However, after the speaker pointed to the
topic, the hearer can adopt the string and connect it to the newly in-
vented projective category projective-1, which derives its angle value
from the direction of the topic object (image 5). The initial σ is set to
0.1. This is a low value that focusses the category around the direction
of the topic object (image 6).
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Figure 10.2: The top figure shows the processes that the hearer runs in re-
production once it is clear that the interaction failed and the speaker
pointed to the object (perceived-topic). The agent re-parses the utter-
ance and re-conceptualizes based on the perceived-topic, the parsed-
meaning and the context. Re-conceptualize is similar to both conceptualize
(production) and find-topic (interpretation). It uses IRL to find seman-
tic structure that is compatible with the semantic structure observed
in the utterance and the topic. If re-conceptualize is unable to find
a category distinction for discriminating the topic, this triggers the
invent-category repair strategy (bottom figure) which fixes the prob-
lem by inventing a new category. Re-production continues by produc-
ing an utterance for themeaning (re-produce). If the meaning includes
a new category this fails which triggers the adopt-construction repair.
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unparsed string to create a new construction that links the category with the un-
parsed string (see Figure 10.3 for the new construction). After these two repairs
operated, the learner ends up with one new category linked via the new con-
struction to the word links (‘left’). The new category is based on a single example






















































Figure 10.3: Construction invented by the repair adopt-construction which links
the string links to the new category projective-1.
Adoption is necessarily based on a single example. Consequently, the category
adopted by the hearer might be quite different or at least dissimilar to the cat-
egory that the tutor used. Learners need a mechanisms that align the category
representation of over many interactions with that of the target language system.
Of course, the learner can never directly read out the category the tutor uses in
communication, hence, the only possible source of data for learners are the sam-
ples of objects that the tutor names using the same word, that is to say, the topic
objects in interactions in which one of the agents actually uses the concept as-
sociated with a particular string, for example, the word links (‘left’). Category
representations are updated in a continuous manner from interaction to interac-
tion by adding samples and re-estimating the components of the representation.
For projective categories, samples are used to re-estimate the prototypical direc-
tion by computing the mean direction vector of the samples using the following
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On top of that, the new σ value σ ′ which governs the shape of the similarity
function is adapted using the following formula.











This formula describes how much the new σc of the category c is pushed in
the direction of the angle standard deviation of the sample set by a factor of
ασ ∈ [0,∞]. Naturally, alignment and adoption operators have quite a number
of parameters, for instance how many samples to consider, how eager to update
the σ component using ασ and so on and so forth. These parameters are typically
quite robust and little to medium changes do not affect the overall performance
of the system.
Alignment is not only important for re-estimating the category representation,
but it also extends to all levels of semantic and syntactic processing. Every item
in the inventory of an agent including every category and construction is scored.
After each interaction scores of these items are updated by alignment operators
based on the usage and communicative success. For lexical systems, the two
important components are lexical constructions and categories. Student agents
increase the score of successfully used constructions and categories and decrease
the score if the item was used unsuccessfully. Constructions and categories with
a score lower than or equal to 0 are removed from the inventory.
10.1.2 Experimental setup and measures
One can test the performance of the learning operators discussed above and their
sufficiency for acquiring a language system by applying them in populations of
two agents. One of the agents, the tutor agent, is equipped with a fully devel-
oped projective category system and corresponding lexical items. The second
agent, the learner agent is equipped with the learning operators. Both agents are
situated in the real world and are given the task to talk about objects in their
environment in a spatial language game. The population continuously interacts
over a number of interactions. Success, performance and development of the
population are tracked with a variety of measures.
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Figure 10.4: Development of the projective category whose initial adoption is de-
picted in Figure 10.1 over many interactions (after 1, 20, 50, 100 and
200 interactions). In the beginning the width of the category is nar-
row (small σ). Gradually its direction approaches the direction of the
target category left and so does its σ (the target category’s σ is 0.4).
Communicative Success Communicative success is the most important measure
as it reflects the overall performance of the population. Every interaction is
either a success or a failure. Success is counted as 1.0 and failure is counted
as 0.0.
Number of Categories per Student This measure counts the number of categories
known to student agents. Besides number of categories, number of con-
structions is an often used measure in acquisition experiments. But, since
the number of categories is equal to the number of constructions, measur-
ing the number of constructions is omitted for the acquisition experiments
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Interpretation Similarity This measure tracks how similar the interpretation of
each word known to the tutor is to that of the student. Technically this
is measured by comparing the category the tutor links to a specific word
to the category the student links to the same word. Since projective cate-
gories are described by a direction and a similarity function width param-
eter σ , two categories are most similar when both angle and σ are equal.
The precise formula is based on the repertoire of words W(atut) known to
the tutor atut and the similarity of the category C(atut,w) the tutor asso-








If the learner has no category associated with a particular word w, i.e.,
when C(atut,w) does not find a category, the similarity is 0. If, however,
the learner has some projective category associated with the word, then s
is defined as follows.






To be sure that this approach to acquisition works reliably, acquisition is not
only tested in a single population, but multiple experiments are run in which
learners have to acquire the lexical systems of the tutors. In every interaction be-
tween a tutor and a learner certain choices are random. Which agent is speaker?
Which agent is hearer? Which object is topic? These are all choices that are made
using a random number generator. Particular choices may or may not favor the
acquisition of the lexical system by the learner. To account for such effects, 25 ex-
periments are run in parallel, each starting with a student which initially knows
no categories, no words and no constructions linking them. The progress of each
such run is measured simultaneously, and, finally, all results are collected and
the measures are averaged over the 25 runs.
10.1.3 Results
Interestingly enough, the basic mechanisms for adoption and alignment are suf-
ficient to get a learner agent to acquire the German projective category system
from a tutor. Figure 10.5 shows the results of 25 populations each consisting of
one tutor and one student averaged over 250 successive interactions. Clearly,
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“links” (left) “rechts’’ (right) “vorne’’ (front) “hinten’’ (back)
Figure 10.5: The top figure shows the dynamics of acquisition experiments over
many interactions (25 runs averaged) in which a learner is trying to
acquire the projective language system from a tutor. Agents quickly
reach communicative success (the base line experiment of tutors
communicating reaches 98% success for the same data set). Af-
ter roughly 25 interactions, all categories and their corresponding
strings have been adopted (the number of categories approaches 4).
In the remaining interactions the alignment operator drives the in-
terpretation similarity towards 1.0 (which is the highest value and
signifies total overlap between the categories of the tutor and the
learner). Interestingly, communicative success correlates with the
number of categories of the student more than it does with inter-
pretation similarity. This shows that agents do not need perfectly
aligned categories to be able to communicate successfully. The bot-
tom figure shows the categories acquired by a learner in one particu-
lar population of an acquisition experiment and towhich strings they
are linked. The resulting categories are very similar to the projective
categories given to the tutor.
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the learner agent is able to increase its communicative ability while adopting the
lexical system of the tutor agent, which manifests in the increase in average com-
municative success over interactions which progressively approaches the value
of 1. Two tutors interacting on the same data set interact successfully in 98% of
the cases, which makes for a baseline communicative success of 1.0. So we can
conclude that the learner easily acquires similar communicative abilities. These
positive developments are on the one hand a result of successful adoption of
words and categories, but on the other hand, they are due to the alignment oper-
ators that gradually push the categories of the learner agent to become more and
more similar with those of the tutor which can be seen with the increase in in-
terpretation similarity. Lastly, one can check the number of categories acquired
which gradually approaches the number of categories in the target language sys-
tem.
10.1.3.1 Acquisition of the proximal system
Similar learning operators are sufficient for learners to acquire the German prox-
imal spatial category system. The only difference is that the learning operators
are adapted to proximal categories. So, for instance, instead of using the direction
of the topic object as a seed for a new category, its distance is used (Figure 10.6
details the process). Consequently, the alignment operators are also adjusted to
use the average distances of samples and to update the σ of the categories using


















Furthermore, the adoption operator for constructions linking an invented proxi-
mal category to an observed string is the same as for projective category acquisi-
tion. We can test the performance of the learning operators using a population of
agents where one agent, the tutor, is equipped with the German proximal system,
and the other agent, the learner, starts without any knowledge of the system and
is given proximal category adoption and alignment operators to acquire the sys-
tem from the tutor. Figure 10.7 details results for proximal categories. The graph
shows that the acquisition and alignment operators enable the learner to quickly
pick up the two projective categories. Interpretation similarity also quickly rises;
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Figure 10.6: Acquisition of a single proximal category. The sequence of steps are
the same as for projective categories. However, since the the tutor
is equipped with proximal categories, he conceptualizes a proximal
category for the topic object (obj-181 in his context). In contrast to
the projective case, the learner uses the distance of the topic object
(obj-181 in his context) to build the new category.
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however, it stays low and does not approach 1.0 as in the case of projective cat-
egories. If one looks at the resulting categories of one particular run (bottom
Figure 10.7), one can easily see the reason for this. First, both the distance pro-
totype of the proximal category associated to the word nahe (‘near’) as well as
the distance prototype associated with the word fern (‘far’) do not have the same
values as the corresponding tutor categories, which have been setup with 0.0 for
near and 2000.0 for far. Second, the σ values for these categories also do not over-
lap sufficiently (σ values in tutor categories are equal to 1000.0). The reason for
this is the distribution of objects in the spatial scenes used in the experiments. No
object is ever further away than about 1500.0 mm and no object is so close to any
of the robots as to approach a distance of 0.0. So the alignment operator has no
chance of picking up values even close to the ones set in the tutor categories. The
categories acquired by the learner, in other words, accurately reflect the actual
distribution of objects in the spatial scenes rather than the values picked for the
tutor. Nevertheless, learner and tutor are capable of communicating successfully
after the system stabilizes.
10.1.3.2 Acquisition of the absolute system
The last group of categories in the German language system discussed in this
book are absolute categories like north and east and so forth. Again, the learning
operators are adapted to be specialized on the acquisition of absolute categories,
which are very similar to projective categories in that they focus on the angu-
lar dimension (the same formulas apply). The only real difference to projective
categories is that absolute categories are applied slightly differently by taking
the global reference into account. Figure 10.8 details the acquisition of a single
absolute category and results of acquisition are shown in Figure 10.9. One can
conclude that acquisition of absolute categories is easily established using the
learning operators suggested.
10.1.3.3 Co-acquisition of lexical systems
In all the above experiments, learners were acquiring a single category type, e.g.,
either projective, proximal or absolute. This entails that learners upon hearing
a new term could be absolutely sure about the category type the speaker used
for conceptualizing reality. The problem with this approach is, of course, that
this is rarely ever the case in acquisition and the learner never knows what type
of category he is supposed to acquire based solely on the word he is observing.
So the challenge remains as to how learners can acquire a complete system of
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Figure 10.7: This figure shows the dynamics of acquisition experiments over
many interactions (25 runs averaged, left image) in which the tutor
possess a proximal language system. Agents quickly reach commu-
nicative success (the base-line experiment of tutors communicating
reaches 98% success for the same data set). To the right, categories
acquired by a learner in one particular run of such an acquisition
experiment are shown.
spatial categories including proximal, projective and absolute categories at the
same time.
One idea is to endow the learner with additional machinery. What if the
learner has the ability to make a best guess on what type of category he should
learn based on discriminative power (see Steels 1997 for similar ideas). In other
words, the learner should choose the particular category type based on the cur-
rent context, the topic object and, in particular, based on the discriminative
power of each category type in the current situation. It turns out, that we can
easily use this insight to enhance the system. Instead of inventing a single cate-
gory, the learner invents three categories one for each category type and in re-
conceptualization chooses the category which maximizes discriminative power.
In other words he chooses the category with the highest discrimination score. It
is this category which survives the competition with the other two and it will be
associated with the observed string using a newly invented construction, while
164
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Figure 10.8: Acquisition of a single absolute category. The steps are the same as
for projective and proximal categories, but the tutor conceptualizes
using absolute categories which implies that he needs to take into
account the direction to the global reference (green arrow). Conse-
quently, the learner uses the direction to the topic object (here obj-188
in the tutor’s context and obj-175 in the learner’s context) given the
global direction to build a new category.
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Figure 10.9: This figure shows the dynamics of absolute category acquisition ex-
periments over many interactions (25 runs averaged, left image).
Agents quickly reach communicative success (the base-line experi-
ment of tutors communicating reaches 98% success for the same data
set). The bottom figures show the categories acquired by a learner in
one particular run of such an acquisition experiment. The interpre-
tation similarity develops comparably to the projective case.
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Figure 10.10: Inference in re-conceptualization
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the losers will be removed. Figure 10.10 gives an example of the process (Figure
10.11 sketches the implementation). In the example of the figure the tutor used
the projective category near to conceptualize for the topic obj-509 (in his context).
The learner invents three different categories one proximal, one projective and
one absolute and uses them to re-conceptualize for the topic (obj-175 in his con-
text). The proximal category has the highest discrimination score 0.32 and is,
consequently, chosen by him as the seed for the projective category linked to
the word nahe (‘near’).
The use of discrimination, fundamentally, rests on exploiting conceptualiza-
tion as an inference process. The best of the three different possible category
types is chosen based on what is the most plausible category given that the tu-
tor also choose the category based on the principle of maximizing discriminative
power. Figure 10.12 shows results both for an acquisition experiment where the
tutor is equipped with proximal and projective categories at the same time and
for a population in which the tutor is equipped with absolute and proximal cate-
gories at the same time. In both cases the dynamics of acquisition are comparable
to the single category type cases, although reaching the baseline success takes
longer due to the increased number of categories. Learners quickly pick up the
categories and are able to communicate successfully. Hence, the inference in
conceptualization based on discrimination scores is successful.
However, in certain combinations of category types using the principle of max-
imizing discriminative power has limits. Figure 10.13 shows a case where the
target language system given to the tutor has both projective and absolute cate-
gories. We can observe that the learner is unable to achieve similar communica-
tive success as in all other cases of acquisition discussed in this chapter. Second,
learners also cannot advance in establishing interpretation similarity. Third, the
categories acquired by the learner are of the wrong type, as for example, westlich
(‘west’) was acquired as a projective category rather than as an absolute one and
rechts (‘right’) was adopted as absolute rather than projective category. Why is
that? A key to the answer can be found in Figure 10.10. The problem is that in
contexts where there is a global reference the learner upon hearing a new word
has nomeans to decide onwhether a projective or absolute category was used. In
the example described in that figure, both the invented absolute and the invented
projective category have the same discrimination score, because both exclusively
rely on the angle to the topic object. Now, the angle to the topic object for both
absolute and projective category may be different in numerical value for the in-
vented absolute and projective categories, but their discriminative power is the
same (0.11 in the case described by the figure). In other words, the discrimination
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restart re-produce restart re-produce
choose branch
Figure 10.11: Schematic flow of control when re-production branches to track dif-
ferent possible inventions. If there is a failure in re-conceptualize
and the agent is equipped with different strategies for solving this
problem, the processing splits into two branches. Here, the invent-
proximal-category learning operator (part of the proximal language
strategy) and the invent-projective-category learning operator (part
of the projective language strategy) both apply to fix the problem.
Consequently, in each branch different categories are invented and
different constructions that link each category to the utterance are
adopted. At the end of processing the branch with the overall max-
imum score is chosen and the categories and constructions of that
task are saved by the agent.
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Figure 10.12: Results for two types of acquisition experiments using inference.
One in which the tutor is equipped with proximal and projective
categories (top) and one where the tutor is given proximal and ab-
solute categories (bottom).
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score does not distinguish between both the absolute and the projective systems
in the same way as it does for the difference of both to the proximal category.
The reason why this problem appears in the particular constellation of this
chapter is, of course, that both absolute and projective categories compete for
the same angular dimension. If, for instance, the absolute categories would focus
on a different angular dimension then the projective ones this problemwould not
occur. Consider the example of über (‘above’) and unter (‘below’), which have
a predominantly absolute reading, but they focus on a different direction than
their horizontal counterparts. In this case the problem does not appear and dis-
crimination could do its job. Similarly, if there would be a strong tendency or bias
in the population to use a certain type of category if applicable, the problem can
also be alleviated. For the case discussed in this section one can for instance add
a bias to all agents to prefer to use absolute categories over other ones if a global
reference licensing their application is available. Figure 10.14 shows the results of
an experiment in which all agents are equipped with such a bias. The difference
to the non-biased case in Figure 10.13 is obvious. Agents with bias can easily pick
up the language system of their tutors. Biasing points to an additional layer of
complexity which will be discussed in much more detail in the coming sections.
The bias for absolute conceptualizations is implemented by boosting particular
semantic structure used in conceptualization. Categories in conceptualization
are always part of some semantic structure that applies them to the current con-
text. These structures are necessarily different for different kinds of categories.
A fact that I hinted at already in much more detail in Section 8. To introduce a
bias, consequently, means to score semantic structure used for applying absolute
categories to the current context higher than those for projective and proximal
categories. Semantic structure, in particular, the operations used in conceptual-
ization are themselves subject to acquisition and formation something which is
discussed in more detail in later sections.
10.1.3.4 Hybrid systems
Another extent in which all previous acquisition experiments are equal is that
in all of them learners are equipped with very particular mechanisms for each
category type. A learner, for instance, in the case of a full language system en-
compassing absolute, projective and proximal categories is equipped with a sep-
arate learning mechanism for each category type. Let us for a moment put aside
the problem of discriminating between projective and absolute categories and
focus only on the case of proximal and projective categories. The assumption
that there is a separate learning operator for each of these two in acquisition
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Figure 10.13: Results for an acquisition experiment in which learners face the
German projective and absolute language system at the same time.
Learners have no means of determining the strategy, and therefore
have to guess the strategy behind each word. The system that learn-
ers acquire differs from the tutor systems quite substantially, the es-
timated categories have few similarities with their target, and they
are also of the wrong type (e.g. südlich (‘south’) is learned as a
projective category). Communicative success remains surprisingly
high. However, a success rate of 80% is low in comparison with
other acquisition experiments.
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Figure 10.14: Results for an acquisition experiment where learners face both a
projective and absolute system at the same time. In contrast to the
results shown in Figure 10.13, agents are equipped with a strong
preference for the absolute strategy. If the environment has abso-
lute features agents prefer absolute conceptualizations of the spa-
tial scene. Consequently, upon observing a new word in a context
where absolute features are available, learners will adopt the word
as part of an absolute language strategy. Based on the bias, learners
successfully and correctly acquire the complete system.
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is an assumption that can be questioned, based on the grounds that it presup-
poses the existence of learning operators for each particular input dimension,
namely distance and angle. In this section I propose a mechanism in which such
a bias for clear-cut channel distinctions is not given to a learner prior to acquir-
ing the language system, but in which the channel focus of certain categories
is autonomously established by the learner. The mechanism consists, first, of a
representation that encompasses both distance and angle sensory channels and,
second, an alignment mechanism for both distance and angle channels in cate-
gories. The new category type is called proximal-angular and is essentially a
combination of the proximal and the angular category type. It consists of two
channel values, distance d and angle a, as well as corresponding sigma values
for each channel (σa and σd). The similarity sim of some object to a particular
proximal-angular category is computed as the product of angle and distance sim-
ilarity.
sim(l, c) := sima(l, c) · simd(l, c) (10.5)
In the above formula sima is the similarity defined for angular categories (see
Equation 6.1) and simd is defined as the similarity for proximal categories (see
Equation 6.3).
The category representation, thus, does not really introduce something new
apart from the combination of two known representations. The similarity in
representation carries over to the invention operator which is a combination of
the invention operator for angular and proximal categories (see Figure 10.15 for
an example of the acquisition of a single proximal-angular category). When a
proximal-angular category is invented by the learner it does not cover just a par-
ticular channel. In fact, the invented category covers a small area both in angle
and distance around the topic object. How the category develops after it has
been invented is essentially a matter of the kind of objects which are success-
fully conceptualized and interpreted using the category. The alignment operator
after each interaction adds more samples to the category and recomputes the
distance d and the distance sigma σd exactly like for proximal categories (see
Equations 10.3 and 10.4) and the angle a and the angle sigma σa as for projective
categories (see Equations 10.1 and 10.2). Consequently, if more distance variation
is acceptable in the topic objects, the category’s σd (the distance channel sigma)
can widen, in other words, the category is more discriminating in the angle di-
rection. Vice versa, if topic objects are more angle varied then the category can
develop into a more distance discriminating category. Figure 10.16 shows how
the category whose adoption is shown Figure 10.15 exemplarily develops over
time.
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Figure 10.15: Acquisition of a single proximal-angular category. The steps are the
same as for proximal, projective and absolute category adoption, ex-
cept for the resulting category which is focussed around the topic
object (obj-581 in the tutor’s context and obj-221 in the learner’s con-
text) both in terms of angle and direction. Initial sigma values both
for the angular and the distance dimension (σd and σa) are small.
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Figure 10.16: Development of a single proximal-angular category over time (see Fig-
ure 10.15 for the initial invention of that category). Over the course
of many interactions this category which is linked to the word links
(‘left’) develops into a category which resembles more and more the
projective category left. The activation area is spread out in the
distance dimension and more narrow in the angular dimension sig-
nified by a low σa value and a high σd value.
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Figure 10.17: Results for proximal-angular acquisition experiments in which the
tutor is given proximal and projective categories (25 runs averaged).
Learners are equipped with proximal-angular category invention
and alignment operations. Communicative success is more varied
than in the case for single category acquisition. Nevertheless, agents
manage to learn words and category mappings, but the shape of
the categories, i.e., their preferred activation, mirrors the categories
given to tutors. Overall, interpretation similarity stays rather low
which ismostly due to the differences in distance and sigma distance
of the acquired categories. The reason is the same as for proximal
acquisition and lies in the distribution of object distances in the spa-
tial scenes. The most important fact about interpretation similarity
is that it stabilizes over time.
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Figure 10.17 shows the results for acquisition experiments with proximal-angu-
lar categories. The tutor in these experiments is simultaneously equipped with
the German proximal and projective system. The learner is given adoption and
alignment operators for proximal-angular categories. Overall communicative
success stays slightly lower than in comparable experiments (for instance, Figure
10.12 for acquisition of proximal and projective categories). However, the task is
also slightly more difficult as agents have to acquire not only the mean values
for distance and angle of a category, but also their distributional properties in
the two sensory channels.
The way that the proximal-angular categories are implemented presupposes a
particular way of applying the angular component. In the experiments discussed
in this section the angular componentwas implemented tomirror projective cate-
gories. Technically speaking, one could have also chosen to use proximal-angular
categories with an angular component that operates like an absolute category by
taking into account the global features of the environment. Consequently, the
problem of learning the absolute system at the same time as the projective sys-
tem was left unexamined. In fact, the reasons for why this is even a problem
apply just as drastically as they did before. Better answers will be given later
sections.
10.1.4 Implementation details
In the above description I have glossed over some of the technical details. Specif-
ically I have not explained how precisely the different conceptualization strate-
gies are implemented. This section presents a simplified approach to spatial con-
ceptualization which will gradually be extended in the next chapters to reach the
full semantic complexity needed for spatial language. Figure 10.18 shows the IRL-
network used to implement the projective and the proximal strategy. The cogni-
tive operations identify-object-proximal and identify-object-projective implement
the different categorization strategies. They are applied to an input set which for
the learner is just the spatial context introduced by get-context. These operations
are not only used by the tutor to apply German spatial relations, but they also
serve the learner in invention.
Semantic Operation identify-object-proximal
description Applies a proximal category to an input set and extracts the
object with the highest discrimination score.
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arguments ?identified-object (of type object)
?source-set (of type entity-set)
?category (of type proximal-category)
Semantic Operation identify-object-projective
description Applies a projective category to an input set and extracts the
object with the highest discrimination score.
arguments ?identified-object (of type object)
?source-set (of type entity-set)
?category (of type projective-category)
10.2 Lexicon formation
From the acquisition of a lexical language system to the autonomous formation
of a lexical language it is only a small step. In fact, in many ways the whole
process of adopting a particular lexical item is already one of invention because
learners invent categories based on the topic object and the current context fol-
lowed by the invention of constructions that link some observed word to the
invented category. Consequently much of the machinery for acquisition can be
used for formation, the only difference being that the word to which a category
is linked via a construction is not perceived by a learner but itself invented by
agents. However, while there are some striking similarities, there are also some
important differences. The most important of which is that formation is neces-
sarily happening in a population of agents that is larger than two agents. This
puts particular pressure on alignment operations as different words might pop
up in a population for the same concept, but also since the categories themselves
can diverge into different corners of the conceptual space within the population.
All of this is caused by the fact that all interactions of agents are local involving
always only two agents of the population. Any kind of agreement two agents
reach, whether it is to use a certain word or to apply a certain category, conse-
quently, requires adoption and alignment across the population.
When forming a language system, speakers, at least in the beginning, lack the
proper categories to conceptualize reality and/or the proper linguistic means to
express themselves. For instance, when an agent encounters an object that he
cannot discriminate the categories known to him, the interaction fails. Now if
no one in the population ever does anything about this problem, there will obvi-
ously be no communication. Hence, in contrast to acquisition where the learner
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being unable to conceptualize can wait until he picks up new semantic distinc-
tions from the tutor, speakers in forming a language system are forced to resolve
their problems by inventing distinctions themselves. The learning operators used
in formation, however, are not that different from acquisition. Given some topic
object, speakers are given the ability to invent a category comparable to the cases
discussed in acquisition in Section 10.1. If there is a problem diagnosed in concep-
tualization, for instance, if the speaker cannot discriminate the topic object or he
cannot discriminate it enough, i.e. the discrimination score of the best conceptu-
alized meaning is too low, he can repair the problem by creating a new category
based on the topic object. This solves his problem in conceptualization. If he then
goes on to try and produce an utterance for the newly created category, he will
face the problem that he has no means to express himself. The category was just
invented and, hence, there are no constructions linked to the category yet. He
resolves this problem by applying another repair strategy that of inventing a new
word together with a lexical construction that links the new category with the
new word. Given that the hearer is equipped with the same operators as learners
in acquisition, he can pick up both the newly invented word, as well as invent a
category that is very similar to the one of the speaker.
After such an interaction, two agents of the population have reached consen-
sus about how to name a particular direction or distance, but this knowledge is
still local to the two agents that have participated in the interaction. The newly
invented string as well as the category now have to stand the test of time and
they have to become adopted and shared in the population. The process of align-
ment on the population level is one in which the category can undergo change
and adoption by agents in the population. It is particularly important to realize
that in contrast to acquisition the target system is not fixed, in fact, it is unclear
what the target system is and agents can freely develop the system and adapt it to
their needs. The most important issue when adapting a language system is then,
besides finding a suitable set of category distinctions and words to denote these
distinctions, is to reach consensus on the population level. Alignment works
on all levels of processing. The score of categories and constructions used in
conceptualization or interpretation is updated based on the success of the inter-
action. The shape of categories used in production and interpretation is updated
by adding another sample and re-estimating the particular distance or angle of




I test the validity of this approach to formation by running experiments in which
typically 10 agents start without any categories and constructions and gradually
have to solve their communicative problems by invention and adoption of lin-
guistic and semantic material. A set of measures tracks the progress of the pop-
ulation in establishing a communication system. The measures are the same as
for acquisition (communicative success, number of categories and interpretation
similarity), except that the average number of constructions in the population is
also tracked, because the mapping between categories and constructions is not
necessarily one to one due to synonymy. Also, the number of categories is not
separately tracked for tutors and students but averaged across the population, be-
cause the distinction into tutor and learner agents does not exist in formation ex-
periments. Every agent has the same capacity to invent and adopt constructions
and categories. Consequently, the interpretation similarity measure is averaged
over all agents and all words in the population.
Spatial language necessarily is always tight to a particular reference system
which is to say every spatial relation is always applied with respect to some ob-
ject. Even uttering single words like links (‘left’) entails an implicit reference sys-
tem and the object discriminated by uttering this word depends at least on which
of the two interlocutors is used as reference object. In acquisition this problem
was solved by the tutor who always conceptualized from the learner, and, hence,
the implicit reference system in every communication was the learner. In forma-
tion this problem occurs again. Agents can use themselves implicitly as reference
points or they can use additional reference objects available to them in the spa-
tial scene they are confronted with. A detailed discussion of these problems and
their impact on lexical development is deferred to later sections. In order to fo-
cus only on lexical development, the problem is solved here by always using the
box which is available in all spatial contexts used in this section as the reference
object. Different categorization strategies are, thus, represented using different
semantic structure which all involve the box in each context (see Figure 10.18 for
details).
10.2.2 Results
I test the invention and adoption system separately for absolute, proximal and
projective language strategies. Figures 10.19, 10.20 and 10.21 show both the com-
municative success averaged over 25 runs as well as examples of resulting lan-
guage systems for projective, proximal and absolute systems each. The graphs
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Figure 10.18: Semantic structure used by agents to conceptualize reality. The top
figure shows the IRL-network for the projective strategy, the bottom
figure for comparison shows the proximal categorization strategy.
Both differ in the categorization operation identify-object-projective
and identify-object-proximal. The rest of the network transforms the




convincingly demonstrate the power of the invention and alignment operators,
in other words, they show that given the proposed operators agents can develop
a language system and reach communicative success. Furthermore, these graphs
show that the language system evolved by agents is not necessarily the same as
the German language system. For instance, the categories of agents 1 to 3 in Fig-
ure 10.19 are quite different from the German front, back, left and right projective
system which aligns its categories with the x and y axes of the coordinate sys-
tem. In particular, three categories seem to be sufficient for the agents in these
experiments to discriminate all objects in the spatial scenes successfully. So the
main question given that we have established the success of the invention and
alignment operators in formation is: what are the different factors influencing
the shape of the language system developed?
Within the approach given in this book, there are two factors influencing the
development of the category system which merit close consideration when it
comes to explaining the outcome of formation experiments. First, the language
strategy most importantly encompassing the conceptualization strategy as well
as the learning and invention mechanisms including the set of parameters that
come with them effect the forming language system. This is most obvious for the
type of categories, e.g. absolute, projective or proximal, agents use for developing
the language system because this entirely determined by the strategy. The second
important factor are the particular spatial scenes and their properties that agents
need to communicate in. The spatial scenes and the statistical distribution of
objects are directly linked to the categories necessary for discriminating objects.
To shed some light on the two factors, I explore how the system reacts by ma-
nipulating each of the two parameters separately. In particular, one can study
the systems emerging when the same strategy is applied in multiple runs to the
same set of contexts, how different strategies perform on the same set of con-
texts and how the same strategy performs when applied to different sets of spa-
tial scenes. In Figures 10.19 to 10.21 experiments are shown in which 25 times the
same strategy is used to build either a projective, a proximal or an absolute lan-
guage system. Each of these 25 runs across the different strategies are performed
on the same set of spatial scenes (space-game-2 for the projective language system,
space-game-3 for the proximal system and a combination of scenes from space-game-
2 and space-game-9 for the absolute system). The only difference between different
runs is which particular context was randomly chosen in each interaction as well
as which agents from the population participate in each interaction. The graphs
suggest given the same environmental conditions the system settles on the same
number of spatial categories in different runs. A fact that is supported by measur-
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Figure 10.19: Results for a formation experiment in which agents form a projec-
tive category system (top). The bottom figures show the categories





































Figure 10.20: Results for a formation experiment in which agents form a proximal
category system (top). The bottom figures show the categories and
words in the inventories of the first three agents.
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Figure 10.21: Results for a formation experiment in which agents form an abso-
lute category system (top). The bottom figures show the categories
and words in the inventories of the first three agents.
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10.2 Lexicon formation
ing the similarity of categories across experiments in this case 0.749. Category
similarity of populations is computed by maximizing the similarity of each agent
of one population to each agent of the other population and averaging the results.
So in that sense 0.749 is a rather high number which quantifies the amount of
similarity in the category systems of different populations. We can conclude then
that in the same environmental conditions the same strategy will develop very
similar category distinctions. This, of course, only extends to the similarity of
the categories themselves. The words floating in each population are different
from other populations.
The second interesting question is: what are the differences in language sys-
tems that the same strategy builds when facing distinctly different environmen-
tal conditions? Let us look at the projective case. The results in Figure 10.19 were
obtained on a set of spatial scenes in which each context consists of two objects
which have a mean angular distance of 2.13, that is, the two objects in every con-
text are on average a semicircle apart from each other. I compare the results of
the projective language strategy on this data set to data sets in which the number
of objects is varied and in which the mean angle distance between two objects
is different. Figure 10.22 shows the impact of these two manipulations. From
these graphs we can conclude that less angular distance between objects in spa-
tial scenes require agents to make more distinctions which can be seen by the
increase in categories emerging in the “smaller angle distance” condition. How-
ever, the real driving force behind invention of more distinctions seems to be
related to the number of objects per context, for which the corresponding “more
objects” condition shows a massive increase in emerging categories. In all three
conditions, nevertheless, the system is able to stabilize on high average success
proving the successful adaptation of the emerging language system to different
environmental conditions.
A word of caution is in place here. There is no direct correlation between ei-
ther number of objects nor average angle distance and the number of categories
needed for discrimination. There are always border cases in which, for instance,
a small average angle distance still leads to few distinctions. Consider environ-
mental conditions in which in every context, two objects are at the same position
a tiny angle distance apart from each other. In such a world agents will develop
a projective category system consisting of two categories only, since this is suf-
ficient for discrimination. In spite of such border cases, the general point is still
valid. The less angle distance and the more objects in each context, the more
likely it is that agents need to develop more category distinctions in order to be
successful and the systems presented in this chapter allow agents to invent these
necessary distinctions.
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communicative success (left axis)
intepretation similarity (left axis)
avg # categories (right axis)
avg # cxns (right axis)
Figure 10.22: Comparison of the impact of different environmental conditions
on the language system built by the projective language strategy.
The “original” condition repeats the results from Figure 10.19. In the
“smaller angle distance” condition agents are facing two objects in
each context that have a smaller angle distance than in the “origi-
nal” condition. The last condition is the more objects condition in
which each context has on average 5.27 objects. This entails that
also the average angle distance is lower than in the original condi-
tion (1.64 as opposed to 2.13). The difference is roughly speaking a
semi-circle. Example scenes for each condition can be seen below.
A clear increase in the number of categories for the two conditions
“smaller angle distance” and “more objects” can be observed (right
axis). The graphs are generated by averaging the results from 25
runs in each condition of 10000 interactions in which agents form
a language system and 10000 interactions where the developed sys-
tem is just tested without further invention and alignment.
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Finally, one can study other influences on the dynamics of language evolution
given the operators discussed in this section. One factor of interest is, for in-
stance, the population size. Figure 10.23 shows the impact different population
sizes have on the alignment and evolution of a projective language system. The
figure shows that the systems discussed in this section are resilient to increases
in population sizes and cope well with large populations of at least up to 100
agents (which is the maximum number of agents tested).
10.2.3 Interaction of strategies
The influence of environmental conditions on the unfolding language system can
be studied separately with respect to each categorization strategy be it absolute,
projective or proximal, but it can also be examined with respect to the interaction
of these different strategies. In the previous section I discussed the simultaneous
acquisition of two language systems a projective and a proximal one via semantic
inference, a mechanism that allows agents to decide between different strategies
based on discriminative power (the mechanism is described in Section 10.1). I
extend this principle to formation of lexical systems by giving agents two cat-
egorization strategies, e.g., proximal and projective, at the same time and also
equipping them with two invention strategies. Figure 10.24, for instance, shows
agents developing proximal and projective categories at the same time. For such
a coupled system environment factors are again the driving force behind the par-
ticular language system that is emerging. In environmental conditions where ob-
jects in each context are at large distance from each other, proximal distinctions
should be more important and, thus, develop more strongly than, for instance, in
environmental conditions where objects are situated with larger angle distance.
Figure 10.25 shows that this is the case.
10.2.4 Hybrid systems
Lastly, one can consider a system were agents do not have different strategies
focussing on a particular sensory channel, but where they have one strategy
which allows them to develop the channel focus autonomously. This continues
the strand of categorization introduced in Section 10.1. In order, to test this strat-
egy in formation the system for acquisition is extended by invention operators
that allow speakers to introduce spatial categories and lexical items for express-
ing them. Figure 10.26 shows that this strategy can also be successfully used to
form a language system.
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10.3 Summary
This chapter has shown how populations can (a) acquire, and (b) co-evolve an
ontology and lexicon of spatial relations provided that they are equipped with
a conceptualization strategy and invention, adoption and alignment operators.
Moreover, this chapter studied the interaction of different language strategies
particularly with respect to environmental conditions. We can conclude that
the proposed operators allow agents to acquire and develop successful category
















































Figure 10.23: Impact of population sizes on category formation. On the x-axis
is plotted number of interactions per agent. This is different from
all other graphs discussed in this section. The figure shows that
population size increases have a negligible effect on the dynamics
of communicative success and the developing ontology of spatial
relations.
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Figure 10.24: Results for a formation experiment in which agents are equipped
simultaneously with a proximal and projective strategy. In inven-
tion, agents use the principle of maximizing discriminative power

















































communicative success (left axis)
intepretation similarity (left axis)
avg # categories (right axis)
avg # cxns (right axis)
avg # of proximal categories (right axis)
avg # of projective categories (right axis)
Figure 10.25: Comparison of the impact of different environmental conditions
on the language system build by a combined projective and prox-
imal language strategy. In environmental conditions where ob-
jects exhibit large angle distances (bottom left shows an example
scene) agents prefer to rely on projective categories that allow to
discriminate objects based on angle. In conditions where there is
a bigger distance between objects (bottom right image) than angle
distance agents chiefly rely on proximal categories. In the “com-
bined” condition which has both scenes with large angle distance
as well as scenes with large distances between objects a balanced
language system consisting of proximal and projective categories is
developed.
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Figure 10.26: Results for a formation experiment in which agents are equipped
with a hybrid strategy that does not distinguish between angle and
distance channel but combines both channels in a single category
representation.
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11 Evolution of spatial
conceptualization strategies
In this section I research the question how conceptualization strategies can form
autonomously and align in a population of agents. The previous chapter studied
one component of spatial conceptualization, namely categorization, in isolation.
In this section I take a broader look at the prerequisites for building category
systems. Every category system is part of a particular strategy of conceptualiz-
ing reality which encompasses a particular choice of reference objects but also
frames of reference and perspective on the scene. Consequently, which spatial
relation system emerges is governed most importantly by the strategies available
to agents. In the languages of the world different strategies for the conceptual-
ization of spatial reality have been attested. This is most strikingly the case for
frames of reference. Some languages feature only absolute systems, an example
being Tenejapan (Levinson 2003), while others have developed strong intrinsic
and relative systems like German (Tenbrink 2007). But conceptualization strate-
gies go further. Which objects can function as landmarks? How are spatial re-
lations applied? What is the role of perspective reversal? These are all choices
which are manifested in conceptualization strategies and shape the way a popu-
lation conceptualizes reality. Consequently, the evolution of spatial language is
intricately linked to the emergence and evolution of conceptualization strategies
which together with learning and adaptation operators orchestrate the develop-
ment of the language system. To understand the process of building conceptual-
ization strategies this section details models of how agents invent strategies and
how they become aligned in the population.
The important claim in this section is that conceptualization strategies are ne-
gotiated in a cultural process, similar to how the lexicon is negotiated, through
local interactions by agents in a community. The negotiation process is fueled by
the general cognitive capabilities of agents, in other words, the cognitive building
blocks. Conceptualization strategies package the usage of certain types of spa-
tial relations with landmarks and perspective. For instance, a conceptualization
strategy might involve a set of spatial relations pertaining to a particular global
landmark. Strategies are represented technically by chunks which are combi-
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nations of cognitive operations into particular semantic structures that allow
agents to conceptualize reality. Which strategies are built and which strategies
a population agrees on in the cultural process is subject to selective pressures
that influences the preference for a particular strategy over others and drives
the population to align on a particular way of construing reality. Factors influ-
encing invention and alignment of strategies include primarily environmental
conditions such as the spatial layout and the kind of objects agents face, but they
can also include factors such as cognitive complexity of a particular strategy and
expressivity of the language systems developed using that particular strategy.
Furthermore, already established strategies and language systems upon inven-
tion of new strategies influence how and in which way new strategies develop.
The idea is that a particular strategy survives when it is relevant to an agent be-
cause it is efficient and useful in discriminating objects and it contributes to the
communicative success of an agent at least in a few spatial contexts. If a new
strategy is potentially useful in certain spatial contexts but in case these spatial
situations are already handled by another strategy then the new strategy has al-
most no chance of taking over the system unless it performs better with respect
to other factors such as cognitive complexity.
In this chapter the focus is on one particular factor governing both inven-
tion and alignment of strategies: discriminative power. Discriminative power
for strategies refers to the distinctive ability of a strategy to distinguish and sin-
gle out objects in the environment. Each strategy known to an agent necessarily
starts out in a single context. Which strategy is invented in a particular context is
based on its discriminative power in comparison with other strategies available
at that moment. New strategies are packaged into chunks and the success of the
new strategies is tracked by updating the score of the corresponding chunk. So
the invention, alignment and interaction of strategies is structurally organized
very similar to categories. This chapter argues that discriminative power is an
important factor driving the development of strategies, similar to how it drove
the invention and alignment of spatial categories. In fact, the success of a strat-
egy is intricately linked to the success of the the category system it builds. For
instance, if an agent is building a language system with an absolute strategy this
entails that the absolute relations built using the strategy and the strategy itself
are subject to the same selective pressure. It is the success of this overall system
the spatial relations together with the overall performance of the strategy that
drives the organization of the linguistic and semantic repository of the agent.
Strategies are implemented using the chunking mechanism of IRL. A particu-
lar chunk represents a particular way of conceptualizing reality. Chunks are in-
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vented by assembling cognitive operations into ready-made semantic structure;
they are scored and their scores are used to represent the success of the con-
ceptualization strategy over many interactions. Invention operators orchestrate
how chunks are built, and alignment operators update the score of chunks after
interactions tracking the long-term success of a particular chunk. Spatial con-
ceptualization strategies rely on spatial relations. Invention of spatial relations
is tied to particular cognitive operations. For instance, if there is an absolute
strategy developed, the cognitive operation doing the categorization has an as-
sociated invention operator that invents spatial categories if needed. These are
the same operations as discussed in the last section. Important for the purpose of
this chapter is that this connects the invented spatial relations to the strategies
that incorporate the particular cognitive operation responsible for invention.
Before I turn to grammar and other linguistic means of expressing strategies,
this section focusses entirely on alignment and invention of conceptualization
strategies without explicit marking in language. In other words, the systems
described in this section are purely expressed through the naming of spatial re-
lations re-using all of the mechanisms of invention, adoption and alignment of
spatial categories detailed in the previous section. I apply these insights on two
components of spatial language separately. First, I study strategies for different
reference objects, followed by a discussion of the interaction of different frame
of reference strategies. Finally the chapter turns to invention of strategies.
The results presented in this chapter have been published in Spranger (2011;
2013b).
11.1 Alignment for landmark strategies
Landmarks are an integral part of spatial language because every spatial relation
is implicitly or explicitly related to a reference object. Typically many different
reference objects are present in the world and agents face choices as to which of
the reference objects should be used in the particular communicative situation
but also with respect to invention and development of language. Environmental
conditions can be varied. In some environments a landmark such as a mountain
might be visible in every communicative encounter between agents of a popula-
tion which makes it a successful strategy to base the spatial language system on
this landmark. In other environments landmarks might only be available locally
and its usage, therefore, bound to a particular communicative encounter. One
way of dealing with such choices is that agents agree on the usage of a particular
conceptualization strategy that is bound to a particular reference object. This
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section explores how the use of certain reference objects might be aligned in a
population of agents. I look at scenes which feature different landmarks, hence,
exhibit a certain amount of choice, and I study under which circumstances agents
are able to align on always using the same reference object across spatial scenes.
Specifically, I compare allocentric strategies that are using objects such as boxes
versus egocentric speaker and egocentric hearer strategies.
The key claim in this section is that conventionalizing a particular strategy of
conceptualizing reality allows agents to be successful in communication. Techni-
cally, this claim is studied by setting up systems in which an alignment strategy
is implemented that scores semantic structure, more specifically, chunks of se-
mantic structure and updates the score of semantic structure based on success in
communication. Chunks that were used in production and interpretation are re-
warded if the interactionwas successful and punished if the interactionwas a fail-
ure. Moreover, chunks that were not used in the interaction are punished slightly
which drives the alignment to find a single strategy most comprehensive strat-
egy that works in many contexts. This, in essence, implements frequency based
dynamics in which structure that is used successfully survives and structure that
is never used or always used unsuccessfully is removed. Strictly speaking, how-
ever, structure is never removed, it just gets a score of zero which eliminates it
from routine processing but leaves it available for recruitment should it become
necessary.
The scoring of semantic structure has important consequences. First, the score
of a chunk impacts the choices agents make in production and interpretation.
The discrimination score of a chunk, i.e. its discriminatory power given the cur-
rent context, is multiplied by its score. Consequently, a speaker might choose to
use a less discriminating structure over another because it is more conventional,
i.e. the score of the chunk is so high as to overrule the discriminative power of
the competitive chunk. Second, the score of a chunk not only governs its usage
in a particular spatial context, but also influences which categories will be in-
vented. The world from the viewpoint of the speaker and the hearer might be
different from the allocentric viewpoint and, consequently, the sensori distinc-
tions, i.e. the categories required to be successful using an allocentric strategy
can be different from those when the same set of scenes is construed from the
viewpoint the hearer. The competition between the conceptualization strategies
impacts, in other words, on the particular category system that will emerge. Be-
cause the chunks are under selective pressure, this creates a positive feedback
loop in which categories might be invented using a particular conceptualization
strategy such as allocentric, which in turn makes this strategy more successful
in discrimination, which re-enforces the strategy and so on and so forth.
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(identify-location-projective ?target ?src ?cat)
(geometric-transform ?src ?ctx ?landmark)
(apply-selector ?landmark ?boxes ?selector)
(apply-class ?boxes ?ctx ?class)
(bind selector ?selector unique)
(get-context ?ctx)
(identify-location-projective ?target ?src ?cat)
(geometric-transform ?src ?ctx ?landmark)
(identify-discourse-participant ?landmark ?ctx ?role)
(bind discourse-role ?role speaker)
(get-context ?ctx)
(identify-location-projective ?target ?src ?cat)
(geometric-transform ?src ?ctx ?landmark)
(identify-discourse-participant ?landmark ?ctx ?role)
(bind discourse-role ?role hearer)(get-context ?ctx)
Figure 11.1: The three conceptualization strategies given to agents. Top: allocen-
tric; middle: egocentric speaker and bottom: egocentric hearer.
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11.1.1 Experimental setup and measures
I claim that chunk alignment is an effective mechanism that allows agents to
conventionalize the choice for particular conceptualization strategy alongside
forming a category system. The claim is tested by running experiments in which
agents are given different conceptualization strategies: an allocentric strategy in
which they can use a reference object available in each context, and two ego-
centric strategies one for using themselves and one for using the interlocutor as
reference objects (see Figure 11.1 for the semantic structures agents are given) .
At the same time as they are aligning their conceptualization strategy, agents
develop a category system including names for category distinctions. The cat-
egory systems and conceptualization strategies are tightly coupled. Every cate-
gory is invented as part of a strategy and can only be used within the strategy
it was created in. Success of a particular category in communication, therefore,
directly impacts on the conceptualization strategy. Figures 11.2 and 11.3 show
that the mechanism of chunk alignment works both in acquisition and in forma-
tion. Agents can successfully negotiate both categories and the conceptualization
strategy at the same time.
The alignment of conceptualization strategies is measured using the concep-
tualization strategy similarity which is computed for a population of agents
by averaging the agent conceptualization strategy similarity of every agent to
every other agent. The agent conceptualization strategy similarity (acss) is com-
puted by comparing the score of each strategy. Since strategies are never re-
moved but merely reduced to a score of 0.0, one can compute a distance of scores
between the chunks in each agent and envelope the result using an exponential
decay function which results in the following formula.





|score(s, a1)− score(s, a2)|
)
(11.1)
In this formula a1, a2 are the agents whose similarity score is computed, S is the
set of strategies given to agents and score(s, a1) is the score agent a1 gives to
strategy s. The conceptualization strategy similarity (css) for the population P
is defined as the average acss for every two agents. Since acss is symmetric, all
combinations of two agents are considered. This measure is only one way to
understand the dynamics of a particular chunk alignment experiment. Since all
agents start out equipped with the same set of strategies this measure is equal
to 1.0 in the beginning. However, when considered over many interactions, the
measure provides important insights into how similar the development is. Partic-
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ularly, large drops in similarity diagnose significant divergence in strategy use.
Most information from css is drawn by analyzing its dynamics together with a
second measure which tracks the average number of chunks in the population
ignoring chunks with a score of 0. If the average number of chunks in a popu-
lation of agents drops from 3 to 1 and css stays high, we can conclude that the
population has agreed on a single conceptualization strategy (see Figure 11.3 for
such developments).
11.1.2 Results
Figure 11.4 shows three different outcomes of the chunk alignment experiments
on different data sets. All three graphs show the average score of the three differ-
ent strategies over the first 1000 interactions of one particular experimental run.
All strategies start with the same score 0.5 and for some time nothing happens,
because agents have not started to invent categories yet. If the first category was
invented using a particular strategy in a particular context, the strategy that was
used to invent spreads in the population. Categories invented much later will be
invented using the dominant strategy, which essentially has already been estab-


































nr of categories student
nr of categories tutors
interpretation similarity
strategy similarity
Figure 11.2: Acquisition experiment in which agents not only learn the category
system from a tutor (projective in this case), but also the underlying
conceptualization strategy of the tutor (allocentric).
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Figure 11.3: Experimental results for conceptual alignment. In these experiments
10 agents are negotiating conceptualization strategies while at the
same time agreeing on a system of spatial relations. The top shows
the development of categories and communicative success. The dy-
namics is quite similar to previous experiments using a dampened
invention approach to categorization. The bottom figure shows that
for this particular data set one specific strategy always unanimously
wins the competition. which can be seen both by the drop to a single
chunk and the corresponding high strategy similarity. Strategy simi-
larity starts out high because all agents start with the three strategies,
but most importantly, it also stays high suggesting high similarity be-
tween the conceptualization strategies agents are using.
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Figure 11.4: Different outcomes of the chunk alignment experiments on different
data sets. All three graphs show the average score of the three differ-
ent strategies over the first 1000 interactions of one particular exper-
imental run. Top: the speaker egocentric strategy survives; middle:
allocentric strategy wins and right: the hearer egocentric strategy
wins.
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The choices in alignment of strategies depend on the discriminative advantage
of the strategy. This is a subtle effect which can easily lead to unaligned popu-
lations particularly because agents simultaneously develop categories which is
a powerful and adaptive mechanism. The problem lies in adoption. If the hearer
observes a new term, the only information given to him in order to decide which
strategy to use for adoption is the current context and its particular spatial layout.
Let us suppose the speaker thinks the conventional strategy in the population is
allocentric and, consequently he uses an allocentric spatial category. If the con-
text is indeed one that favors the allocentric strategy, there is no problem and
the hearer will correctly adopt the category as allocentric. If, however, the con-
text favors a conceptualization strategy from the viewpoint of the hearer and
the hearer does not share the strong preference for the allocentric strategy with
the speaker, he will adopt the term as part of a hearer strategy. Even though
the category is essentially unaligned because different agents see it as part of dif-
ferent strategies, it might still be quite successful, particularly in context where
there are few objects. If success of the category is above 50%, it is very hard for
the alignment mechanisms to remove it, since success is rewarded much more
than failure is punished to allow the system to get off the ground. In such cases,
misalignment can appear while retaining success rates of above 50% in commu-
nication. In other words, agents might get stuck in local optima and without
additional mechanisms might be unable to get out of such conditions.
11.2 Alignment for frame of reference strategies
The same mechanisms explaining alignment of reference object conceptualiza-
tion strategies can be used to explain the alignment of other components of spa-
tial language such as frames of reference, e.g. intrinsic and absolute conceptual-
ization strategies. The claim is that agents can deal with the problem of aligning
frames of reference by aligning chunks based on environmental conditions that
favor one over the other. Particularly, I revisit the problem discussed in Sections
10.1 and 10.2 which argued that agents who are equipped at the same time with
projective and absolute strategies are unable to develop category systems with-
out clear preferences for one of the two strategies. Here, I turn to the question
how such preferences can develop from scratch based on the long-term tracking
of the success of each strategy. Just as for reference objects, I study environmen-
tal conditions and their impact on the success of strategies.
To understand the impact of environmental conditions, we have to understand
the pre-requisites for the two strategies at hand. The absolute strategy requires
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the environment to exhibit absolute features such as a global landmark. The
global landmark must be present in some contexts and it must help to discrim-
inate objects in the context. That is to say, in environmental conditions where
there are no absolute landmarks or the direction to the absolute landmark is not
discriminating, agents do not develop an absolute system. For intrinsic systems
the environment, most specifically the landmark objects that are used in con-
ceptualization, have to have properties that allow to conceptualize a direction
with respect to the reference object. So one can conclude that in environments
were landmarks do not have an orientation or where the direction of objects in
each context is not discriminating with respect to the orientation of landmark
objects, no intrinsic system will develop. A word of caution is at place here, I
will talk about the environment as having intrinsic or absolute features. This is
in many ways loose talk, as it is never the environment that has such features but
rather the environment is conceptualized by humans or robots as having such
features and it is never the environment itself that has an absolute landmark or
a landmark with intrinsic features. Now, a mountain range or any other feature
of some environment may license or in some ways encourage agents to use the
object as a global feature, but, certainly, the decision as to what counts as a global
feature is still part of an active cognitive process. This process is simulated, here,
by manipulating the spatial context to include an absolute landmark or a land-
mark that has an inherent orientation. Hence, I talk loosely about environmental
conditions pertaining to absolute and intrinsic features, but readers have to keep
in mind that this really is scaffolding much more complex processes.
The strategies an agent possesses always interact in local communicative in-
teractions. Usage of a particular strategy in production, interpretation and in-
vention of spatial relations is exclusively governed by the discriminative power
of each strategy. In cases where the discriminative power of two strategies is
equal, this leads to a problem in the sense that the agent cannot decide which
strategy to use. This problem is especially pressing when agents have not started
inventing spatial relations yet and need to decide which strategy to use. This sort
of situation is precisely the problem occurring when intrinsic and absolute sys-
tems interact in conditions that license both. In order for agents to successfully
develop a category system, the symmetry of equal discriminative power of in-
trinsic and absolute categories, must be broken. The mechanisms for alignment
of conceptualization strategies can help break this symmetry by tracking the suc-
cess of each strategy. Even if only in a few contexts there is a clear advantage for
one of the strategies, the scoring of conceptualization strategies allows agents to
track this advantage at which point the success can carry over to contexts that li-
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cense no particular preference. For instance, if one context out of many features
only an absolute landmark and no intrinsic features, agents use this context to
start an absolute category system at the same time rewarding the absolute con-
ceptualization strategy. This initial reward carries over to other contexts which
feature both intrinsic and absolute features. The head start of the absolute strat-
egy then leads to additional absolute spatial relations being developed which
in turn make the absolute system more successful in communication rewarding
both the individual absolute relations as well as the overall strategy. In this way
the local discriminative power leads to consensus on the population level over
time as to which strategy to use. The alignment on the population level can over-
ride the particular discriminative power of strategies in some specific context.
That is to say, once there is an established strategy within the population, it gets
chosen even in cases where another strategy would be more discriminating or
equally discriminating.
11.2.1 Experimental setup
I test the power of chunk alignment using contexts which can be manipulated
to feature absolute and intrinsic properties. More specifically, I manipulate the
distribution of intrinsic and absolute properties in the environment. Figure 11.5
shows the dynamics of an experiment where agents start equipped with two
strategies: an absolute and an intrinsic one. The environment is such that it
favors absolute systems. In 50% of the scenes both intrinsic and absolute fea-
tures are present. In the remaining 50% of the contexts only absolute features
are present and no intrinsic ones. The environmental conditions have a strong
effect on the development of the system in that all 25 populations agree on using
an absolute strategy. What is important is that the contexts where only absolute
features are present reward the absolute strategy and punish the intrinsic concep-
tualization strategy. Consequently, even in contexts where intrinsic and absolute
features are present, the absolute strategy is preferred. The development of such
a preference has important effects on the invention of categories. Because of the
preference for the absolute strategy, invention of categories shifts to producing
only absolute categories. The successful use of these categories enforces the abso-
lute strategy and leads to further punishment of the intrinsic strategy. The effect
is that only the absolute strategy survives.
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Figure 11.5: Dynamics of a category formation experiment in which 10 agents
align the frame of reference used in conceptualization. The environ-
ment has a clear preference for the absolute frame of reference in that
it is the only frame of reference available in certain context. In 50% of
the contexts both intrinsic and absolute frame of reference are avail-
able, in the remaining 50% of the contexts only an absolute frame
of reference is available. The strong preference of the environment
drives agents to develop an absolute system which dominates across
25 runs of the same experiment. The graph shows that together with
the category system agents align their conceptualization strategy.
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11.2.2 Results
The influence of the distribution of features in the environment and its impact
on the developing system are shown in Figures 11.6 and 11.7. Both figures show
results for different experimental conditions. In all conditions 50% of the scenes
feature both intrinsic and absolute properties. The conditions differ only in how
the remaining 50% of scenes are divided. The following table overviews the con-
ditions.
condition both (%) intrinsic only (%) absolute only (%)
0.0 50 0 50
0.25 50 12.5 37.5
0.50 50 25 25
0.75 50 37.5 12.5
1.0 50 50 0
Conditions are named after the percentage of intrinsic only scenes in the 50% of
scenes that feature either only intrinsic or only absolute properties. Figure 11.7
shows the average score of the absolute and intrinsic strategies (projective). In all
three cases, 50% of the scenes feature both intrinsic and absolute properties. On
the top results are shown for an environment that in the remaining 50% has only
absolute features. The middle figure shows results where 25% have only abso-
lute features and 25% only intrinsic features. The bottom figure shows results for
50% intrinsic features. Clearly, agents in all cases align strategies reflecting envi-
ronmental conditions. If the environment clearly supports an absolute strategy,
the absolute strategy wins. If there are clear advantages for having an intrinsic
strategy (bottom), the intrinsic strategy takes over and suppresses the absolute
strategy.
Figure 11.6 compares communicative success aswell as resulting average scores
of each strategy. Interestingly, the middle condition 0.5 exhibits a significant
drop in communicative success to around 80%. The reason for this can be seen in
Figure 11.7 (middle) which shows the dynamics of a single run of such an exper-
iment. In this condition no strategy is particularly favored and to be reasonably
successful both strategies are necessary. This leads to both strategies having
high scores. In a particular moment of inventing a new category both agents
might have slightly different preferences for strategies based on their respective
recent history of interaction. One agent might have just used the intrinsic strat-
egy successful, whereas the other has just the absolute strategy. In this situation,
invention happens wrongly in the sense that one agent might invent an absolute
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category and the other adopt it as an intrinsic strategy. Such categories which
have different types across the population are the cause of the drop in success.
Overall, however, the system is able to self-organize under different conditions







0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0
success score absolute score intrinsic
Figure 11.6: Results for experiments with different distributions of intrinsic and
absolute features. Each condition was tested with 25 experiments
of populations with 10 agents each. The figure shows the commu-
nicative success and the scores of the absolute and intrinsic strategy
averaged over the multiple runs.
11.3 Invention of conceptualization strategies
The question of how conceptualization strategies can align in a population is
important. However, another important ingredient is, of course, how conceptu-
alization strategies come into existence in the first place. Invention is a necessary
pre-requisite for the usage of conceptualization strategies and their alignment in
a population. Invention of conceptualization strategies is based on the recruit-
ment of basic cognitive operations which are assembled into chunks. Once a
chunk is invented, it immediately extends the conceptualization capabilities of
agents. Invention of a particular conceptualization strategy is always based on
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Figure 11.7: Dynamics of alignment for different environmental conditions. The
graphs show the average score of the absolute and intrinsic strategy
unfold over time. The top figure shows condition 0.0 (see Table 11.2.2,
the middle figure shows condition 0.5, and the bottom figure shows
condition 1.0.
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Figure 11.8: When agents are unable to conceptualize, they search for new con-
ceptualization strategies by assembling cognitive operations into
new chunks. Every node is a particular semantic structure that is
immediately tested using the current context and the current topic.
Here, different possible new strategies (green nodes) were found.
Other possible strategies did not work on the current context (blue
nodes).
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Figure 11.9: The new strategies assembled by the agent (Figure 11.8) are immedi-
ately stored in new chunks. This has the immediate effect of con-
densing the search process. The new strategies are now in competi-
tion with each other, as well as with strategies already invented by
the agent earlier. Which of these new strategies survives depends on
the context and topic that agents are processing at the moment of
invention.
a specific communicative situation, a specific context and a specific topic. The
starting point for invention is a problem in communication. The agent is unable
to conceptualize ameaning for some topic or themeaning that hewas able to con-
ceptualize is not discriminative enough. To solve the problem, the agent starts
an elaborate search process (see Figures 11.8 and 11.9) which combines basic cog-
nitive operations and the set of conceptualization strategies already established
by the agent into new strategies. This process leads to new strategies, which are
tested on the current context based on the current communicative goal. The dis-
criminative power of the new strategies decides if and which strategy is stored
for future use.
Strategy invention is deeply integrated into the processing of agents. Agents
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unable to conceptualize or unable to conceptualize with a sufficient discrimina-
tion score diagnose a problem which is fixed by a repair that starts the search
for new conceptualization strategies. The reason for this integration with other
invention mechanisms such as category invention is that agents when inventing
new strategies also immediately have to invent new categories with these strate-
gies because the success of spatial strategies is tightly connected with the spatial
categories that are part of the strategy. This sort of dual invention is especially
important in the beginning of experiments, when agents have neither developed
strategies nor categories. But there is a second reason for deep integration of
strategy invention. When an agent already has developed a strategy, he might
also solve a particular communicative problem by inventing new categories for
these established strategies. Such decisions whether to use a new category with
an existing strategy or a new strategy with an existing category, or even to use a
newly invented strategy with a newly invented category are made based on the
discriminative power of each of these different possibilities. So, for instance, if
an existing strategy has a low score, the probability of inventing a new strategy
increases, whereas if the current topic can be sufficiently discriminated using an
existing strategy, no invention occurs.
Figure 11.10 shows the process of invention and alignment of conceptualization
strategies in a population of agents. In the experiment generating such results
agents have a large repository of basic cognitive operations from which they can
draw new building blocks whenever there are problems in communication. They
can choose different landmarks: the robot or the box and different category sys-
tems absolute and intrinsic projective as well as proximal. The agents manage
to agree on one particular strategy while at the same time developing a cate-
gory system and a lexicon from scratch. The process, however, does not show
the same overall success as in the previously discussed experiments. The reason
is that conceptual alignment is a difficult process which is complicated by the
number of choices in strategies, population size (10 agents) and the variety of
different contexts and discriminative situations which might all favor different
strategies. In some contexts, proximal is the best strategy, some allow absolute
and/or intrinsic categories to be invented. Nevertheless, agents do come to an
agreement. Here, they agree on average on 1 conceptualization strategy.
11.4 Discussion
Invention and alignment of conceptualization strategies are powerful processes
that together allow agents to develop successful communication systems in the
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Figure 11.10: Results for strategy invention, alignment and category development.
A population of 10 agents develops both conceptualization strate-




face of varied environmental conditions. In turn, this allows agents to be more
adaptive and ultimately more successful than the systems relying exclusively on
categorization without taking into account reference objects, frames of reference
and the different ways of conceptualizing space. The study of conceptualization
strategies is necessarily an important cornerstone in every theory of linguistic
selection that has meaning as an important part of the theory. The mechanisms
proposed in this section are general enough that they can, in principle, be applied
to many different components of language, spatial language being only one of
them. For the particular theory of linguistic selection pursued in this book, this
section provides substantial evidence in the form of concrete computational ex-
periments. Language systems and in particular the conceptualization strategies
underlying language systems, are the product of a cultural process based on the
recruitment of cognitive operations and the environmental conditions the agents
face.
This section shows that alignment of conceptualization strategies based on
invention and selection can be successful if the environment exhibits strong in-
centives for developing certain conceptualization strategies rather than others. If
this condition is met, discriminative power together with tracking the success of
strategies, which is the organizing principle used in this chapter, can successfully
orchestrate the self-organization of a complete lexical communication system
including the conceptualization strategy that gives rise to the communication
system. However, despite its success conceptual alignment has its limits, partic-
ularly in the approach presented here which relies exclusively on discrimination.
For instance, from a theoretical standpoint the relative conceptualization strat-
egy is the most dominant of the absolute, intrinsic and relative strategies. All
these three strategies have in common that they rely on angular relationships
between objects and reference objects. The relative system in comparison to the
other two angle based strategies however does not require additional intrinsic or
absolute features, hence, in theory it is applicable in every spatial scene that fea-
tures some landmark. This leads to a complete takeover of the relative system in
experiments where relative, intrinsic and absolute systems compete and where
all scenes include a box landmark. Table 11.1 summarizes results in which certain
spatial scenes have neither intrinsic nor absolute features.
The strong advantage of relative frames of reference over other frames of refer-
ence hints at why relative frames of reference might have emerged, but it cannot
explain why certain languages seem to prefer other types of frames of reference
over the relative one. Findings in natural language suggest, for example, that En-
glish speakers prefer the use of intrinsic frames of reference over relative frames
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Table 11.1: Results for absolute, intrinsic and relative conceptualization strategy
competition in different environmental conditions. This table shows
communicative success and the final scores of the relative, intrin-
sic and absolute strategy (all allocentric) after 10000 interactions (10









0.25 100 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.50 100 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.75 100 1.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 100 1.0 0.0 0.0
of reference. The favored usage of intrinsic systems in English hints at the influ-
ence of important additional factors besides discrimination that govern the suc-
cess of a particular strategy. One of such additional factors that was not studied
in this section is cognitive complexity. For instance, relative systems are gener-
ally considered to be cognitively more demanding because they require tracking
of perspective. It is relatively easy to add such constraints to the current system,
but running such experiments essentially requires one to put a number on how
much one thinks the cognitive complexity of the relative systems is different
from other strategies. To avoid such ad hoc quantities I did not pursue this idea.
Nevertheless, based on the experimental evidence described in this section, one
can predict what will happen when factors additional to discriminative advan-
tage are incorporated into the system. The mechanisms presented in this section
function by packaging the successful conceptualization of a single context into
strategies and tracking the success of these strategies over many interactions,
amplifying patterns in environmental conditions and their effects over time and
punishing rival strategies. Consequently, additional factors favoring a particular
strategy lead to faster and more stable alignment in the population. So cognitive
complexity, for instance, might be a factor that influences the alignment; in the
best case, however, it leads to more robust alignment.
Despite its success, conceptual alignment as presented in this section is a pro-
cess which requires the right conditions in order to flourish. Because agents not
only develop strategies but also at the same time build category systems, the
system is very powerful and even in cases where there is almost no strategy
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Table 11.2: Statistical distribution of features in the environment for the different
experimental conditions compared in Table 11.1.
condition relative intrinsic + absolute + absolute + intrinsic +
only (%) relative (%) relative (%) relative (%)
0.25 25 30 7.5 37.5
0.50 50 20 5 25
0.75 75 10 2.5 12.5
1.0 100 0 0 0
alignment agents can reach medium levels of communicative success. The con-
current development of categories makes the system so powerful that in some
cases alignment of strategies is prevented. Consequently, agents can be rather
successful even though the strategies they use are not entirely the same. This
brings us to another point: the role of exaptation. The underlying assumption in
all of the experiments in this section is that strategies co-evolve with the cate-
gories and lexical systems from scratch. But often times new conceptualization
strategies can re-use existing material including categories as well as lexical and
grammatical constructions and extend them to work within the new conceptual
space that a strategy spans. This has been attested in spatial language which of-
ten is thought to originate in language for body parts (see for example MacLaury
1989). For the results in this section this means that the harsh condition that
agents start from virtually nothing can be relaxed. Applying this insight to exap-
tation one can predict that when systems become exapted and there are strong
incentives for the population that direct invention of new strategies, this has
positive effects on the success and on alignment in conceptualization. A more
detailed account of this phenomenon is, however, deferred to later sections.
The results presented in this section are interesting because they show that
agents can negotiate conceptualization strategies without marking them explic-
itly in language. Indirect feedback via the spatial relations and the lexical system
associated with a particular spatial strategy are enough to allow the system to
organize itself. However, an important factor of linguistic systems was deliber-
ately avoided in the discussion so far: the role of syntax. Many of the problems
which cannot be solved by discrimination alone can be solved by agents when
they are able to mark and express their strategies in more complex ways than
so far studied. The next sections picks up on this theme and gradually introduce
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additional invention and learning mechanisms particular to the mapping from
conceptualization strategies to syntactic structure.
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expressing landmarks
Conceptual alignment is powerful but also has its limits. The most prominent
of which is that conceptual alignment is based on the idea that the population
agrees on using a single strategy. Now, even a superficial look at English and
German reveals that, in fact, these languages support many different ways of
conceptualizing space at the same time. The reason for allowing diverse strate-
gies to flourish in a population is clearly related to the ability to discriminate
and denote many objects in different spatial settings. German and English ex-
hibit a rich system of different conceptualization strategies such as allocentric
and egocentric, but they also allow the usage of different frames of reference, all
of which enables agents to be successful in communication particularly when
facing different spatial layouts and features of the particular environment. The
grammar of the respective languages organizes the expression of these differ-
ent strategies, but the expression of each strategy also relies heavily on lexical
systems which go beyond simply expressing the names of spatial relations. In
this section I consider the expression of compositional semantics using lexical
items. This is the first step towards grammar and a necessary prerequisite for
grammatical development.
In particular, this section details the step from single-word utterances encom-
passing only the lexical items of spatial categories tomulti-word utteranceswhich
besides the spatial relation express semantic entities as part of the conceptualiza-
tion strategy. A good example for these are reference objects which are typically
themselves marked using lexical items such as in links von dir (‘to the left of you’)
which explicitly marks the reference object as being the hearer via the pronoun
dir (‘you’). Earlier sections of this book already dealt with lexical systems and
much of the discussion applies to extended lexical systems which incorporate
lexical items for landmarks and the like. Essentially, one is left with generaliz-
ing the construction invention and adoption operators for spatial categories to
include other semantic entities. This endows agents with the capacity for lexical
marking of reference objects as part of conceptualization strategies. This single
step to multi-word utterances alone, as is argued in this chapter, allows agents
to be more adaptive and more successful in communication.
12 Multi-word lexical systems for expressing landmarks
12.1 Invention and alignment operators
In order to study the behavior of systems that allow for more expressiveness us-
ing multi-word utterances, I adapt the operators that invent constructions for
spatial categories and extend them to deal with semantic items that are not spa-
tial categories. Technically, these operators enable speakers to invent construc-
tions for bind statements in the conceptualized meaning they want to express.
On the other hand, hearers can employ similar operators that adopt unknown
strings by linking them to bind statements in interpreted meaning, specifically
in re-conceptualized meaning. Figure 12.1 shows the meaning conceptualized for
a particular context using an egocentric strategy. Themeaning contains two bind
statements, i.e. two semantic entities, for which the agent has invented two lex-
ical constructions. One for the spatial category and one for the discourse role
speaker. Consequently, the speaker utters two words for this particular meaning.
In this case the meaning will be conveyed using the utterance rexute calipo with
no word-order constraints applying. In fact, because there are no word order
constraints, the strings are shuffled and the speaker is equally likely to utter any
permutation of the two words. The hearer upon encountering such an utterance
will use the power of re-conceptualization to find an appropriate interpretation
of the utterance which sets up the learning context. Depending on how much he
already knows, this might be an easy task. However, if he does not know any of
the two words, he first has to invent a category based on the topic and the most
likely conceptualization strategy given the current context. Let us suppose the
hearer has already encountered the spatial category named by the word rexute. If
he re-conceptualizes that the speaker most probably used an egocentric strategy,
the interpreted meaning looks very similar to the meaning conceptualized by the
speaker; the only difference being that he uses his spatial category. Because there
is precisely one unknown word for the hearer and one bind statement in the in-
terpreted meaning that is not linked to a word in the utterance, this presents a
learning opportunity for the hearer and he can adopt the word calipo to mean
the discourse role speaker.
There are two types of problems that lead to the invention of new markers.
First, if production for a particular meaning fails altogether, i.e. no utterance can
be produced, a specific diagnostic triggers and reports a problem. This problem
immediately starts a dedicated repair strategy which scans the meaning, looks
for bind statements and invents new words for all bind statements in the mean-
ing. Preference is given for inventing words for spatial categories. The reason is
that if an agent cannot express a spatial category used in conceptualization, this
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(identify-location-projective-intrinsic ?target ?src ?cat)
(bind spatial-category ?cat cat-122)(geometric-transform ?src ?ctx ?landmark)
(identify-discourse-participant ?landmark ?ctx ?discourse-role)
(bind discourse-role ?discourse-role speaker)(get-context ?ctx)
Figure 12.1: Semantic structure for an egocentric conceptualization.
category has just been invented by him. The invention of lexical constructions
linking to other semantic entities is controlled by a parameter that adjusts how
eager agents invent new linguistic items. The second situation that might lead
to the invention of new markers is when agents notice in re-entrance that they
might be misunderstood. This is typically the case if an agent is conceptualizing
using a category that already has a name. In such cases production will use that
name which leads to a single-word utterance consisting of the category name. If
the agent re-enters, that is parses and interprets his own utterance before pass-
ing it to the hearer, he might find that the category name alone does not exclude
other conceptualization strategies in interpretation. Let us suppose an agent has
conceptualized the category cat-122 using an egocentric strategy. If he only utters
the word associated with that category, other conceptualization strategies such
as allocentric and egocentric hearer are possible and might lead to other interpre-
tations. A special diagnostic identifies this condition and reports a problem. The
repair strategy triggered by these problems will solves the problem by inventing
a marker for the bind statement in the conceptualized meaning that the speaker
could not recover when parsing his own utterance. The process of marking un-
expressed meaning is important and will play a significant role in later sections.
Figure 12.2 gives an overview of this process. The hearer uses the same learning
operators for diagnosing and repairing the re-production process. But instead of
inventing new strings, he re-uses unknown strings from the utterance passed to
him by the speaker.
Lexical constructions denoting additional bind statements are subject to the
same alignment control operations as all the other lexical constructions for spa-
tial relations. However, there is a fundamental difference in the way semantic
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(identify-location-projective-intrinsic ?target ?src ?cat)
(geometric-transform ?src ?ctx ?landmark)
(identify-discourse-participant ?landmark ?ctx ?discourse-role)








(identify-location-projective-intrinsic ?target ?src ?cat)
(bind spatial-category ?cat cat-122)(geometric-transform ?src ?ctx ?landmark)
(identify-discourse-participant ?landmark ?ctx ?discourse-role)
(bind discourse-role ?discourse-role speaker)(get-context ?ctx)
(bind spatial-category ?cat cat-122)
unexpressed-meaning = meaning - parsed-meaning
Figure 12.2: Example of a learning situation in which agents invent additional
names for semantic entities in production. The left shows the pro-
cesses run as part of production. Suppose the agent has conceptu-
alized the meaning shown on top. He produces for this topic. Be-
cause he already has a construction to express the category cat-122,
he would utter the word retoxe. Before passing the utterance to the
hearer, he re-enters the utterance himself and interprets the parsed
meaning. Having only expressed the category, he potentially inter-
prets different target objects. He detects this problem and extracts
the unexpressed meaning shown below which consists of the com-
plete network without the category which was expressed in the ut-
terance. A repair strategy can now scan the unexpressed meaning
and potentially invent a lexical construction for the discourse role
speaker which was not expressed. The same mechanism is re-used
for the evolution of grammatical systems discussed in later sections.
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entities like discourse roles and object classes are treated in this book from the
way spatial categories are treated. The representations of spatial categories are
shaped by agents and it is part of the argument how spatial categories are adapted.
For object classes and discourse roles this does not hold. Rather, such entities are
given to agents and their internal representation is fixed. For these items then
the problem of language evolution reduces to mere naming problems, i.e. finding
words for established concepts. The discussion of how these items, i.e. the agent
internal concepts, can emerge and how they are shaped is not discussed here.
For the emergence of naming systems, however, the same insights apply as for
the lexical systems involving categories. Lexical constructions for naming such
concepts are subject to continuous tracking of their respective success as well as
punishment of competitors for the same concepts using lateral inhibition.
Lastly, a hearer encounter a situation where he is confronted with two un-
known words in the utterance passed to him by the speaker. While the he might
nevertheless be able to re-conceptualize some meaning involving two semantic
entities, he faces a tough problem because in principle all possible linkings be-
tween the two semantic entities and the two words are possible. In such cases
hearers give up and learn neither of them.
12.2 Experimental setup and results
I test the effectiveness of the learning operators on spatial scenes. The main fac-
tor manipulated is the objects eligible to be topics. The robots and the allocentric
landmarks, in each scene are also sometimes topics of communicative interac-
tions. So instead of just talking about the blocks in their environment agents
now have to talk about themselves and the box landmark. The idea behind this
is that scenes where the reference objects themselves are chosen as topic help
agents develop a system for naming these objects. The growing lexical system
for reference objects can then be re-used when inventing and adopting new spa-
tial categories in conceptualization strategies featuring the reference objects. In
other words, this allows the systems for marking reference objects and spatial
categories to co-evolve.
Figure 12.3 shows that lexical learning operators extend well to semantic enti-
ties that are not spatial categories. Agents in the experiments summarized in the
graph are equipped with allocentric and egocentric projective strategies (intrin-
sic). We can see that agents not only develop categories but also lexical items to
name the three possible reference objects. We can see that agents reach success
fast with synonyms arising for the different reference objects that are gradually
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Figure 12.3: Results for an experiment were agents are equipped with three con-
ceptualization strategies: allocentric, egocentric speaker and ego-
centric hearer. Additionally, agents are given invention and adop-
tion mechanisms for lexical constructions to denote the landmarks
themselves.
removed again from the population. The number of constructions stays consis-
tently higher than the number of categories which refers to the lexical construc-
tions that link to object classes and discourse roles. In total, agents need three
additional constructions – one for each strategy.
One can contrast these results to some extent with alignment of conceptual-
ization strategy results. Figure 12.4 compares the communicative success and
shows that for all things being equal, allowing agents to mark the conceptualiza-
tion strategy is overall more successful and reaches successful levels faster than
relying on only on alignment of conceptualization strategies. Such comparisons,
however, have to be read very carefully. First, the dynamics of alignment is sub-
ject to sets of parameters and sometimes small changes in these parameters have
significant effects on overall communicative success, but also on the dynamics
of development. Second, the experiment shows one particular run in a particular
environment. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to extrapolate these results. If
agents have the capacity to be more expressive, this clearly helps them in being
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more precise in communication. In particular, the expression of reference objects
eliminates the major source of errors in conceptualization alignment, namely
the problem of guessing the strategy used. It is therefore plausible to assume
that marking always outperforms strategy alignment in sufficiently complicated
environmental conditions that necessitate the balancing of different strategies.
12.3 Discussion
One can conclude that lexical expressivity is enormously helpful and allows
agents to develop communication systems more rapidly and more successfully.
Additionally agents can be successful in different environments and spatial se-
tups, because the different conceptualization strategies co-exist at the same time
and there is no need for competition and alignment of strategies in the strict
sense. Lexical marking, consequently, also leads to more adaptive systems if the
environment changes later. All it takes, if new possible reference objects arise,
is to invent new markers, whereas in conceptual alignment agents have to come
up with new strategies altogether.
Lexical-only systems have an additional problem with respect to spatial lan-
guage. Lexical marking cannot disambiguate semantic structure that encom-
passes the same semantic entities but different operations. For instance, the ut-
terance der linke block (‘the left block’) has a different semantic structure than
links des blockes (‘to the left of the block’). Albeit both have the same lexical items,
there is a clear difference in semantic function. In the case of the adjective noun
phrase, links (‘left’) is used as a modifier modifying the set of blocks. In the case
of the prepositional phrase links (‘left’) is related to a landmark denoted by the
determined noun phrase des blockes (‘the block’).
More information can be found in Spranger 2012a; 2013a.
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alignment vs marking alignment marking
Figure 12.4: Comparison of alignment only versus lexical marking of strategies.
The results are based on landmark selection and three strategies are
available to agents: allocentric, speaker and hearer. In the “align-
ment” condition agents are given the three strategies plus mecha-
nisms for strategy alignment. In the “marking” condition agents can
develop a lexicon for disambiguating the strategy they are using in
a particular language game. The two approaches are tested on differ-
ent sets of spatial scenes. The more complex spatial scenes are, the
larger is the advantage of marking the conceptualization strategy.
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13 Function and evolution of locative
spatial grammar
Purely lexical communication systems are limited because while they enable
agents to express semantic entities, in a restricted sense they do not allow to
encode how these semantic entities are supposed to be used, in particular, they























‘the block to the left’,
all consist of the same lexical material but their meaning structure is quite differ-
ent. In (1) the spatial relation is used as modifier on the set of objects denoted by
the noun, whereas in (2) the spatial category is applied to a landmark denoted
by the noun. In (3) a determined noun phrase is followed by the category ex-
pressed as an adverb which denotes a region that is used to modify the set of
blocks. In difference to (1), however, the spatial category is related to a covert
landmark, not a group-based relative reference system. If an agent in a spatial
language game is confronted with these utterances, he is supposed to process the
context differently in each case. In some contexts the referent denoted by each
of these two utterances might be the same, but this is not necessarily true for all
spatial scenes. Clues for the different processing of these utterances are in the
13 Function and evolution of locative spatial grammar
grammatical structure of each of them. In the first case, the word order and the
morphology make it clear that the spatial category is used as an adjective within
a determined adjective noun phrase. In the second case, it is the usage of the spa-
tial category as preposition that encodes that the determined noun phrase tail of
the phrase is denoting the landmark to which the spatial relation is applied. In
(3), the lack of a following noun phrase reveals the use of the spatial category as
adverb which entails inferences about the type of the region, e.g., the region can
be internal or external and there must be a covert landmark. Consequently, these
three examples show how the German grammatical system provides valuable in-
dications as to how to interpret each of these utterances. In this chapter, I will
be concerned with two claims following from this observation. First, grammar
is necessary to avoid ambiguity and errors in interpretation. Second, given the
communicative need to avoid such problems in communication, agents equipped
with the right learning and invention operators can develop grammatical com-
munication systems.1
(apply-selector ?target ?source ?sel)
(bind selector ?sel unique)
(apply-angular-spatial-category-group-based ?source ?source-2 ?cat)
(bind lateral-category ?cat left)(apply-class ?source-2 ?ctx ?class)
(bind object-class ?class block)(get-context ?ctx)
Figure 13.1: Semantic structure underlying (1) and (4). The semantic structure has
three semantic entities which are linked in such a way that the set of
blocks filtered by the primitive apply-class is further filtered by the
spatial category left which is applied here to a group-based relative
landmark. Finally, the selector unique is applied retrieving the best
scoring element.
1 Ideas and results presented in this chapter are published in (Spranger & Steels 2012) and
(Spranger, Pauw & Loetzsch 2010).
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(construct-region-lateral ?region ?ctx ?landmark ?cat ?f-o-r)
(bind lateral-category ?cat left)
(apply-selector ?landmark ?landmarks ?selector-2)
(apply-class ?landmarks ?ctx ?landmark-class) (bind selector ?selector-2 unique)
(bind object-class ?landmark-class block)(get-context ?ctx)
Figure 13.2: Semantic structure underlying (2) and (4). This semantic structure
encodes how to construct a lateral region based on the spatial rela-
tion left using the landmark that is provided by the subpart of the
structure singeling out an object from the context by applying the
object class block and the selector unique.
13.1 The importance of grammar
The main hypothesis pursued in this section is that grammar is important be-
cause it conveys information as to how lexical items, e.g. spatial relations, in-
teract in semantic structure and which role the lexical items play within the se-
mantic structure. By providing this important information on how to process the
context, grammar reduces the search space of possible interpretations of a phrase
and thereby enhances the communicative success of the population. To see this,
it is helpful to consider what is left if one were to “remove” the grammatical cues







This phrase is non-grammatical because it lacks proper Germanmorphology and
word order among other things. Now this phrase can be interpreted in many dif-
ferent ways. Since semantics are represented using IRL, we will immediately
make this point using IRL-networks to formalize what is meant by different se-
mantics. Three plausible spatial semantic interpretations of (4) are shown in Fig-
ures 13.1, 13.2 and 13.3. The semantic structures shown in these figures formalize
the intuitive notions formulated in the beginning of this chapter as to what the
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(bind selector ?selector unique)
(apply-selector ?object ?objects ?selector)
(apply-class ?objects ?src ?class)
(bind object-class ?class block)(apply-spatial-region ?src ?region)
(construct-region-lateral ?region ?ctx ?landmark ?cat ?f-o-r)
(bind lateral-category ?cat left)(get-context ?ctx)
Figure 13.3: Semantic structure underlying (3) and 4. The spatial relation left is
used here to construct a region based on an unspecified landmark.
The region is used to filter the context, followed by the application
of the object class block to further filter the objects, followed by the
application of the selector unique.
difference is in the semantics of (1) to (3) which are all utterances built using
the same lexical material as (4). Mort importantly, however, all three semantic
structures are valid interpretations of (4) because Example 4 only constraints
the space of possible interpretations by providing a set of semantic entities that
need to be part of the semantic structure. The three semantic entities encoded
in this utterance are part of all three semantic structures. To understand then
what information grammar provides in the formal framework of IRL, one can
examine the differences in interpretations. There are two important differences
between these structures; the first is related to the cognitive operations involved.
For instance, semantic structure 13.1 involves the operation apply-spatial-category-
group-based which is not found in 13.2 or 13.3. The other important difference is
in terms of how operations are linked. The difference between the structures in
Figures 13.2 and 13.3 is not only which cognitive operations are part of each of
them, but primarily one of how the cognitive operations are linked. In Figure 13.2,
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the landmark of the spatial region is given by the subnetwork consisting of apply-
selector and apply-class, whereas in 13.3 this subnetwork is linked to the output of
the operation apply-spatial-region so as to further refine the set of objects which
are filtered using the spatial region. In the formal framework pursued in this
book, grammar is related to which cognitive operations are part of the semantic
structure of an utterance and how the semantic structure is internally linked.
Removing the grammatical cues from (1) to (3) increases the number of possible
interpretations of these phrases. Consequently, grammar is related to semantic
ambiguity which I defined as different possible semantic structures underlying
the same utterance (see Section 9.2). The increase in possible interpretations of
a phrase impacts in two ways. First, it can lead to failure in communication be-
cause the hearer interprets the phrase differently and the different interpretation
leads to mistakes in establishing reference, i.e., the hearer interprets the phrase
to refer to the wrong topic. Second, semantic ambiguity leads to additional effort
in interpretation on the part of the hearer. If there are multiple interpretations,
of a phrase, the hearer has to test all of them in order to find the correct inter-
pretation.
13.1.1 Experimental results
Figure 13.4 showswhat happenswhen all grammatical constructions are removed
from the German locative system. Every utterance produced by an agent oper-
ating a lexical system conveys only the semantic entities, e.g. spatial relations,
object classes, determiners and discourse roles without explicitly marking their
relationships in the semantic structure. Figure 13.4 compares the performance
on different sets of spatial scenes with varying features and degrees of complex-
ity. To the left the condition is one in which many objects are distributed around
an allocentric landmark. The middle condition is one in which scenes have no
allocentric landmark. The condition shown to the right has both scenes with al-
locentric and without allocentric landmark but is generally more complex with
respect to the number of objects and distribution of objects. Additionally, the
position of the interlocutors is more varied. Clearly, the more complex spatial
scenes are the more important non-ambiguous communication is. On the other
hand, it is quite strikingly not the case that communication breaks down com-
pletely when agents are lacking grammatical devices in their language. Rather,
agents are in general successful in communication. They are able to establish
correct reference in well over 70% of cases and, for instance in the middle con-
dition in almost 90% of the cases. The reasons for this is the powerful active
interpretation capacity that agents are endowed with which allows them to find
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combined (more objects)no allocentric landmarkmany objects
Figure 13.4: The figure compares the performance of agents equipped with a
purely lexical system with a population in which all agents operate
the German space grammar discussed in Section 7. There are three
conditions “many objects”, “no allocentric landmark” and “combined
(more objects)”. In the first condition, agents have similar perspec-
tives on the scene and there are quite a few objects. In the middle
condition, there is no box landmark. Agents can only use themselves
as landmark or have to resort to group-based reference. The last con-
dition is a combination of the two, but with scenes that have even
more objects.
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lexicon only vs grammar -- average number of interpretations
lexicon only grammar
combined (more objects)no allocentric landmarkmany objects
Figure 13.5: This figure compares the number of semantic structures tried in in-
terpretation for German locative phrases processedwith andwithout
grammar.
the most probable object given the lexical material they observe in the utterance.
But this success is also in part due to the overall limited nature of conceptualiza-
tion strategies which for every scene is among the range of 10 but not infinitely
large which allows agents to guess the meaning of purely lexical utterances.
Clearly, there is a communicative advantage for having grammatical construc-
tions that allow agents to recover additional information not communicated by
lexical items alone. Figure 13.5 shows the advantage of grammar in processing
spatial utterances by comparing the number of interpretations hearers had to
try in order to arrive at the best interpretation of the phrase. This number is sig-
nificantly higher for lexical systems than it is for the German locative grammar
discussed in this book. Essentially the results measure semantic ambiguity and
show efficiency in interpreting utterances. The figure shows the average num-
ber of interpretations (10000 interactions). In the case of grammar, the average is
just barely above 1.0. When agents are equipped with grammar, there is only one
type of utterance that is really ambiguous in terms of processing. An example of
such an utterance is der Block links der Kiste (‘the block left of the box’), which
can be interpreted in an intrinsic or relative way. For purely lexical systems the
number of interpretations the hearer has to try for each phrase is high. On av-
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lexicon only vs grammar -- conceptualization-interpretation-equality
combined (more objects)no allocentric landmarkmany objects
lexicon only grammar
Figure 13.6: This figure shows how similar the semantic structure recovered by
the hearer is to the conceptualization strategy of the speaker. The
effect is compared for different sets of spatial scenes. If the seman-
tic structures are equal, the interaction counts as 1.0, if not – as 0.0.
The results show the average over 10000 interactions. In the case of
grammatical systems, the speaker was able to recover the correct se-
mantic structure in all games. For purely lexical systems this number
drops to 80%. This number correlates to some respect with commu-
nicative success. But not in all spatial scenes is a drop in the number
of scenes in which the hearer correctly interprets the phrase equal
to to a drop in communicative success.
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erage more than six interpretations have to be tried for every single utterance
in all three conditions. The peak for the condition “no allocentric landmark” is
due to the increased number of utterances consisting of three lexical items in
this condition. Utterances involving three lexical items can be interpreted as de-
termined adjective noun phrases, but also in many ways including covert spatial
landmarks and even perspective. Themiddle condition licenses many three word
utterances. Because of the lack of an allocentric landmark, speakers will often
choose the adjectival strategy without being able to clearly express themselves
and mark their strategy using grammar. Nevertheless, if we look back at the im-
pact on communicative success, there is no direct correlation between number
of interpretations of a phrase and communicative success. In the no allocentric
landmark condition the drop in success is not as strong as the rise in number
of interpretations per phrase. An explanation can be seen in Figure 13.6 which
shows that while the number of interpretations increases, the rate with which
hearers find the correct interpretation does not drop as strong for the condition.
13.1.2 Factors influencing the importance of grammar
If grammar has positive effects on processing and communicative success, one
can ask the follow-up question: what are the factors determining how much im-
pact grammar has. How much agents with grammar perform better in terms of
communicative success is largely a function of the environment and the number
of possible interpretations of each utterance. Themore complex the environment
and the larger the number of different possible interpretations of a phrase, the
more problems occur in communication. If agents share similar viewpoints on
the scene, if perceptual deviation is minimal and if there are only few objects in
the scene, the effect of grammar is less strong than in cases where viewpoints
are different, perceptual deviation is strong and the number of objects is high
(a fact that is demonstrated in Figure 13.4). But these influences are quite subtle.
For instance, the results shown in Figures 13.5 and 13.6 suggest that it is not only
the number of interpretations that make a difference, but the ambiguity has to
matter with respect to the environment. for instance, perspective is relevant to
certain aspects of the German locative system, but it does not necessarily cause
problems in communication. Many conceptualization strategies such as the ab-
solute one are agnostic to perspective. One also has to be careful not to confuse
the sensitivity of some conceptualization strategies with the impact of grammar.
A strategy fully expressed in grammar can remain sensitive to perspective, e.g.,
determined spatial adjective noun phrases need to be interpreted with respect
to some perspective. But the sensitivity remains if one expresses the underlying
group-based reference conceptualization strategy lexically only.
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The performance with respect to processing is governed by the number of pos-
sible different interpretations of a particular phrase. The higher the number of
possible interpretations is themore conceptualization strategies need to be tested
and processed. The number is essentially a function of how much re-use of lexi-
cal items occurs in the language or how much particular semantic entities such
as spatial relations participate in different interpretations. For instance, in the
German locative system, lateral and frontal projective spatial relations occur in
relative and intrinsic conceptualization strategies. Absolute categories do not
participate in intrinsic and relative conceptualization strategies but only in ab-
solute ones. To remove the power of grammar to disambiguate, therefore, has
less effect on absolute spatial relations. Consequently, if a semantic entity only
participates in a single conceptualization strategy, removing parts of grammar
related to that entity has little or no effect, whereas when the entity participates
in many different conceptualization strategies this can have a big impact. Addi-
tionally, the increase in ambiguity is paired with features of the environment. If
features of the environment are such that agents are not using a particularly am-
biguous set of strategies, than ambiguity does not play a role in these conditions.
13.2 Emergence of grammatical markers
Following the argument for the impact of grammar on communicative success
and processing, I can turn to the question: what are the necessary invention,
adoption and alignment mechanisms so that agents can self-organize grammati-
cal communication systems? I will attempt to answer this question by looking at
a smaller set of conceptualization strategies than the full-blown German locative
system and by reducing grammar deliberately to marking of conceptualization
strategies. That is, I do not discuss howword order arises andmay become shared
or how the complex morphological system of German may be culturally negoti-
ated. Rather, I look at grammatical systems that are marking the part of semantic
structure related to processing of semantic entities. In this scheme, grammatical
constructions map certain parts of semantic structure – namely cognitive oper-
ations and their links to strings, henceforth called markers. These constructions
build up a shallow hierarchy. Their constituents are lexical items that provide
semantic entities.
An important example of semantic ambiguity in German locative phrases is
related to frames of reference. The lexical item über (‘over’) can be processed in
all three frames of reference: absolute, intrinsic and relative. For studying the
development of grammatical systems, agents are given four conceptualization
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Figure 13.7: Grammatical construction for marking the intrinsic conceptualiza-
tion strategy (see Figure 13.8). The construction has three lexical con-
stituents: a spatial relation, a selector and an object class. In produc-
tion, the intrinsic strategy is expressed using the three lexical con-
stituents plus the marker bo that is introduced by this construction.
In parsing the construction fully recovers the intrinsic conceptual-
ization strategies upon observing three compatible lexical items and
the marker bo. Notice that categories are the same on the syntactic
and semantic side which follows the design of lexical constructions.
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(identify-location ?target ?src ?cat)
(geometric-transform ?src ?ctx ?landmark)
(apply-selector ?landmark ?objects ?sel)
(apply-class ?objects ?ctx ?class)
(get-context ?ctx)
Figure 13.8: IRL-network of the intrinsic conceptualization strategy. A corre-
sponding construction for expressing this strategy is shown in Figure
13.7.
strategies: intrinsic, absolute, relative from the perspective of the speaker and rel-
ative from the perspective of the hearer. Agents are equipped with four angular
spatial relations, all of which are modeled after vor (‘front’), hinter (‘back’), links
(‘left’) and rechts (‘right’) with the difference that they behave like über (‘up’) and
partake in intrinsic, relative and absolute conceptualization strategies. Agents op-
erating only lexical constructions will express themselves always in three word
utterances. The utterances consist of the spatial relation as well as a determiner
and a noun. All four strategies operate the same set spatial relations and all apply
the frame of reference to an allocentric landmark which can be marked lexically.
For any utterance the three words alone never distinguish between the four con-
ceptualization strategies given to agents, but rather a hearer always has to try all
four strategies, in order, to retrieve the most likely topic. The lexical agents can
be contrasted with agents operating grammatical constructions. Grammatical
constructions allow agents to communicate the conceptualization strategy they
used by marking it. Figure 13.7 shows a grammatical construction that marks the
intrinsic strategy (see Figure 13.8) with the marker bo. Consequently, an agent
equipped with this construction, if he uses the intrinsic strategy in conceptu-
alization, constructs an utterance involving a spatial term, the determiner, an
object class term and the marker bo. Subsequently, in interpretation a hearer
of this utterance parses a complete IRL-network and he is not required to ad-
ditionally process the other conceptualization strategies to find the topic of the
phrase. Figure 13.9 compares the performance of lexical agents that only operate
lexical constructions with agents that grammatically mark the conceptualization
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strategy they are using. We can observe similar effects of grammar both on pro-
cessing and communicative success as for the complete German locative system.





















lexicon only vs grammatical marking lexicon only grammar
Figure 13.9: Comparison of purely lexical agents equipped with four angular con-
ceptualization strategies. Half of the strategies are dependent on per-
spective, hence, the impact of changing the perspective of robots on
the scene is a major impact. Another factor is the number of objects
in each scene.
13.2.1 Invention and alignment operators
The results shown in this and the previous section undoubtedly demonstrate the
advantage of a communication system that allows agents to mark the usage of
the same semantic entities in different conceptualization strategies. The clear
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communicative advantages for grammar in spatial settings can fuel a process
whereby agents are actively developing grammatical markers in order to com-
municate more successfully. To verify this claim I research which diagnostics
and repair strategies are needed for agents to invent grammatical constructions,
and which alignment operations are needed so that agents develop a success-
ful and concise grammatical system that helps them solve their communicative
problems.
Invention and adoption of grammatical markers is implemented using ded-
icated diagnostics and repairs. Agents monitor themselves, diagnose problems
and potentially repair diagnosed problems in communication. When a speaker di-
agnoses that in production, particularly in re-entrance, the utterance he is about
to produce has multiple different topics, he creates a problem called multiple-
target-entities. This problem is fixed by a dedicated repair strategy that invents
a grammatical construction. The new construction maps the semantic structure
used in conceptualization onto a grammatical marker. The speaker restarts pro-
duction in the hope that the newly invented grammatical construction helps in
disambiguating the conceptualization strategy he applied and, subsequently, re-
duces ambiguity in interpretation for the hearer. Upon hearing the new marker,
the hearer diagnoses the problem uncovered-strings because he is exposed to the
newly invented marker for the first time. The hearer in re-production invents
a new grammatical construction mapping the observed unparsed string to the
meaning he was able to re-conceptualize. At the end of the interaction both in-
teracting agents have a grammatical construction that links the new marker to
the conceptualization strategy both have used in production and re-production,
respectively.
Besides invention and adoption, agents need alignment strategies. There are
two goals for alignment strategies. First, the hearer might adopt the marker such
that it links to a different conceptualization strategy then the one used by the
speaker. In this case the alignment operators have to orchestrate that one of the
wrong mappings dies out over time. The second goal is that if there are multiple
markers floating in the population for the same conceptualization strategy, then
the agents of the population should come to an agreement as to which marker to
use for that particular strategy. Alignment for grammatical constructions is the
same as for lexical constructions. Successfully used constructions are rewarded,
unsuccessfully used constructions punished. Additionally, competitor construc-
tions are punished; these are the constructions that could have been used in
production but were not used because another construction covering the same
semantic structure was applied and has a higher score. This of course implements
lateral inhibition dynamics for grammatical constructions.
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13.2.2 Experimental setup and results
The performance of the proposed invention, adoption and alignment operators
is tested on different sets of spatial scenes. Agents are equipped with four spatial
relations, one determiner and three object classes together with lexical construc-
tions for expressing these items. In total agents are given eight lexical construc-
tions for the four spatial relations, the determiner and the three object classes
(robot, box and block). Moreover, agents are given the four conceptualization
strategies discussed earlier. The task for agent is then to develop a system that
allows them to increase their success from the lexicon-only baseline condition to
100% success. Figure 13.10 shows the dynamics of development for populations
operating the invention and alignment operators as well as the lexical construc-
tions and the semantic entities discussed. Agents are able to develop successful
grammatical marking systems given the need to disambiguate semantic structure
in all three environmental conditions considered. In all cases agents develop a
grammatical marker system consisting of four markers marking the four concep-
tualization strategies. We can also see that essentially in all conditions markers
are necessary for disambiguation. It is just the number of contexts that require
disambiguation that drives development of the marker system. Clearly this num-
ber is low in the case of the “similar perspective” condition.
13.3 Discussion
The notion of grammar used in this section is weak in many respects. Syntax is a
complex phenomenon. In German, for instance, one can find a myriad of differ-
ent grammatical strategies such as gender and number agreement, morphology
and a complicated case system for conveying important aspects of conceptual-
ization strategies. Word classes, aspectual systems, verb particles – all these are
patterns used to convey what the speaker has in mind. So the notion of grammar
underlying the evolution experiments in this section is at best an abstraction that
tries to preserve some structural properties, such as the relation of grammar to
structural properties of semantic structure as well as the relation to cognitive
operations, but in no way is meant to purport any general claims about gram-
matical evolution and grammaticalization. Nevertheless, this section shows why
grammar is important on a fundamental level and how this purpose of grammar
can be used for self-organization of such a system. The argument was backed up
by experiments in which the grammar part is removed, reducing agents to use
merely lexical systems. Subsequently agents grew back grammatical construc-
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number of grammatical cxn
Figure 13.10: Development of grammatical markers over time. As the number
of grammatical markers in the population increases, the number
of interpretations per phrase drops. In all three conditions agents
self-organize a grammatical communication system and are able to




tions given the right set of invention and alignment operators. In principle, this
sort of argument, therefore, shows less how a particular grammatical system
evolves, but what the necessary conditions for the emergence of grammar are
and how they can be exploited for agents to self-organize grammatical commu-
nication systems. This chapter, as a consequence, provides substantial evidence
for the functional approach to language because it shows how the function of
language for communication can be the driving factor in self-organization.
The results presented in this chapter have been published in Spranger, Pauw






14 Conclusion and future work
This book sets out to provide evidence for the theory of language evolution
through linguistic selection using robotic experiments. It followed the hypothe-
sis that spatial language evolution can be explained as a cultural process in which
syntax and semantics co-evolve through selection, self-organization and recruit-
ment (see Section 1.3).
This book achieved two main objectives (defined in Section 1.4).
• The first achievement is a detailedmodel of the computational mechanisms
behind spatial language production and parsing, but also behind spatial
conceptualization and the perception of spatial scenes. For this book a suffi-
ciently complex part of German spatial language, namely, locative phrases
was reconstructed and its success in communication tested.
• The second achievement of this book is to give evolutionary explanations
for spatial language. Here, the book hypothesized a set of evolutionary
stages and provided evidence for the theory of linguistic selection using
computational models. The book demonstrates that the theory of linguis-
tic selection can be applied to stages in the evolution of spatial language.
Selection, self-organization and recruitment are shown to be vital parts
of evolutionary explanations for (a) the formation of single-word spatial
category systems, (2) the origins of spatial conceptualization strategies, (3)
multi-word systems for marking landmarks, and (4) the evolution of gram-
mar for marking semantic function.
This book shows how linguistic and conceptual evolution can be organized for
different stages of complexity. What is certainly still missing is the evolution-
ary link between the different stages of complexity. The book does not show
how agents develop from purely lexical systems into more and more grammati-
cal systems in a unified experiment. Rather grammatical development was based
upon fixed lexical systems. Consequently one interesting route of future work is
to combine the stages on lexical development with the grammatical stage.
Besides a more holistic approach to evolution there are two important future
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avenues for research – textscexaptation and the evolution of syntactic and se-
mantic categorization.
14.1 Exaptation
A complex of issues that was only touched in passing in this book is exapta-
tion. Exaptation is a concept from biology (Gould & Lewontin 1979; Gould &
Vrba 1982; Gould 1991) which explains the evolution of certain features in bio-
logical species through co-optation of structures originally developed for other
purposes. A prime example for exaptation in biology are bird feathers which are
believed to have originated as a system for thermoregulation of body tempera-
ture. Onlymuch later did they develop into a complex flyingmechanism (Ostrom
1974; Zhou 2004).
Such processes are ubiquitous also in language evolution. For instance, pos-
ture verbs in Dutch (or generally in Germanic languages) started out as a dedi-
cated system for denoting human postures but since have developed into general
verbs for denoting spatial configurations or even abstract meanings. So, for in-
stance, speakers of Dutch find it perfectly natural to talk about clothes lying
on the counter and oneself sitting in an economic crisis (Lemmens 2002; 2004;
Spranger & Loetzsch 2009; Steels & Spranger 2009). Cognitive linguists tracing
these phenomena hypothesize a trajectory inwhich the original terms for human
postures become metaphorically extended to additional domains such as the spa-
tial configuration of non-human objects, which triggers an extensions to abstract
domains such as economic states of affairs (Lemmens 2004). Similar trajectories
have been proposed for posture verbs in Bulgarian which seem to gradually de-
velop into aspectual markers (Kuteva 1999). Most importantly though, the same
phenomenon has been attested for spatial language, e.g. by MacLaury (1989),
who claims that body part terms are gradually developing into locatives in the
Zapotec language. A last example of such processes are metaphorical extensions
from the domain of space to the domain of time (Boroditsky 2000; Tenbrink 2011).
In many languages, time is conceptualized and talked about using prepositions
and relations originating in the spatial domain. An example from English is the
preposition before, which can be used to, e.g., talk about objects in space but also
for the temporal arrangements of meetings.
There are quite a number of proposals for explaining such processes. Image
Schema Theory (Johnson 1987), Conceptual Blending Theory (Fauconnier 1994),
and Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff & Johnson 1980) have been proposed
for explaining similar phenomena. From the viewpoint of evolutionary linguis-
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tics these individual trajectories of language change can be analyzed in terms of
exaptation (Lass 1990; 1997). New conceptualization strategies emerge against
the background of existing strategies and using mechanisms such as metaphor-
ical extension exapt existing linguistic material for new purposes. Body part
terms are re-used for locative expressions, posture verbs are exapted as aspec-
tual markers. While initial experiments for these kinds of processes were carried
out, a more concerted effort for tracing exaptive processes remains to be imple-
mented. Such experiments can also close the gap from the abstract experiments
reported in this book to attempts at explaining individual trajectories of language
change such as the evolution of Zapotec locative phrases or even German loca-
tive phrases.






Figure 14.1: The grammar square (figure adapted from Steels 2011b). Lexical con-
structions directly link meaning and form, but grammatical con-
struction go through an additional layer of semantic and syntactic
categorization
A number of studies on grammatical development focus on another aspect of
grammar which was not discussed in this book – syntactic and semantic catego-
rization (Steels 2011a). One of the functions of grammatical constructions is to
re-categorize meaning and syntactic form in different levels of abstraction and
specificity. A well worked out example for such processes is argument struc-
ture (Steels 2002; Steels, van Trijp & Wellens 2007; van Trijp 2008). An example
of a German phrase conveying the argument structure of a “give event” is the
following
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‘He gives a book to her’
The phrase encodes that he is the one who gives a book, and she is the one
who receives the book and the book is the item that is given. The participants
of the event are semantically re-categorized into semantic roles such as agent or
patient. Syntactically, categorizations such as case (e.g. nominative, dative and
accusative) or gender (e.g. female, masculine, neuter) can be applied. The main
purpose of semantic and syntactic re-categorization is to capture abstract seman-
tic and grammatical mappings observed in natural language. The corresponding
hypothesized constructions are consequently more abstract (Steels 2011a). For
instance, an argument-linking construction does not depend on particular event
participants such as giver and givee, but rather relies on abstract semantic roles
such as agent and recipient.
In terms of evolution semantic and syntactic categorization are often connected.
For instance, we know that case marking systems develop out of semantic roles
(Blake 1994). A fact that has been traced using computational models of the
evolutionary processes involved (van Trijp 2008). The line of research on case
marking and semantic roles (Steels 2002; van Trijp 2008) stresses an important
aspect of grammar that we can also see at work in German locative phrases. Syn-
tactic and semantic categorizations were used throughout the German locative
grammar in the form of semantic and syntactic functions and classes. These cat-
egorizations are important for organizing the grammar, since abstract construc-
tions build on top of them. An example of such a construction in German is the
postmodifier construction referring-expression–adverbial which handles different
kinds postmodifiers such as adverbs and prepositional phrases (see Chapter 7).
In the experiments in this book, semantic categorization is either given by the
experimenter or directly derived from the type system used in semantic process-
ing of IRL. Semantic categorization was designed by the experimenter for the
German locative grammar. Great care was taken to ensure that semantic classes,
functions and types are given so that the grammar can function properly. For
grammar evolution, semantic categorization immediately follows from the type
system used to represent categories, spatial relations and object classes.
An interesting direction for future work would certainly be to study the evolu-
tion of syntactic and semantic categorization in spatial language. Semantic cate-
gories could start based on the type system implemented for spatial relations and
could gradually becomemore abstract – the idea being that agents autonomously
develop abstract constructions such as modeled for German locative phrases.
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